Reminiscences My Life’s Adventures

By James Baur

INTRODUCTION
People tell me I should write about my sailing adventures all the time. I don’t think they are
especially noteworthy and I also don’t think I’m a very good writer but I’ll give it a try and let
people see for themselves. I figure I’ll write for a half hour a day and see what happens. I’m
now in George Town on Great Exuma Island and I’m stuck here for the winter. I could think of
many places that are a lot worse to spend 5 or 6 months.
This might be a good place to add that I never wished to risk my life doing all the things I did.
Each adventure was read about, carefully planned and I felt relatively safe. In reading a book
about Teddy Roosevelt exploring the River of Doubt he said: “I have already lived and enjoyed
as much life as any nine other men I know; I have had my full share, and if it is necessary for me
to leave my bones in South America, I am quite ready to do so.” I would never make such a
statement.
A kid in class (I was a 6, 7 and 8th grade teacher in a Staten Island public school) once asked how
we knew the Bible was true. Before I responded another student spoke up and said it had to be
true because no one would write that much if it wasn’t. This was from a group of kids who were
not academically inclined. I feel a little like that except what I’m writing is true, at least based
on my memory. We all know what happens to our memories -- the good things are remembered
and the bad things are forgotten or modified to the point where they become interesting and fun.
The agony and terror have long since dissipated. A friend, David Trenbirth, from Nova Scotia
made several ocean trips with me and said we should start an organization called “Offshore
Anonymous” and whenever the urge to sail offshore rears its ugly head we should call upon its
members to remind us of the discomfort, expense, bad food, wet bunks, cramped conditions etc.,
and then forget about going back out on the ocean. Despite this, going out on the ocean, out of
sight of land and everyone else is magical and beautiful.
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CHAPTER I
I began boating when I was in the eighth grade and a classmate of several years who I barely
knew, Jack Kirkwood, invited me out on his new motor boat and I accepted his invitation. My
mother knew his mother and they thought we would make a good match and they were right. He
had a 9 or 10 foot pram with a small outboard, probably about 3 horsepower. His Dad took us
down to the Richmond County Yacht Club, near where we lived in Great Kills, Staten Island.
This was Jack’s first time out in the boat, which I only learned later and was actually quite
honored to be chosen for its maiden voyage. Jack’s father brought us down to the dock and put
the outboard on the dinghy and got it started. It was an eye opening experience. I enjoyed the
day immensely, only seeing the water from a beach before this. My only experience with boats
before this was the Staten Island Ferry and an old wooden box. The wooden box dated back to
the time when I was about 8 years old and tried tarring the large open seams to make this box
float. It created quite a mess for my mother to clean up. Needless to say the box didn’t make a
boat.
I was hooked with Jack’s boat and spent every day that he was available with him. We became
very good friends and began learning about boats. Back in the 1950’s nearly all boats were made
of wood and there were only a few boats in Great Kills harbor. We were required to stay in the
harbor by Jack’s parents. Along the shore was an old wrecked rowboat. Jack and I patched
some of the seams and pulled the boat back into the water. It floated and I had my first boat. We
tied a line around a large rock and used this as an anchor. The boat lasted a few days before the
wind blew it away and it disappeared. I hung around with Jack and his boat for two summers. I
had a part time paper route delivering the local newspaper and began saving my money to
purchase my own boat. After my sophomore year in high school I found an 11 ½’ runabout ( a
boat meant to go fast with an outboard motor) that needed repair. I bought the boat for about $50
and made the repairs. Although not a lot of money, it was not insignificant either when a paper
route only earned me about four or five dollars a week. I painted the boat and got it ready to
launch. Unfortunately I didn’t have nearly enough money for an outboard motor.
My father came to the rescue and one Saturday morning he took me down to Smitty’s Outboard
Motors and helped me buy a 7 ½ Hp Johnson outboard. This was a great day. I might also add
that I had just failed my German regents exam. My understanding German father did not hold
this against me. Now I needed somewhere to put the boat; Lundy’s dock at the very entrance to
the harbor rented stakes that you could tie a boat to for $20 a season. This was by far the lowest
price in Great Kills and I rented a spot. Launching day was set. I rented a trailer and broke a
bottle of soda over the bow cleat - denting the cleat. My father towed the boat to the harbor and I
was in business. Every free moment was spent on the boat. Jack and I remained close friends
but I began to meet other guys my age with power and sail boats and made new friends. Most of
the boys I met were members on the Richmond County Yacht Club as their fathers were
members. The paper route provided me with money for gas but spending money on anything
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else was impossible. I was always looking for the extra dollar. Saving money became an
obsession that has stayed with me my whole life.
I knew every square inch of Great Kills Harbor and all the boats moored there. I followed my
parents’ directive of staying near Staten Island and not going to New Jersey. One favorite place
to visit was Hoffman and Swinburn Islands. Swinburn Island had been a quarantine station
before Ellis Island and the buildings were all in ruin with only the walls standing. There wasn’t
much to see there but Hoffman Island had been an old army base last used during World War II.
The buildings were still intact although falling into ruins. You could visit the mess halls, the
gymnasium, the huge swimming pool, the sleeping quarters, offices, and many other attractions.
You had to be careful as one wrong step could see you falling through a second or third story
ceiling that was on the verge of crumbling or that already had collapsed. It was illegal to visit
these islands and occasionally a helicopter would chase us away but it was too tempting and we
continued to go back to go back fairly frequently. I don’t think I told my parents of these
adventures. Jack and I still hung out together and usually used my boat for going places as it was
larger and had a bigger motor than his.
One summer day when the weather was fairly calm we traveled across Raritan Bay to New
Jersey (out of bounds, but who was to know) and traveled up a creek that led into Keyport, with
marshes on both sides. The boat went fastest with two people when the second crew sat up on
the bow. With 7 ½ HP the boat fairly flew along the water. The creek was the perfect place for
this and as Jack sat on the bow as I steered up creek. At top speed I couldn’t see the submerged
old refrigerator with the leg right beneath the water. We hit this object and we stopped dead.
Jack didn’t and he flew off the bow and landed in the muddy creek. Water was pouring into the
boat and it looked like we might sink. We dragged the boat into the marshes, stuffed rags into
the hole and discovered that if we motored backwards very slowly we would be okay. We did
this until we got back to the town of Keyport. We pulled up one of the forward floorboards and
broke it about the size we needed to cover the hole. We purchased a couple of dozen screws and
some caulking material. We caulked the area, put the piece of plywood in place and put the
screws all around the edge. The patch worked so good that I used the boat the rest of the season
with the hole. We told our parents we had an accident in Princess Bay Creek and we never got
into trouble. Keeping the engine going was a struggle. The pull cord, or the choke, or propeller,
or carburetor always needed attention and I knew nothing about mechanical appliances or
engines. The engine usually did not work nearly as well as it should have but it still was the
center of my universe.
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CHAPTER II
Another favorite activity using the boat was to go beach camping. Just across the harbor from
the Yacht club dock was a beach that was used mostly for fishing during the day and couples
parked cars there at night. We loaded our tent, sleeping bags and food into the boat, went across
the harbor and spent the night, watching the parked cars from a safe distance.
The end of my second year with the boat, a friend I met in high school, who was also a member
of the RCYC, Bill Hamilton, suggested we take a trip around Staten Island with my boat. I
thought it was a great idea and early one morning we got ready to go. I had sufficient gas for the
trip, but needed oil to add to the gas (my outboard motor, as were nearly all motors in those days,
was a 2 cycle engine). Bill’s father owned two fifty foot wooden boats that were in less than
stellar condition and Bill grew up working on boat engines since he was old enough to talk. Bill
said there was plenty of oil aboard the “Barbara”, the older of the two boats. We went to the old
boat, found a container marked motor oil and took what we needed. We set our t on our
adventure. It was a beautiful day, warm, sunny, and a light breeze. We were motoring well until
we reached New Drop Beach, about 3 miles from Great Kills and the motor made a loud
clanking sound and stopped dead. We paddled into the beach. We found out later that the
container on board the “Barbara” that said motor oil really contained diesel oil. This destroyed
the engine but Bill assured me it could be fixed easily. It stayed in his basement for years along
with other piles of outdated junk.
We were stuck in New Dorp but a fellow who lived in one of the beach bungalows asked if he
could give a hand and to our very good fortune, he had a small outboard motor he could loan us.
We motored back to Great Kills and later, Bill’s father drove the motor back to the good
Samaritan. This ended my days with a motor boat. The engine was a constant source of trouble.
It was expensive and unreliable. To further convince me that my motor boating days were over,
we had a hurricane pass over Staten Island in September, just after the motor breathed its last. I
tied the boat up to a tree but during the storm but another boat broke loose and punctured a hole
in the side of mine. My father inherited this old boat and he began a short career in boating
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CHAPTER III
My friend, Bill owned a small sailboat called a snipe (14 or 15 feet) and he had taken me out
sailing. I enjoyed it and decided that anything would be easier than keeping an outboard running
and the idea of getting a sailboat was planted in my brain.
For a year I without a boat but did some sailing with Bill and his sister, Ginny, a cute spunky
girl.. While delivering newspapers, I passed a house in Great Kills with a comet sailboat (16 feet
- a good daysailer to learn on) sitting in its yard. I wondered if it was for sail and worked up
enough courage to ring the doorbell and ask. The owner would sell it for $150.00. It had a mast
and sails but was not in very good condition. I had saved sufficient money to buy the boat and
got it trailered to our house. I needed a place to keep the boat and the only reasonable place
would be at a mooring. This would mean I would have to join the Richmond County Yacht
Club. Jack Kirkwood and Bill Hamilton (or their fathers -I’m not sure which) sponsored me as
an intermediate member. I was accepted. I got a job at a fast food place called the Chuck Wagon
- a forerunner of places like McDonalds during my last summer in High School. And this meant I
was earning more money than the paper route paid. Learning to sail was exciting and daunting.
My friends helped a little but mostly for me it was sink or swim. Not long after starting, a boy 5
years my junior, Dwight Millman, was hanging around the club. I needed a crew and Dwight
needed something to do so we hooked up and learned together. Dwight became one of the best
sailors that I ever knew. We had an exciting time and slowly I became more and more proficient.
My two other close friends, Jack and Bill both crewed on racing boats owned by other yacht club
members. I became interested and eventually got a job as a crew on a 19 foot “Lightning”
sailboat. If you want to learn to sail well, racing will do it and you learn fast. By the end of the
summer, I was a pretty accomplished sailor.
By my second summer sailing I made new acquaintances and friends. One in particular stands
out - Tom Middleton. Tom sailed with me very often. Tom was a very sociable guy and several
times invited young girls out. Nothing came of these short encounters but they were still
enjoyable. Tom enjoyed it so much that he bought a Comet sailboat as well and we sailed with
and against each other in short match races. Both our boats were old and needed constant
attention and they both sailed at about the same speed. Sailing across Raritan Bay to Keyport
was a popular days outing. Keyport was about 4 ½ miles from Great Kills. Getting there took
most, if not the whole morning. A stop for lunch at a small inexpensive café was often included
(a lettuce and tomato sandwich cost 25 cents). The afternoon took up the return trip. I quickly
learned that a schedule was almost impossible to keep. If the winds blew favorably you could
make it home in short order or if they were contrary or non existent it might take many hours. I
was frequently late for supper but I had a very understanding Mom and she always saved a plate
for me. On days that I worked at the Chuck Wagon sailing was done after work. Usually I was
able to take a hamburger with me. And I went straight to the Yacht Club. Sailing was not the
only activity, but rowing around the harbor at night with my Yacht Club friends was often very
enjoyable. In fact rowing and reciting Shakespeare became a fairly common occurrence. Bill’s
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older sister, Ginny often hung out with us guys. I thought she was the cat’s meow. I think
she felt the same about me but we never said anything. We were both too shy to do anything
about it.
During my second summer with the Comet, Bills father died and Bill and his sister inherited his
father’s two old motor yachts. Bill and Ginny’s mother knew almost nothing about boats and
was not interested. The comet leaked quite a bit and caulking the seams didn’t help much and in
preparation for a comet race I decided to fiberglass the boat bottom. I transported the boat home
on a trailer I had purchased and spent a considerable amount of time sanding the bottom down to
bare wood. From Defender Industries in Manhattan I purchased the fiberglass cloth and resin. I
proceeded to fiberglass the bottom and the job came out very well. The only mistake I made was
in trying to save brushes used when working. I put the brushes in my mom’s freezer and I could
use them a second or third time. Fiberglass does not cure or get hard when it is too cold. I
reused the brushes but later we discovered that all the food in the freezer tasted like fiberglass. I
saved two or three dollars in brushes and ruined 20 to 30 dollars worth of food - a real savings. I
put the boat back in the water but the centerboard trunk could not be fiber glassed and leaked
rather badly until the wood could swell.
Bill arranged a trip to the Raritan Bay Yacht Club for their summer Regatta. Bill towed his Jet
sailboat and my Comet- newly glassed and leaking.. We entered the race in our respective
classes. Neither of us did too well but my boat was so slow that at one point it looked like the
leading boats would complete the course twice before we could complete it once. Constant
bailing didn’t help our time. I still had a great time. Bill also won an award for having one of
the safest and most seaworthy yachts - more of a tribute to his father than to the boat. During the
night the motor yacht had to be bailed and the generator run. Ginny got this job and I told her I
wouldn’t mind helping. She woke me up at the appointed time, about 3 in the morning. After
performing the needed chores we stood looking at each other. Both of us were too shy and
although we both wanted to kiss, it didn’t happen. I needed to grow up a lot faster.
Taking the sailboats to Sandy Hook was also done a couple of times each summer and we would
camp out overnight. The sail to Sandy Hook took most of the day. Again a tent and sleeping bag
(well wrapped in plastic) and some food was all that was needed. There was plenty of driftwood
lying around to have a campfire at night for cooking and watching.
Money was always in tight supply. Working became essential to keeping the boat operational.
As I continued learning about sailing my father became more interested in his motor boat. He
bought a new 14 foot fiberglass boat and a new outboard motor. He enjoyed the boat immensely.
I’m sorry now that I didn’t spend more time with him in this common interest. One trip we took
together was a trip around Long Island. This was a two day trip and we spent one night in a
motel with a dock for tying up the boat. We made great time in beautiful and settled weather.
Going through the East River provided the most excitement and we found out why Hell’s Gate
got that name. We took one large wave, kicked up by a passing tugboat, that washed right over
the well flared bow and windshield and soaked us. Fortunately we were okay.
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It was about this time in my life that I met another very good friend, Paul Trasborg. Paul was
a member of the RCYC and he owned a small very beautiful motor boat that he finished
building himself. I was totally involved in sailing but Paul was a willing crew and we enjoyed
each other's company. His brother was the same age as my older brother and they knew each
other as well.
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CHAPTER IV
I also met an older fellow by the name of Ed Van Wort. Ed owned a 35 or 36 foot wooden
schooner that was kept in A-1 condition. It bright work gleamed in the sun and the white hull
didn’t have a scratch on it. Ed was a single fellow - not a member of the yacht club who was
looking for a crew to help him sail. One summer he planned a two week trip out to Block Island
and Martha’s Vineyard and he asked if I would like to go along. He met my Mom and she
agreed that I could accompany him. I remember that when he stopped by the house he noticed a
leaky pipe in the basement and promptly set about fixing it. I’m sure this helped persuade my
Mom.
We sailed from Great Kills straight for Block Island. We stood two hour watches and while
becalmed I fell asleep on watch. This of course is a rather serious offence especially close to
shore but Ed didn’t scold me he just sent me below to get some sleep. We made Montauk Point
by early afternoon and set course for Block Island, only about 15 miles distant. We missed and
ended up by the Harbor of Refuge in Rhode Island. It was not Ed’s poor navigation that caused
us to miss our destination but a magnetic flashlight I brought along. I stowed it on the inside
bulkhead that the compass was attached to. This threw the compass off. We discovered the
problem and headed for Block Island. By the time we got there heavy fog set in. We did see the
coast and after bumping bottom we found the entrance to the harbor. A fisherman led us inside
and we anchored. At dusk in the fog I thought Block Island Harbor, the Great Salt Pond was a
mud puddle. Anyway Ed cooked dinner and he made American Chop suey. This spaghetti with
fried chopped meat and fried onions. I never liked onions in any form but Ed assured me I
would like this. I loved pasta and chopped meat and I discovered for the first time in my life that
onions do taste good. Quite a revelation to me.
In the morning we awoke to a beautiful sunny and clear day. The sight of the Great Salt Pond
was incredible - absolutely magnificent! The harbor is very big and back in 1964 there were
very few boats there. We re-anchored closer to the docks and went ashore. I then discovered
that walking and cruising go hand in hand. We walked about a mile and a half into town and
explored this area of the island. It wasn’t until years later when we brought bikes with us that I
discovered how pretty the island really was. Back in 1964 many of the buildings were in very
poor shape. It looked as if Block Island was popular in the 1930’s and then forgotten. This
would have been the time to buy property there.
Our next destination was Martha’s Vineyard. We anchored in West Harbor and spent a couple of
days there. This was the farthest east we got. We also visited Essex, Connecticut, Port
Jefferson, the outside tip of Oyster Bay and we returned through the East River. Quite an
experience for a young guy who had never been farther than New Jersey before this. I cruised
with Ed for two summers. The second time my friend Dwight also came along.
Another friend I met in high school, Richard Patton, also became interested in sailing and also
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bought a Comet sailboat. There were three of us in Great Kills. All three boats were wooden
and slow (as far as racing goes). We had much fun match racing and sharing common
problems and solutions. I continued sailing and working at the Chuck Wagon until I graduated
college. I did not know what I wanted to do after graduation.
In my junior year in college my friend Dwight was a 10% owner of a Long Island Interclub 28’
sailboat. This was a wooden sailboat of the old style. Along overhang, bow and stern. The boat
sailed magnificently - fast and exciting. It heeled more than most modern boats and looked
magnificent especially under sail. For power it had a 3 hp unreliable outboard motor. This boat
was only meant for sailing. The main owner of the boat, a fellow by the name of Mickey Gale
wanted to sail in Long Island Sound but could not take the time to sail it through the East River.
Dwight decided he could bring it up and asked if I would help him. This sounded great to me.
The boat had a large outdoor cockpit and a small cutty cabin with just enough room so you could
sit almost upright below. It had a small alcohol stove and no head to speak of. A toilet of sorts
was underneath a cushion seat up forward.
We brought our sleeping bags and headed out. Approaching Welfare Island (now Roosevelt
Island) we saw there were several bridges over the East River. The currents in the East River run
as high as 6 knots. Timing the tide is critical, which we did. The current on the east side of
Welfare Island was less than on the west side so we decided to go up the east side. We didn’t
check the bridge clearances close enough and as we approached the last bridge we didn’t think
we could make it. We tried turning on the small motor and head south but the motor was too
weak to go against the strong current. We went under the bridge sideways, port side to the
bridge and the top of the mast hit the bridge. The port upper shroud broke, the mast bent enough
and the boat made it through to the other side. We could only sail on the starboard tack. The
wind was from the right direction and we made it City Island and the Yacht Club there assigned
us a mooring - no charge (not like today). We were home for the night. During the night the
wind began to increase and by the morning the wind was blowing a gale. The current took the
boat in one direction and the wind and waves hit the boat broadside. The wind being contrary to
the current built up very short steep seas. The boat rolled very badly.
The dinghy began to smash against the hull and no matter how we tied it it gave us trouble.
Reading boating magazines can be instructional and I had read that to make the dinghy lie with
the current rather than the wind, a bucket could be tied astern of the dinghy. We tried it and it
worked like a dream. That took care of the dinghy but Dwight and I were thrown about the cabin
and water cascading over the leaky decks made life below wet and very uncomfortable. We
could not possibly go ashore the whole day By the following morning the wind and seas
subsided enough so that we could row ashore. I hauled Dwight up the mast and he took down the
spreader that broke when we hit the bridge. City Island has all kinds of boat shops and we found
a place that could replace the spreader. One shop, taking pity on us took on the project and in a
very short time we had a new spreader. Dwight again went up the mast and we quickly headed
for Oyster Bay.
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The trip to Oyster Bay was fun but as we approached the harbor fog set in and we lost most
of our visibility. As we cautiously went in, Dwight heard waves lapping and we anchored.
We proceeded into the harbor by dinghy. If Mickey didn’t receive a phone call he would call the
Coast Guard. We rowed by a large rock just ahead of the boat and into the harbor. We made the
phone call and returned. It was a great trip, a real learning experience.
Another short cruise I went on was with a fellow by the name of Ritchie Fiorelli. His father
owned the drug store in Great Kills and had sailed a boat about 20 feet long for years. The boat
was his fathers’ and was always spotless. His dad bought a 28 ½ Pearson Triton. This was one
of the first large fiberglass boats ever built. Towards the end of the first summer he had this boat,
Ritchie asked me if I would like to take a short cruise up into Long Island Sound with him. I
quickly signed on and I think the crew was Ritchie, Dwight and myself. Ritchie was quite
concerned about taking very good care of the boat as it was his dad’s, it was practically brand
new and it was expensive. Fortunately the gods smiled on us and even going on the wrong side
of Stepping Stones Lighthouse did not result in us hitting the very rocky bottom. We made pasta
for supper and in the interest of conserving water we used water from Long Island Sound
figuring boiling the water would kill any bacteria. The pasta was completely inedible because of
the high salt content.
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CHAPTER V
My degree from the City College of NY was in teaching secondary school. After graduating I
stall felt like a kid myself and did not want to teach right away. The war in Vietnam was raging
and I was decidedly against the war and did not want to be drafted Teachers were exempt from
the draft but I was not ready to start this career yet. After much agonizing I decided to join the
Peace Corps and failing that, I would join the Coast Guard. I applied to both. I just passed all
the exams necessary to join the Coast Guard. The minimum height requirement was 5’ 4” and I
stood 5’ 4”. I heard nothing from the Peace Corps. I waited. The Coast Guard accepted my
application for Officer Candidate School but I was still hoping to get an okay from the Peace
Corps. At this time the Coast Guard was not sending any men to Vietnam. By the third week in
January the Coast Guard wanted an answer. If I did not accept I would lose the spot available. I
joined and within the next day I got a call from the Peace Corps saying they had misplaced my
application and I was accepted. It was a few hours too late. it’s also interesting that right after I
joined, the first contingent of Coast Guardsmen left for Vietnam. I was I in the second.
Officer Candidate School (OCS) was near Yorktown, Virginia. I was flown to the base - my first
time on an airplane. OCS was rigorous but we were treated well. Most of our time was spent
studying. Navigation and celestial navigation were essential. These had to be learned very well.
After graduating I was assigned to a High Endurance Cutter. The job or mission of these old
ships was to stand ocean station patrols. We were supposed to be an early warning system to
detect aircraft coming from Europe and also act as an aid to navigation for air traffic flying
across the ocean. It was uncomfortable duty but I practiced using the sextant and learning how
to navigate a ship. While on board the ship, I was made the Combat Information Center (CIC)
officer and also put tin charge of Anti-Submarine Warfare( ASW). Among my other duties I
was put in charge of the ship's library of confidential or secret information.
Before entering the military service I didn’t drink any alcohol but that changed pretty quickly.
Two vices were cheap, easily available and encouraged by other Coastguardsmen. Military bases
were often in inaccessible and relatively remote places and nearly all bases had an Officer’s and
an NCO club along with a duty free PX. Beer was sold for a quarter a glass when I was in the
service and mixed drinks somewhat higher. Cigarettes could be purchased out at sea for about
15 cents a pack. On land cigarettes cost about 50 cents a pack back in the late 60’s. About 75%
of the men on my ship smoked aboard the ship and drank ashore. Some of the sailors were
alcoholics as well and some took to drinking all kinds of vile things that contained alcohol like
Mouthwash and after shave lotion as drinking alcohol was prohibited on board ships.
Smoking cigarettes seemed low class besides once in High School a girl dropped ashes on my
new pants paid out of my meager earnings and burnt a hold in them so I tried smoking a pipe
mainly because the aroma was so enticing. Flavored tobacco smoke smelled wonderful. I
couldn’t keep the pipe lit so this bad habit fortunately died. I got drunk my first time at OCS
during one of our few leaves on rum and Cokes. The second time I went out drinking was
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enroute to our first ocean station patrol in the North Atlantic. We stopped at St Johns,
Newfoundland. I was encouraged to try apricot liquor and I thought the stuff was wonderful.
Since it was so cheap I had way too much and a short time later I was back aboard the ship.
Shortly thereafter we headed out into the ocean where a full blown gale was in progress on a
pitch black and cold night. The waves were huge and the ship rolled and pitched unbelievably
bad. I had the first watch and along with the other junior officers I used the bucket to empty the
contents of my stomach numerous times. Life seemed miserable and the EO of the ship asked
me how much longer I had in the service. He seemed to take delight in torturing us. I didn’t
make the mistake of getting drunk again just before leaving for sea.
After just a few Ocean Station Patrols, each lasting about 3 weeks, our ship, the WHEC Owasco
got orders to go to Vietnam. At least I was on a ship and I did not have to worry about slogging
through mud and jungle. Our orders were to get the ship ready and then make our way to the
Panama Canal, Hawaii, Guam, and then the Philippine Islands. The trip across the Pacific was
quite pleasant and our stay in Hawaii for about 10 days was very enjoyable.
From Hawaii our ship went to Guam and then the Philippine Islands. This was our home base in
the Pacific - Subic Bay. We spent about a month patrolling the coast of South Vietnam, checking
any boat that was heading near the coast. Larger ship identified themselves and their destination
and we let them proceed. Smaller boats, mostly fishing sampans were stopped. We often
lowered one of our lifeboats and their cargo was inspected. Most of the time the people aboard
these sampans were old men, very young boys and sometimes women. Never once did we
encounter any contraband - stuff like ammunition or weapons. We gave them a gift of a South
Vietnamese flag.
Twice during our tour overseas we stopped at Hong Kong, each time for about 2 weeks. Hong
Kong was a duty free port and items from Japan could be purchased at prices much less than
stateside. I purchased stereo equipment for myself and my father, binoculars, a gimbaled
compass, and sextant. Unfortunately I bought a Japanese Sextant rather than a Plath sextant. I
saved a few dollars but it was an inferior instrument. It did however get me to all destinations I
later sailed to.
During one of our breaks we visited Thailand for about a week. This was definitely the highlight
of our trip. Things made in Thailand could be purchased very cheaply. The dollar went a long
way As I was in charge of storing the things the crew brought, I made sure there was room for a
real, authentic Thai sampan.
All during this time, I became a proficient watch stander but I never determined the course of the
ship. This was always left to the navigator and captain. Even when another ship was
approaching the captain ordered a course change. I don’t ever remember making this decision on
my own. Of course, I was a very junior officer and as they say a collision at sea they say can
ruin your day.
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We returned to New London Connecticut after spending about 10 months in Vietnam and
about 2 months traveling back and forth. We resumed Ocean Station Patrols. One Ocean
Patrol took us between Iceland and Newfoundland. This was normally the worst and roughest
station but we went in July and the weather was calm and beautiful. I got to see dozens of
icebergs. A favorite activity on this patrol became kite flying. Dozens of kites were flying at
any one time. All were homemade and some became very large. Fortunately ships carry lots of
line and much of it was used.
Near the end of my time on board the Owasco, we traveled to Philadelphia. I don’t remember
why but while traveling down the Delaware River I was standing watch. Numerous course
changes were required on this twisting, turning river that had considerable ship traffic. I was
enjoying my time on the bridge and was given complete control of the ship. I ordered numerous
course changes and after a while the captain even left the bridge. When the next officer came to
relieve me, I offered to take his watch and continued. During our stays in New London when I
had the time I took frequent trips in Connecticut looking at used boats that were for sale. I saw
several I liked but could not buy one yet.
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CHAPTER VI
After leaving the service early December 1060 I did substitute teaching for about 2 months and
got a job at an Intermediate school (grades 6, 7 and 8) on Staten Island. I had an all sixth grade
program teaching social studies and math. I lived at home and was able to save much of the
money that I earned. My parents were very generous in continuing to subsidize my living. My
older brother and I rented the upstairs apartment in my parent’s two family house a short time
later.
By the spring of 1970 I was looking to buy a boat. I liked at several. Most of the boats for sale
were wood. Large fiberglass boats were still relatively new. A new boat was too expensive and
early in the spring I came across a 29 ½ foot fiberglass Rhodes Ranger for sale at a cost of about
$10.000. It was smaller than what I was hoping for, but this was a fiberglass boat and the
maintenance promised to be cheaper and easier than a wooden boat. It was being sold from the
Atlantic Highlands in New Jersey and an hours car ride took me to work on the boat every
weekend and any time I could spare. The boat came with lots of extra equipment, including
storm sails, a spinnaker lot of extra line and blocks and two different working jibs.
The previous owner used it for racing and I thought this would be exciting. During the summer
I did enter one race and became becalmed. After sitting for about an hour and a half in the
blazing sun, I turned on the motor and returned home. This was my first and last organized race.
During the summer, my brother, John, and a friend, Chuck Torbyn joined me on a two week trip
out to Nantucket and back. We had a great time and everything worked as it should have. No
serious breakdowns. For this trip I needed a dinghy. As each night we would be anchoring out.
Someone loaned me one that leaked badly and needed to be bailed every hour. I can remember
sailing in a good breeze, having the dinghy pulled close to the stern at which point I would jump
in, bail the boat and then return to the Rhodes Ranger. I decided to call the boat “Northern
Crown” after a constellation I watched in the service during my long night watches.
We sailed directly to Block Island on the outside. RCYC had arraigned a club cruise out east.
They had departed a week earlier than us but we got there the same time they did. I didn’t have
tide charts of the area and the times and was able to borrow what I needed most. We spent a day
there and then departed for Nantucket again on the outside. I miscalculated the distance and we
arrived at the southern entrance channel much earlier than I expected, very late in the afternoon..
Visibility was quite poor and we were lucky to hit this sea buoy right on. The channel was long
and we navigated from buoy to buoy, each being over a mile apart.
I was making dinner during the late afternoon and I was using a pressure cooker for the first
time. I was making a pot roast of some sort. I had no experience with this contraption and when
the requisite time was up, I removed the pot from the stove and opened the lid. I didn’t know
anything about releasing the pressure first. When I opened the lid, we had an explosion of pot
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roast and gravy all over the cabin. Fortunately fate smiled on us an no one was hurt. We just
had a huge mess to clean up. The roast was edible but the sauce was gone.
Entering Nantucket Harbor at night was difficult but fortunately they had a set of range lights. I
had never steered using range lights before and in this case with a low rock jetty on either side
this proved to be very important. A potentially disastrous situation was made relatively easy.
We arrived in Nantucket and anchored there for several days. We received great treatment from
the Nantucket Yacht Club. Even though we anchored they willingly gave us rides on their
tender. This made life a lot easier than trying to row a small leaky dinghy with three guys in it.
John and Chuck bought a huge lobster right off a returning fishing boat. It was huge, probably
more than six pounds. It had to be broken apart so we could cook it. We gorged ourselves and
still had lobster meat left over. It was a memorable feast. We departed for Vineyard Haven on
Martha’s Vineyard. We spent two nights there and then sailed for Long Island Sound. We
stopped at an anchorage on the Connecticut River - a place called Hamburg Cove. We spent a
delightful night surrounded by woods. At this point in time there were few yachts cruising and
this now very crowded spot had lots of room We departed at the tail end of a strong Northeaster
and had a broad reach down into Long Island Sound. We started with a reefed main and storm
jib and ended the day flying the spinnaker. As the wind diminished we changed sails - just
about every combination we had. We went as far as Port Jefferson, I believe. Our last stop was
at the entrance to Oyster Bay and then we returned through the East River and New York Harbor
to Great Kills.
I used the boat every chance I got that summer. I became familiar with most everything on
board. We had no mechanical problems and the engine ran fine. This was not the case on later
trips. This successful cruise and the exciting, fun summer allowed me to think about taking the
boat to Bermuda the following year. . Around this time I had a friend Paul Orsini and his wife,
Joyce, who was in my high school graduating class, were interested in parachute jumping and
this crazy idea sounded exciting and interesting to me also. When they signed up for a sky
jumping course at Lakewood, NJ they talked me into paying the instruction fee and going with
them. We took the day long course - mostly on how to hit the ground without injuring yourself
and how to open the secondary parachute if the main chute did not open. The wind increased in
the afternoon to a point where it was too dangerous for a beginner to jump. We returned home
and went back the next week and went up into the small airplane about 1,500 feet. We did not
have to anything except jump and steer the parachute to the ground. I believe Paul went first and
then me. This was scary as hell and if Joyce wasn’t waiting her turn I might have delayed too
long. As it was I jumped, the parachute was opened by a trip line and floated slowly to the
ground. It was a beautiful sensation and once you were out of the plane it was sheer joy.. The
ride down was rather brief but great. To jump where you could pull your own cord you had to
use the trip line for five jumps. Unless you joined a club it was too expensive and we decided
once was expensive enough.
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CHAPTER VII
I’m not sure how the trip to Bermuda got started or whose idea it was. I do know that ever since
I started sailing I was interested in how big a boat you needed to be to cross an ocean. My friend
Dwight continued to sail with me a lot and I respected his sailing and reasoning abilities and
without him I doubt whether I would have planned such a trip. Another member of our yacht
club, George George, had sailed to Bermuda several years earlier on a Triton sailboat. This boat
was very similar to mine. He made it with a broken mast. But he made it and said we could do
it again. Most members of the club thought we were somewhat crazy but plans went ahead. Our
safety gear was primitive compared with today’s gear but we had a borrowed life raft, bought
safety harnesses, and an emergency kit. George George lent us an accutron watch, a forerunner
to today’s electronic watches. It was off by a second a day. Not too bad for 1972. I had a whole
group of friends who thought this was a good idea and going to Bermuda would be myself,
Dwight, my brother, John, and Bill Lottehos. Returning would be me, Dwight, my brother, John,
and Chuck Torbyn. Everyone pitched in to gave a hand. The boat had a large cockpit and to
avoid being swamped by breaking waves we filled it with Styrofoam. We covered the cabin
windows with plywood to protect t the glass from breaking seas. About the only navigation
equipment we had was a sextant and a log that we dragged behind us. This didn’t work very
well. It caught large amounts of seaweed and the rather large spinner attached with a wire cable
was later found missing- probably attacked by a shark or other large fish.
Out departure date was early July and we set off. The local paper sent down a reporter to
interview us. Our departure was in the evening. I thought night sailing was cooler and easier
than day sailing. This was a mistake. Everyone except my brother John got seasick to different
degrees and it was tough getting used to watches in the dark. We hand steered and stood two
hour watches. Two hours chained to the tiller was exhausting and relief felt good. The first few
days were good. I brushed up on using the sextant and taught the crew the basics. Dwight not
only wanted to figure out a sight, he also wanted to understand the theory behind it. Bowditch
and Duttons were good reference books for this and I was forced to recall stuff they taught us in
OCS. We also had a radio direction finder and two days from Bermuda we began to get their
commercial radio stations. This confirmed our sextant readings.
About the fourth day out, in the Gulf Stream, we encountered some isolated thunderstorms. In
Great Kills, squalls can be very serious and they are never taken lightly. Winds can often reach
40 or 50 knots and can cause major damage. We figured a thunderstorm mid ocean, especially in
the Gulf Stream would be much worse. Everyone was called on deck, life jackets donned and
we waited to be hit. The storms were at a fair distance from us and didn’t come close to us.
After an hour of excited anticipation we all went back to bed. Later thunderstorm or squalls
revealed themselves to be quite mild with just a slight increase in wind and some rain.
Sail changes had to be done on the foredeck and changing the jib happened several times a day.
There was no roller furling and sails had to be hanked on. We all became proficient at it. Safety
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harnesses were almost always worn. Seven days after leaving Staten Island we sighted land.
Unfortunately the land was underneath us. Visibility was not good due to a lot of haze so
even though land was close we could not see it. The night before making landfall on the
entrance buoy to St. Georges’ Harbor I decided to change course to starboard so as to be sure we
saw Bermuda. If we had not changed course, we probably would have been right on. After
seeing the reefs underneath us we changed course to clear the remaining reefs and hit the proper
buoy. We raised Bermuda Harbor Radio and they instructed us where to dock. Bermuda Harbor
Radio has always been a wonderful aid to navigation and each time I went to Bermuda they have
been very helpful, patient, and have helped to quiet down my ruffled nerves.
A customs official came aboard and we were able to stay at the government dock which is right
in the heart of St. Georges. We all rented motor bikes and began to explore the island. It was in
the summer but the hot sunny weather was enjoyed immensely. Road maps were free for the
asking and I think we probably rode our mopeds on every available legal road on the island.
After two days in St. Georges we moved the boat to the Royal Hamilton Amateur Dinghy
Association in Hamilton Harbor. The course to get there was through the reefs and was quite
time consuming. One problem was our mopeds. We brought two mopeds aboard with us and
after getting to Hamilton we doubled up on the bikes to get back to pick up the remaining bikes.
Among the many things we enjoyed was a dinner out at a private residence that prepared meals
for visitors. It was a wonderful meal which included turtle soup and plenty of wine. It was not
cheap but it was worth the money. We also visited night clubs at night and I remember John
getting up to the microphone in one club and singing to the audience. We were pretty well lit
and were feeling no pain. I remember enjoying listening to Caribbean Steel bands a lot and even
buying a record which I promptly lost. Bill Lotterhos flew home and Chuck Torbyn took his
place. Chuck was especially interested in snorkeling and photography. He did a lot of both and
many days the rest of us snorkeled as well. The waters close to the beach were not the best for
snorkeling but we did not take the boat out to the better reefs. We stayed tied to the dock which
was much easier. After about a week in Hamilton Harbor we moved back to St. Georges and
prepared to depart. We got the extended weather forecast from the helpful Bermuda Harbor
Radio, complete with weather maps and we prepared to depart.
Our trip back to Staten Island was more difficult than the trip to Bermuda. The winds were
stronger and were heading us more. The boat was uncomfortably pitching and rolling. The
highlight (if that’s what you can call it) was a thunderstorm one night where the sky was laced
with lightning from horizon to horizon. The lightning was high and crisscrossed in all directions.
During heavy lightening we attached battery jumper cables from one of the stays and let the free
end trail over the side. We hoped this would provide a good ground. We never took a direct hit
so it may have helped. With the lightning show that was awesome, we had an increase in wind
and we decided to try out the sea drogue we bought for this trip. As we were letting the drogue
out from the bow, I was motoring slowly forward. I was not going slow enough. In fact the
drogue had little pressure and was basically useless. Caveat Emptor. Some of the safety devices
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sold were next to worthless. In any event the line got wrapped around the rudder and
propeller and we were stuck for the night. Chuck had an especially bad attack of nerves and I
think he thought we were going to lost at sea. Sailing in small boats may have converted a lot of
people to a belief in God. “If I survive this, I’ll be a believer and do all kinds of religious good
deeds when I get back”. Martin Luther said that any promise made to God, while very, very
scared does not count. I think that was the case with Chuck
In the morning Dwight volunteered to go over the side to clear the line. It was not an easy
decision because not far from the boat a rather large shark was swimming. Dwight had brought a
22 rifle and as he went over the side, I stood shotgun waiting for the shark to come closer. In
less than a minute and only one dive, Dwight was able to unwrap the line from the propeller and
free the rudder. We were back in business.
Our trip back to Staten Island took eight days - about a day longer than our trip down. This has
been the case in all subsequent trips to a from Bermuda. The Gulf Stream sets the boat to the
east and generally the summer winds are not as favorable. We returned to a heroes welcome at
the yacht club and to relieved parents as well.
One thing I learned from the trip was that self proclaimed experts are not experts and many
things that “cannot” be done, can be. This has been both a blessing and a curse to me in later
life. I have done many things that ”could not” be done, but I have not listened closely enough to
warnings that should have been heeded. Generally, especially when I was younger, I ignored the
advice of people who knew a lot more about a particular subject than I did.
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CHAPTER VIII
The rest of the summer was spent working, trying to meet young women and sailing. I did not
have much luck in the young woman department. I might also add at this point that the boat had
no bimini and very few creature comforts. We had a two burner alcohol stove, one sink, a very
small head, two water tanks that held about 27 gallons of water, a small fuel tank of about 15
gallons, three electric lights, spreader lights, running lights, and a mast head light. Salt water
was used for dishes and taking showers on deck. Of the mechanical and electrical appliances, it
seems something always needed repair. Sail changes were done manually without roller furling
that had not yet been invented. The mainsail was reefed by rolling the sail up like a shade on the
boom. We had two winches for the jib sheets and two winches on the mast. Storage was very
limited, especially when you consider the number of sails that we had to carry.
During the next winter a trip to Nova Scotia began to become a reality. The trip would leave
from Staten Island and sail directly to Block Island. Then to Outthink Island and on through the
Cape Cod Canal and on to Provincetown at the tip of Cape Cod.
The first thing to work out for this trip was the crew. No one person except me could go the
whole way so a rotating crew had to arraigned. From Great Kills to Block Island it would be me
and Bill Lotterhos and his significant other, Joyce. In Block Island John Millman met us. From
Block Island to Canada the crew stayed the same. Our departure seemed to anticipate the trip.
Just after leaving the harbor we were hit with a nasty squall. Except for a bit of seasickness and
frayed nerves we were okay. We arrived in Block Island and because we had no dinghy (out in
the ocean it’s too dangerous to tow one or lash it to the deck) I dropped the crew off at the dock,
anchored the boat and swam into shore. It’s a bit dangerous swimming at night to do the process
in reverse but docking fees in Block Island were very high. The trip was uneventful until
Cuttyhunk Island off Cape Cod. We anchored in the inner harbor and things were okay until
about 5 in the morning when we were totally becalmed. Boats were swinging every which way
and we began to touch a moored boat next to us. We were obliged to move so after raising
anchor the crew went back to sleep and I motored towards the Cape Cod Canal. About 5 AM
while still dark we were hit by a ferocious squall, one of the worse I can remember. I did not
have sails up and even with full power, I could not get the bow into the wind. We heeled way
over, throwing the crew and most everything below into chaos. This ended after about a half our
and we were becalmed. We continued to motor the rest of the day.
This might be a good point to share with you how expenses were allotted. Generally I added up
all items that I bought for the trip, including food, equipment and boat maintenance and the
prorated each crew depending on how many days they were aboard. Money was in short supply
and the crew helping to pay expenses made these trips possible for them and for me. In
Provincetown we refueled and the next morning we headed for Shelburne at the southern end of
Nova Scotia.
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I set a compass course and we were relying on celestial navigation as our primary tool.
Dead reckoning and a new radio direction finder (RDF) were our other tools. About half way
to Nova Scotia (as I recall a two night trip). We almost immediately ran into fog and poor
visibility. Our dead reckoning position and the RDF did not agree. I discovered that instead of
adding the compass variation, I subtracted it. This accounted for our being so off the rhumb
line. I felt greatly relieved. I corrected the course and in the evening just about sunset we made
landfall at devils point - right where we were headed. Devil’s Point was perfectly named.
Through the cold drizzle and fog we spotted this evil looking tall black spire of rock. It looked
like it was just waiting for an unlucky boat to sail into its trap. From Devil’s Point we set a large
semi circular course to Shelburne. As night came on the fog grew thicker and reached a point
were visibility was zero. Using the sextant of course was impossible and I was uncertain as to
how accurate Canadian RDF and navigational markers were. I later discovered that they are
probably among the best in the world. Every marker and RDF were exactly on. Still. it was a
difficult night. Every quarter of an hour, throughout the night I checked our RDF position. By
morning we were very near the entrance and through the cold fog, mist and drizzle we spotted a
fishing boat. He directed us the wrong way - he was only interested in our staying away from his
nets. The wind died and we motored towards the entrance. Spotted some rocks close aboard and
were able to make a positive identification. The trip upriver into the harbor was relatively easy.
We arrived in Shelburne exhausted but safe. We found a commercial type dock that was not in
use, tied up and we all promptly fell into a deep, much needed sleep. Late in the afternoon,
much revived by our long nap we explored the small town and found a delightful place to have
dinner. I don’t remember what I ate, but the food was good and I was hungry. I do remember
that the waiter came by to ask us if we wanted dessert. We all said no. As he was leaving, Bill
called him back and said he would like apple pie. We all echoed his choice. As the waiter was
beginning to leave again, Bill called him back again and said he would like some vanilla ice
cream as well. Hearing this, we all thought it was a good idea and ordered the same thing. As
the waiter was leaving for the third time , Bill again called him back and said he would like a cup
of coffee to wash down the desert. We again ordered the same thing. The power of suggestion
can be very great.
We spent a day in Shelburne and while there we discovered that at the end of the American
Revolution many Loyalists escaped to Nova Scotia to escape persecution back in the States. We
then departed for Halifax. It was a clear day with bright sun and we had a pleasant sail to
Halifax. Entering the harbor was not a problem. I believe we cleared customs in Halifax and
were able to stay tied up to a dock right near customs. Being without a dinghy it was very
necessary for us to have a dock to tie up to. Fortunately, back in the early 1970’s there was not
much yacht traffic and we were able to tie to these docks for free. Being on a limited budget,
this was very important. The tide change in Halifax was about 16 feet. At high tide we were
near the top of the dock and at low tide this immense barnacle encrusted high wall was next to
us. The lines had to be constantly adjusted.
In Halifax John Millman left and we were joined by his brother Dwight. Bill and Joyce also
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returned home and Chuck Torbyn joined us. We spent several days touring Nova Scotia in a
car that Chuck rented. I remember it being a beautiful place with some old fishing villages
kept just as they were about 100 years ago and some very modern places like Halifax.
On the boat we have no shower and usually we clean ourselves by bucket at sea and swimming
in port. We rinse off with fresh water. I tried swimming in Halifax Harbor. I jumped off the
bow and landed in what felt like ice water. I swam to the stern as fast as I could and climbed out.
That is the last time I went swimming so far north.
We eventually go underway headed for Provincetown. Not long after leaving we were enveloped
in thick fog. I was concerned with strong currents created by the extreme tide changes. In order
to insure that we stayed offshore I set the course accordingly. The wind was light and our speed
was slow accordingly. The fog stayed very think throughout the day and the whole night. I was
hesitant to rely on dead reckoning for our position because of the extreme tide difference so we
used the RDF. The readings kept showing us close to shore and I kept heading more out to sea.
The next morning the fog was as thick as ever. Visibility was probably not more than a quarter
of a mile. The wind died and the RDF still showed us close to the coast. We began to motor to
seaward
The motor began to overheat. It began to overheat just south of the Cape Cod Canal but once we
got north of the Canal the water temperature dropped and so did the engine temperature and I
forgot about this problem. Dwight began taking the cooling system apart to try and remedy the
situation. As he was working we spotted a piling in the water. Pilings are usually only found
near land and this along with the RDF still showed us on or near the beach. We also had large
swells - just like breaking waves one would see at the beach. It seemed to clear momentarily
and I grabbed the sextant and got a quick sun line. After doing the calculations I charted the line
and it showed us about a quarter mile from the coast. I dropped the lead line and touched bottom
at about 30 feet. I was expecting to go hard aground on the rocky coast at any minute. Dwight
feverishly worked on the engine and then to add to the excitement a large shark began to circle
the boat. I was figuring we had a sunken boat and the shark would have an early lunch. Dwight
got the engine back together with some of the crud removed from the engine cooling lines. The
engine was salt water cooled and overtime the lines became encrusted with salt and rust. This
diminished its capacity to cool.
Just as things looked like they couldn’t get any worse we spotted a fishing boat quite close to us.
We shouted loud and blew horns and he came over to us. We asked for our position. He had
loran and gave us our position about 50 miles out on Georges Bank. The water in Georges Bank
is very shallow in spots and we were in one of these shallow spots. I do remember the fishing
boat offering us some halibut fish but Dwight’s response was that we were “not here for the
halibut”.
Feeling a whole lot better about not sinking we set course for Provincetown. The wind came up
and we had a broad reach with full main and large genoa up. The fog lifted and we were making
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great speed. During the night the broad reach continued and with the waves on our quarter
we were surfing down these breakers at astonishing speeds. The swells were so large
because the deep ocean shoals to just a few feet. It was an exciting ride. The only concern was
that we might hit bottom even though the water was deep because of the big swells. It stayed
crystal clear during the night and we anchored in Provincetown at about 3 AM We went to sleep
and upon awakening we were back in thick fog. The sextant proved useless on this trip and oh
how I wish we had loran or radar. This electronic equipment was still too expensive for cruisers
on a very restricted budget.
We stayed in Provincetown several days and decided to sample the night life. I do remember
walking along the beach seeing guys holding hands with other but didn’t think too much of it.
We went to several bars in the evening and when there was dancing guys were dancing with each
other. I had never encountered gay people before and found this disconcerting. But I figured if it
makes them happy it's okay with me. A few guys tried to become friendly with us but we told
them we were not interested and they left us alone. We continued to search for bars with young
women. Most of the bars were for gay men. Women seemed in very short supply. Finally we
found a bar with loads of beautiful looking girls and figured we hit the jackpot. We started to
order drinks when a very big, nasty looking woman came up to us and said we had to leave.
When asked why she said it was an all ladies bar only and we were not welcome. This woman
was not to be messed with. We left quietly. So much for finding romance in Provincetown. My
luck meeting young women with this boat was not very good.
I don’t recall our trip home from Provincetown except that we went through Long Island Sound
and through the East River. Upon returning home two young women were visiting a friend of
my brothers, Werner Feldhausser. We were introduced and one young girl, a year or two
younger than me, seemed to be attracted to me. I invited her down to see the boat after the
impromptu party had ended and I did show her the boat and tried to show her my physical
interest in her with moderate success. Unfortunately she was going home to South Carolina in
the morning. We said we would keep in touch. The next year when I did make it South
Carolina she was seriously interested in another guy. I guess the moral of the storey is you don’t
have to sail hundreds of miles to find romance. Sometimes it's right under your nose.
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CHAPTER IX
During the winter plans for a trip the next summer were being bounced around. Most often
somebody came up with a crazy idea and sometimes the idea took root. Nothing was off limits.
It was great having a group of friends who were as daring as I was. I had the boat but it was their
enthusiasm that kept me going. Their willingness to pay their pro rata share of expenses also
made the trips possible. On a teachers salary I had plenty of time during the summers but not
much money. I was always looking for ways to save money. I did my own boat maintenance
and then learned how to work on cars as well. The 68 Chevy Impala that I had always needed
something and if at all possible I fixed it myself.. I remember that my older brother , John, had a
Volkswagen that also needed constant maintenance and I learned from him as well. Tom, our
younger brother, also got his first car and of course he had to do his own maintenance as well.
I think one of the joys of getting older and becoming financially secure is that you can hire a
mechanic to work on your cars for you. The trick is to find a mechanic that is knowledgeable
and honest. If he is a friend so much the better. At this point in my life I have found such a
fellow. His name - Gary Solerno.
Often on a Friday night my friends and myself would gather as someone’s apartment and we
would drink cheap beer and wine. We were all interested in meeting young women but going to
bars was expensive and usually unrewarding. Staying at home was not as exciting but it was
more comfortable and a lot less expensive. Sometime during these gatherings the subject of
were we should sail the next summer came up.
The idea of a trip to Puerto Rico began to form. Dwight’s fiancée was originally from Puerto
Rico and many of their relatives, including her mother still lived there. A trip to San Juan
seemed doable. After studying the charts and seeing the best way to get home I decided to stop
at the Caicos Islands in the Bahamas. This was about 300 miles from San Juan or about a three
day sail. From there San Salvador also seemed like a good stop off point. This was about 300
miles from the Caicos Islands and again a three day sail. We would be in the trade winds all the
way from Puerto Rico and the scheduling seemed pretty firm. From there I decided to head for
Charleston, South Carolina. I wanted to stay well clear of the storms and rough seas that Cape
Hatteras had a reputation for attracting. I decided to head for the first port south of the Cape
-Moorhead City. From Moorhead City we would take the Intracoastal Waterway up to Cape
May and then sail home to Staten Island.
Finding a crew would be a bit of a problem as I was the only one with the whole summer off. I
figured three or four was an ideal crew but a trip could be managed with two. Because most of
my friends could only get a little time off from work a crew change would be necessary at almost
every port. The trip would also last the entire summer. I would depart two days after school
ended and I would return about three days before school began in September. All of the
preparations would have t made while I was still teaching. Besides the usual maintenance, which
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was considerable, I also ordered a self steering machine that converted the boat’s speed into
force that could move the tiller. Hand steering 24 hours a day was an exhausting and boring
experience. If this could be done automatically it would be a tremendous benefit. This type of
gear was just being invented in the early 1970’s. If it worked we could sail with a reduced crew
and be more comfortable.
For the first leg of the trip, from Staten Island to Bermuda, I found only one willing hand - a
friend Gene Everson. Gene had not been interested in sailing before this and did not know
anything about it at all. But as long as he was willing, he could learn what he needed to know on
the way. He agreed to sail all the way to Puerto Rico. This seemed to be the most difficult leg to
find a crew for. Work preparing the boat was an all consuming task and the weekends and
evenings after work were devoted to this job.
A few days before leaving I figured I should get my teeth cleaned and checked. I don’t think
anything professionally had been done to them since I started teaching school. Until that time
my mom took responsibility for this annoying, but necessary task. My older brother had recently
had work done on his teeth and recommended a nearby dentist, Bob Jacobson.
At the appointed time, I saw Dr. Jacobson and he told me I would have to come back for a follow
up appointment. I explained to him that I was planning a long sailing trip and my follow up
appointment had to be very soon as I would be leaving in about a week. He said he would love
to go ocean sailing and since I had only Gene from Staten Island to Bermuda he could come. I
never expected him to come. I extend the invitation to many people and almost always is “I
would love to but…”. Anyway the next Saturday I had my boat in at the yacht club dock and
everything was pulled apart and in a state of total disorder. Bob stopped aboard and quickly
arraigned to clear his calendar of patients for the duration of the trip. He was our third crew.
The supplies were loaded aboard and two days after school let out we began our sail to Bermuda.
Some people came down to the dock to see us off. I don’t remember who came down exactly
but Bob’s daughter, Stephanie, was among them. She was nineteen and I thought see was very
attractive.
Anyway we set sail. The self steering device has been bolted to the stern of the boat but I never
really had it totally operational. For one thing, I needed two new blocks installed for the control
lines to the tiller. I had them aboard and the first order of business was to drill holes and screw
them to the cockpit combing. We did this and the machine worked beautifully. No longer were
we to be a slave to the tiller. As I recall it we made very good time to Bermuda. Gene was a
surprisingly good crew. He was easy to get along with and did his share of boat chores.. We had
a pressurized alcohol stove and lighting it was a bit tricky. I did most of the cooking and since I
also did the shopping we usually had meals that I liked. We had lots of pasta and almost no
potatoes.
We began to have engine trouble almost immediately. The alternator stopped charging the
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batteries and we soon had no electrical power at all. Fortunately we had an engine that had a
crank and by using a lot of muscle we could turn the engine over and get it started. It was a
bit of a workout each time we needed the motor/./ Using sextant and RDF we located the
entrance buoy to St. Georges Harbor right on the nose. This time I did not head for the middle of
the island as I did on the first try. The last morning before entering we awoke to a pleasant
breeze from the north and we sailed most of the way in. We started the motor as we got close to
the government dock and customs and Dwight Millman was waiting for us. He had arrived a
few minutes before us and we made a perfect connection.
Fortunately again, Dwight was an electrician and very competent working on motors and he
located a place that sold alternators and he was able to get a replacement for us. Bob Jacobson
departed a short time after arriving to go back to work, but he had a wonderful time and was bit
by the ocean cruising bug. He thought his daughter would enjoy ocean cruising as well and he
was going to try and arrange for her to meet us in Puerto Rico and sail with us to San Salvador.
This sounded great to me.
As on our previous trip to Bermuda we rented mopeds and spent 3 or four days on the island. We
didn’t have much time for sightseeing as we had a very tight schedule. The crew was now Gene,
Dwight and myself. The first few days after leaving Bermuda we had light winds but me made
reasonable time. We used the engine for one night but we carried an additional ten gallons of
fuel on the stern. This gave us about 26 gallons and The engine used about ½ gallon per hour.
As we got further south, about 3 days out of Bermuda, we began to pick up the trade winds. I
remember Dwight who was usually very good company slept most of the time except when he
was standing watch. It turned out that before he left he had been working overtime and was
exhausted when he arrived. He needed to recharge his own batteries.
I remember taking celestial sights. Dwight became a proficient navigator. We crossed the
declamation of the sun and at noon. The sun was over 89 degrees. One day I do believe it was
90 degrees or within a minute of it. It was pretty exciting. It was also pretty hot and during the
day the sun was intense. We had no bimini and we were still taking spray. It was quite
uncomfortable. It’s amazing how much discomfort young people can endure and still have
“fun”.
When we picked up the trade winds they were stronger than I expected and they were from the
southeast rather than the northeast. This made laying San Juan very difficult. Instead of a
comfortable broad reach we had a very close reach. We could lay San Juan but we had to be
sheeted in as tight as the boat could go. We sailed with a reefed main and the small working jib.
We bounced and smashed through the waves taking spray and generally having a very rough trip.
We found lighter winds in the morning when we could let out some of the reef in the main but by
late afternoon the wind increased and we had to shorten sail. Nightfall is a time when less sail is
better. Reefing sails after dark is difficult on a bouncy, rolling, wet 28 foot boat. We sailed in
this fashion for about a week. We were making 100 miles a day which is what I had planned and
we were on schedule.
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Thee last morning of the trip the wind shifted to the northeast and we had a broad reach into
San Juan Harbor. We had hoped to have this type of wind the whole way but it was better late
than never. We pulled into Jan Juan mid afternoon. We were tired and sore from being beat up
for the last week. We stopped at the recommended dock given to us by the cruising guide. The
people at this could not have been less friendly and welcoming. After checking out their high
prices and being scolded for tying up at some dock for a few minutes we left. We found another
dock nearby and we were able to make arrangements to leave our boat here for several days.
We were still on a tight schedule and we spent three days in San Juan. Dwight fiancée had close
relatives in Puerto Rico (the eastern end of the Island) and after Bill Lotterhos and my brother
John arrived we rented a car and the group of us drove out to see these very friendly and
welcoming people. The batteries on the boat were still giving us trouble and Dwight future uncle
in law owned a car repair shop. He got us a good price on another battery and we bought it.
We returned to San Juan. Dwight left. Bill and John rented a room in a nearby hotel. I
remember visiting El Morro and I recall crossing a major highway getting to the hotel. It was an
adventure crossing this road and the speeding cars. Along with calling my parents to tell them of
our safe arrival, I also called Bob Jacobson. His daughter would join us. We now had a crew of
four going to the Caicos Islands and San Salvador. Space was limited and Stephanie and I shared
the forward berth (being captain does have its privileges}. Nothing too exciting happened which
was too bad and my physical lust went unrequited. We still had a good time.
Leaving San Juan and heading for the Caicos Islands was very breezy. We were right in the
middle of the trade winds and we had a broad reach all the way to our first destination. The
ocean was rough and Bill and even more so, Stephanie, god seasick. John never got seasick even
a little. I had been aboard long enough so the motion didn’t bother me either. We ran into
frequent squalls. At first we were very concerned and reefed quickly. After about four or five
squalls we ignored them and just held on tight and stayed below trying to stay dry during these
events. At night it was excitement we could well do without.
Three wet, bouncy, and rolley days later we arrived at the Caicos Islands. Other than the weather
and taking sextant sights the most memorable event was Bill making breakfast one morning.
Pancakes are relatively easy to make aboard a boat that is rolling and bouncing along. The boat
did not have an oven so meals were limited to stovetop. Eggs easily rolled out of the pan and
made a mess. Bill’s idea was to make one very large pancake in the fry pan instead of several
small ones. This is not a bad idea except to insure they didn’t stick to the pan, Bill used a
copious quantity of oil. The resulting thick pancake was more like a grease cake. Even with a
large amount of ketchup it was not edible.
We tied up to an old rickety dock in the Caicos Islands. We were, of course, the only visiting
yacht - if a 28 ½ ‘ boat can be called a yacht. The only other boat we saw while we were there
was a workboat from Haiti. Most of the inhabitants of the Islands were blacks. The island was
poor with little means for the people to earn a living. The soil is rocky sand with no nutrients
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-unsuitable for agriculture. Years ago large lots were walled off from the ocean. Salt water
would be let in and the gate would be closed. After the water evaporated the salt would be
shoveled up by the imported slaves and sold to England. This was indeed a poor way to earn a
living. Once salt was found elsewhere, the salt plantations left the slaves and owners without any
means of earning a living.
I believe at this time the Bahamas were still a colony of England and were just on the verge of
gaining their independence. I seem to recall the Turks and Caicos Islands had to determine
whether they wished to remain colonies or to remain part of the independent Bahamas. They
remained part of the Bahamas.
I tried calling home but got no answer. Calling was difficult and expensive. The only way to get
a message out was to call collect - if the phone worked. Besides my parents the only other phone
number that I knew was my cousin, Phyllis. I called and she accepted the charges. I got the
message through that we were still alive and well. I probably still owe her for the expensive call.
We were told that crayfish , lobsters without claws, were relatively easy to catch if you had the
right kind of tool to catch them. The tool consisted of a wooden rod with a piece of wire through
an eye at the end. Bill and John made these devices which required considerable effort. The
next day they set out for the reefs on the seaward side of the islands to harvest the crayfish.
While they were gone a small rowboat with a couple of kids was going by and I saw they had
been fishing. I asked them if they had any crayfish - they did. I offered them five bucks for one
and they were very pleased to sell me one. I figured one was not enough and asked if they would
sell another for three dollars. They just as readily accepted. We had two fine crayfish for dinner.
I went into town, which consisted of one small store and bought bread and butter. Prices were
very high. When Bill and John returned to the boat, I told them Stephanie and I had been
snorkeling and caught these two lobsters. They spent the whole day in the hot sun for naught.
We eventually told them the truth but we had a good laugh and an even better dinner. All the
lobster you could eat with lots of melted butter. Needless to say the boat did not have
refrigeration - only block ice when it was available - which was not too often.
After three hot, sunny but wonderful days we departed for San Salvador. Leaving the harbor at
Caicos Islands we had a short beat out. It was quite rough and windy. Before departing on this
trip I changed the head stay turnbuckle to make sure it was prepared for difficult conditions. It
broke as we were clawing upwind. I immediately dropped the jib (which was probably the
wrong thing to do) and headed downwind to take the strain off the mast. I retrieved the old
turnbuckle and no damage was done. We could have easily lost the mast at this point and I have
no idea how we could have gotten it repaired in this very out of the way place. The gods were
smiling on us and we continued on out journey intact. We were still right in the middle of the
trade winds and had a broad reach with southwesterly winds. We usually had a reefed main and
working jib. We had the usual squall but we made good time.
As we got nearer to San Salvador I attempted to pick up a prominent radio beacon with our RDF.
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I had no luck. The sextant indicated the island was close but this lack of an important beacon
had me worried. After arriving I made inquiries as to why we did not get any signal. I then
discovered that in all of the Bahamas there are ten aids to navigation, five of which are either
missing or not working. The RDF station was out of order. No signal is better than one not
working. Visibility was not great but some miles later we did spot the island and headed for the
leeward side of the island to Cockburn Town. We made it to the island that marks the discovery
of the New World by the Europeans.
We found an island that was just beginning to try and lure tourists from the United States. A
marina was under construction and some tourist rooming had been constructed as well as an in
ground pool and a restaurant. Being on a very limited budget, we anchored out right of the
marina being constructed. The folks building the place were very friendly and helpful and told
us we could use the fresh water pool any time we wished. This was a wonderful treat. We had a
very limited amount of fresh water and it was hard to get the tanks refilled. The water in the
Bahamas is very often brackish and not potable.
Our first night in the Bahamas revealed the presence of thousands of mosquitoes. We upped the
anchor and headed about a mile offshore. The bugs didn’t fly that far from land and we were
safe. In the morning we motored back closer to shore. I believe we tied up somewhere near
where the marina was being constructed. Our batteries were always weak. Often too weak to
start the engine. One night as we were returning to the boat I noticed the anchor masthead light
was lit. I never turned it off. A bad oversight and this kept our batteries chronically weak.
We spent three days on this island and visited a small monument that was built to commemorate
Columbus’ landing. Our last night at the island we decided to have dinner at the newly
constructed restaurant and we even had a bottle of wine to celebrate our trip. Es had a small
shortwave radio and we were able to pick up a U. S. radio station - not too well but at least we
could hear it most of the time. This was the time of the Watergate Crisis and we heard that
President Nixon was going to resign from office rather than be impeached. To us young people
who hated the war in Vietnam and distrusted many of our governmental institutions this was
great news. It made our last night in the Bahamas very memorable.
Stephanie had to fly home. I thought she was terrific and I hoped to see more of her once I
returned to New York. We set sail for Charleston, South Carolina. Our trip to South Carolina
was beautiful as far as the wind and weather were concerned. We had light trade winds from the
east for most of the trip. We were on a broad reach for most of the time. As we got further north
we lost the trades and we did have to motor especially as we got closer to our destination. Bill
and John had a magnetic chess set which was the perfect way to play that game on a boat that
was forever moving. I think they played nearly all their waking hours. This didn’t make them
very good company because conversations was out when you are deep in thought about your
next move. I felt as if I were solo sailing. The one positive thing that came out of this was that
the loser got to do the dishes.
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As we began to motor we noticed that the engine was overheating. I had a water pump that
needed a special type of grease of which I had some. When I forced this into the impeller the
cooling water ran a little better but the engine was always too hot. This increased my anxiety a
lot and I was quite concerned about the future of the trip. We did make it into Charleston and I
set about getting more grease for the water pump. Toward the end of our trip into Charleston, I
was a bit overbearing and probably downright rude at times. Stress does not do my personality
any good. John got furious at me but held his tongue while we were out at sea, but once in port
and I was no longer “captain” he threatened to put me in my place. Bill confirmed that I was
rather obnoxious. Still to this day I have problems when things on board don’t go well.
I remember one supremely enjoyable moment after arraigning docking for the boat was taking a
shower with a fresh water hose. Using unlimited fresh water is fantastic. Chuck Torbyn was
scheduled to meet us in Charleston and he was right on time. He flew into Columbia, the state
capital where a good friend of John’s lived, Werner Feldhauser. Chuck rented a car and drove to
meet us in Charleston. We got to tour the city and then we all piled into the car and drove to
Columbia for a fine dinner and a comfortable place to sleep with hot showers with unlimited
fresh water.
We arrived in the late afternoon and after getting cleaned up and presentable we sat down to a
wonderful roast beef dinner. Pat of the dinner was a fresh green salad. Our practice eating out
was not too great and we somewhat unsure of what the correct protocol was. Bill seeing the
gravy, meant for the potatoes, put this on his salad. As in monkey see, monkey do, we followed
his lead. I guess we didn’t see the salad dressing. Werner’s wife, being from England, though
we had some strange customs in America. I think that was the last time any of us made that
mistake.
We returned to Charleston and Chuck, John and I continued our way northward through the
intracoastal waterway. The engine still ran hot but with the extra water pump grease we seemed
to do okay. I don’t recall very much of the trip from Charleston to Newark North Carolina. I
remember coming to a bridge in Newark and it was too late for it to open. There was a dock just
before the bridge so we tied up to it. I remember walking around the area and we discovered
nothing. As dusk was upon us, the bugs, mosquitoes especially, came out in force. We had no
screens and it was a hot humid night. We tried closing up the boat but it became unbearably hot.
We opened the hatches, turned on the lights and killed the bloodthirsty critters. We tried sleeping
under sheets but the seat rolled off us and the mosquitoes bit through the fabric. We had blood
spots all over the cabin and we spent one of the worst nights I can ever recall on a boat.
By first light we got underway and the boat moving through the early morning air felt incredibly
refreshing. This lasted for about an hour and a half when all of a sudden the engine began
making very strange sounds. It didn’t stop but it didn’t sound like it was going to run much
longer. We saw that a town call Belhaven was not too far from where we were so we headed for
the nearest marina. We made it in and tied up. We found a mechanic and he discovered we had
a broken valve stem. The engine was not being cooled sufficiently and it caused the valve to
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break. He could not get a replacement but he ordered one of similar size and could machine
it to fit. This, plus cleaning the cooling ducts that had become clogged with rust over the
years took about a week to repair I also did not have enough cash to pay for the repairs. I asked
my parents to wire us the needed money which they did. The mechanic was a very friendly,
competent young fellow who treated us well and gave us a break on his price. It is great to find
people like him.
After this delay there was no way that I could get the boat back to Staten Island before school
started. John’s vacation time ran out as well and he had to return home. Chuck and continued
our way northward and we made it as far as Norfolk, Virginia. At the mouth of the Chesapeake
Bay there was a Marina that had space to store the boat until I could make arrangements to bring
it back home. My brother , Tom. Was in the navy and was stationed in Norfolk which was a very
help. He could keep an eye on the boat for me.
Chuck and I returned to New York and the next day I began school. The entire summer was
completely devoted to this trip and it was not over yet. In the New York City school system we
get two holidays off in October they are for Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashanah. On this particular
year Rosh Hashanah fell on a Tuesday and Wednesday. I arraigned to take Monday off and this
gave me Saturday through Wednesday to get the boat back to Staten Island. I was able to enlist
the help of Chuck and John and Stephanie to fly down to Norfolk, meet Tom who would put us
on a Friday night and we would set sail Saturday morning.
Tom provisioned the boat for us with my directions and the plans fell into place. We got down
there Friday night and on Saturday we went down to the boat. The weather was awful and the
wind was dead against us. After some consideration we decided to postpone the trip till Sunday.
Sunday morning the weather was much improved and we set sail. We had generally favorable
winds and we had about 230 nautical miles to cover in three days. About midway in the trip we
got an extra passenger in the form of a small bird. Apparently it was blown out to sea and had
no other place to land. We gave it some crackers and cereal and water and it stayed with us for
about a day. It then flew off when a much bigger ship passed near us.
We made it back to Great Kills on early Wednesday afternoon. Our trip was complete and a
success. I did see Stephanie several more times and I was smitten. She did not feel the same
way and my hopes for future romance had to be put on a painful hold. During the newt winter I
decided to find Mrs. Right
Quite a few members of the Richmond County Yacht Club and some other folks interested in
boating had started an organization to honor someone in Great Kills harbor for an achievement
that either helped their fellow sailors or performed some noteworthy deed. I was given that
honor which included a free dinner. I should have become a member or this organization but I
didn’t mostly because I felt I didn’t have enough money to eat out at nice restaurants. The old
syndrome, hundreds or thousands for the boat but not a penny for anything else unless absolutely
necessary.
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CHAPTER X
I enrolled in a video matching service and at least on single organization that listed upcoming
social events where you might meet a mate. The video dating service was expensive and I had
no luck with it. I attended several social events with the singles organization and went on a
couple of dates with young women I met through them but still no luck. Still, the very serious
goal for me that winter was to meet a mate.
I went to a dance in a bar in Manhattan that was advertised for singles under 35 and I hoped this
might lead to something. I got to the dance and just about everyone was 45 years or older. I
quickly decided it was a waste of time staying and was on my way out the door when I saw one
pretty young woman who didn’t too old. I asked her to dance and we discovered we had a lot in
common. She was in education, I was a teacher, she lived on Staten Island as did I. She had
some experience with small boats (her brother’s), she was a college graduate in the humanities as
was I. I got her phone number. I call several days later and we went on our first date and have
been together ever since. It is interesting though, once I had hooked a great future bride, I wasn’t
sure if I really wanted to get married. It took more than a year to put my fear of making a
commitment to subside where I wanted to get married more than I didn’t. Marrying Anne was
the best decision I ever made.
Bob Jacobson wanted to do more ocean sailing and so did I. The question was - where to go? I
guess I decided with Anne’s consent to sail to Nantucket Island and enter the harbor from just
south of Cape Cod. This would mean sailing south of Block Island, Martha’s Vineyard, and
south and around Nantucket - all ocean sailing. Plans were finalized over the winter and a crew
of people interested was put together.
The boat always required a lot of spring maintenance. This included sanding and refinishing the
wood rail that lined the hull, handrails, and companionway. The bottom had to be sanded and
painted. The hull was old enough so that the gel coat was badly faded and needed painting.
Then there was the engine, a wooden mast and sails. The projects required every Saturday and
most Sundays every spring. It was a daunting task. Anne pitched in, did the most difficult work
and never complained. One could not ask for a better mate.
We generally started our trips at the beginning of July and this year was no different. From
Staten Island the crew was Bob, Anne and I. Anne brought her guitar and she serenaded us with
music in the evening. I remember Bob especially enjoyed singing along with many of the old
tunes that Anne played.
As we approached Nantucket Island from the east, fog closed in. and I remember seeing a huge
whale close aboard. Bob commented on what big teeth it had - a dentist’s delight. I’m sure he
would love to work on those molars. We sailed away from him as judiciously as we could. This
is not an animal a small boat wants to mess with. As we got closer to the entrance channel the
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fog got thicker. There was no way to make safe landfall. Using a lead line (which was a
winch handle and a long thin line) we sounded for the bottom. When the depth got to about
30 feet. We anchored. It was not rough and the winds were light as they usually are in fog. We
stayed in this position from the afternoon and all of the following evening. During the night the
fog lifted enough so that we saw a light from a lighthouse on Cape Cod. We were able to
determine our position but we could still not proceed until we could see the buoys. The fog did
eventually lift and we proceeded into Nantucket Harbor. It was not an easy feat getting there
safely and relatively on time.
Visiting Nantucket for the second time was great. This was becoming a destination for the
wealthy and things were not cheap. We did not have a dinghy with us so we must have gotten
tender service from the Nantucket Yacht club. Bob treated Anne and I to a dinner out at the Mad
Hatter Restaurant. We worked our way back to Staten Island via Long Island Sound. Our cruise
for this summer was complete.
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CHAPTER XI
Each summer we usually set aside one weekend when we took a short, overnight sail with my
dad. He enjoyed boating a lot and had he been younger and not tied down with four expensive
children to raise he probably would have been a great cruising sailor. We usually took the boat to
Monmouth, New Jersey via the Navisink River. We would have dinner aboard and sail back the
next day. There are two top regrets that I have. The first is not having a Manhattan with my dad.
He enjoyed them so much and I listened to too much general information about the evils of
alcohol and discouraged him from drinking. This was probably very wrong. The second is, not
planning a longer sailing trip with my dad. He had limited time as he was still working.
Over the ensuing winter, someone, somewhere mentioned sailing to Europe. At first the idea
seemed preposterous but after further consideration and talking with George George, the other
small boat sailor from the yacht club that did ocean sailing, it was decided that it would be
feasible. George was interested in going along with his boat. There would be two of us sailing
together. George’s boat was the same size as mine; he had a Triton sailboat with almost the exact
same length, rig and sails. It seemed like we would be a good match.
Anne and I had known each other for more than a year. We got along well, she was beautiful and
we loved each other. I finally got over my fear of settling down and I asked Anne to marry me.
She said she would think about it. Fortunately for me she decided I would make a decent mate
and we set the date sometime in the fall after we returned from. Europe. Anne was never afraid
of hard work and scrubbing, painting, sanding and most everything else was within her expertise.
She did not mind getting her hands dirty. Would you rather have a wife with manicured
fingernails or one with short nails who actually used her hands to do real work?
Planning began. It was decided early on that it would be a two summer trip. The first summer
(1976) would be sailing the boat to Europe. We looked at a chart of the Atlantic Ocean and
decided to sail due East. This brought us to Spain. This became our destination. The Azores
Islands were right on our way so this became our first destination. We chose what looked like
the most promising of all the Islands Sao Miguel. It seemed to have an adequate harbor and we
could clear customs here. We would leave the boat somewhere in Spain over the next 10 months
and we would fly to Spain the next summer and sail the boat home. We would not miss any
work and having July and August off from work would give us plenty of time. The crew going
would be Anne, a fellow teacher, Walter Weidman, and myself. The crew for the next year was
undetermined.
Besides all the usual maintenance I tried to get the boat in the best condition possible. I bought a
new life raft, an EPIRB (an emergency radio locator beacon), a strobe light, a sea anchor, and all
kinds of odds and ends. I had the mainsail reconditioned and new sail slides put on. I also
bought a VHF radio with 6 different frequencies. This was a new radio to cruisers at the time
and was quite a novelty. Food had to be non perishable and had to be able to be cooked on a
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stovetop. The boat did not have an oven. I was told that alcohol was not available in Europe
so I converted the stove to a kerosene stove. Kerosene is cheap, easily available worldwide
and give off a very hot flame. Unfortunately, it's also very hard to light. It has to be primes with
an alcohol flame first, it’s difficult to adjust, dirty, smelly, and generally temperamental.
I brought the boat compass and sextant to Manhattan to be reconditioned and adjusted. I
decided this was the time to buy a real chronometer. These are very accurate watches and clocks
that lose or gain time at a very predictable rate very slowly. These instruments require a lot of
care and must be treated very gently. They have to be wound the same time every day with a
precise number of turns. They were also very expensive. In 1970 dollars they sold for no less
than $350 As I was looking at these instruments a salesman showed me a new type of
chronometer that had just been invented - a quartz clock that ran on a single double A battery.
He assured me it was as accurate as the traditional chronometers and it needed no special care. It
could be mounted anywhere, did not need gimbals and a soft box and best of all it only coat
$100. This was the first of a kind and I was the first person I knew to buy one. It proved to be
everything he said and it only gained about 2 seconds a week. It was predictable as well.
. At a boat show that I attended a company by the name of Sevylor was constructing a small
plastic boat with oars. It had several inflatable compartments and I think it was aimed mostly for
young people as a beach toy to have fun with. I thought it would make a suitable dinghy for
rowing short distances. I bought one. This boat was the forerunner of the thousands of inflatable
boats that surround us today. I was the first person I know that used it as for long distance
cruising
As in past trips the coat of the trip was shared by the crew on a basis of how long they were
aboard. Looking back on it, it was a good deal for me. I wanted to take these trips but the cost
of doing it alone would have been too great. It was a good deal for the crew in that I supplied the
boat and took the risk of losing it and their share was not a lot when compared with commercial
companies that sell ocean trip experience for people. It gave us all an unforgettable experience
that could not be duplicated. This type of arrangement also got the crew involved in helping to
get the boat ready. We had a good crew setting out. The only fly in the ointment was that Walter
had just had a new baby son and his wife Judy was furious that he decided to go.. If we were lost
at sea, she would have to raise the child alone. I did not think this was too likely, but it is a
dangerous sport.
George George had an equally daunting task complicated by the fact that he was building his
own self steering gear. He borrowed pieces of mine and fabricated his own unit. This took up an
enormous amount of his available time and upon departure it still had not been completely
finished or tested. The departure date was made to be July 3 and would help mark the 200th
anniversary of the American Declaration of Independence.
With Anne’s great ability at organizing things we began to stock the boat with the many things
that would be needed - everything from clothespins to spare spark plugs. We planned foods that
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didn’t need refrigeration and were simple to cook. We packed dozens of eggs, canned meats
and fish, cheese, margarine, some beer, and anything else that we had room to store.
We naturally told our parents of our planned trip. My mother did her best to convince us not to
go but once this idea began to take shape there was no letting it go. We told Anne’s mom and
her reaction was “Do you have the proper wardrobe?”. She thought we were taking a large
cruise ship. She didn’t understand why we do such a thing, but she didn’t object.
As the time for departure grew closer we found out that George George was encountering several
problems. The first was getting the self steering gear installed and the second problem was that
his third crew broke an arm and could not go on the trip. My brother was interested in taking the
crews place but his passport had expired. We agreed to delay the trip for a couple of days
About a week before departure a slip became available at the yacht club and I was offered the
use of it until we departed. This was a big help and it made loading on the stores and equipment
much easier than it could have been. People from the yacht club and other boaters took a look at
the “Northern Crown” and shook their heads. This seemed like such a small boat to take such a
long trip.
We carried about 24 gallons of water which we supplemented with a few extra gallons and the
ice we carried was in plastic bottles so we could drink it after it thawed. We carried 16 gallons of
gas and I stowed an extra 10 gallons in the forepeak of the boat. I did not want to carry it on the
stern because the boat squatted down in the rear and I was afraid of being pooped in any kind of
stormy weather. The problem with carrying it in the forepeak was tat even though I did the best
to seal the 5 gallon containers they did start to give off some fumes. This did create a very
dangerous situation. Fortunately we had enough flow of air so that the fumed did not build to an
explosive level. Sometimes youth can make bad decisions.
George was supposed to meet us at the yacht club for our departure but he was still outfitting his
boat the day we were to depart. We delayed the time until the afternoon of July 5th. We would
meet him in the lower bay and depart for Europe together from there.
The departure date came and many people came down to the dock to see us off. We enjoyed
showing people the preparations we made and the condition of our boat and all the equipment we
had for this trip. Several German yachts had arrived from Europe and there were many extra
people on the dock. My dad had brought down some wine and plastic cups to give us a proper
sendoff. Finally the time came, we untied the lines and headed away from the dock to sounds of
well wishes and horn of all kinds. Not more than 150 feet from the dock, Anne went to steady
herself by grabbing the lifeline. Unfortunately the lifeline had been disconnected at the dock and
remained so as we left. The lifeline offered nothing and Anne fell off the boat amid all the well
wishers. I don’t think she totally dried out until we reached the Azores. It was not an auspicious
start but Anne took this mishap in stride and came out of the water smiling.
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We attempted to meet George George in the Lower Bay but after waiting several hours we
still didn’t spot him. We returned to Shoals Dock in Great Kills to see if George left New
Jersey. He did; we must have missed him. The unfortunate part was that we used up most of
battery power leaving our lights on so he could see us and then we discovered the alternator was
not producing much electricity. We started out with weak batteries and they never recovered.
We set sail for the Azores. The first night the wind was light and we ghosted along the south
coast of Long Island
In the morning we spotted a boat similar to George’s and upon getting closer we discovered it
was him. Not long after meeting George we attempted to light the stove and discovered almost
all our matches were wet. I had put the matches in a jar but the jar leaked and water from spray
had gotten into our lockers. I called George to see if any extras he could spare. He did and as
we closed to pick up the matches, the fishing line that Walter had put off the stern hooked a large
blue fish. Unfortunately, George's rudder caught the fishing line and broke it. We missed out
first and last fresh fish dinner. We did get lots of matches and made sure we kept them dry.
We quickly got a strong breeze and quite soon we were down to just the working jib. The wind
was from astern so even though it was wet and bouncy we were making good time. It was
difficult trying to stay near George and at night we found we did not have enough battery power
to keep the lights on. We hung a battery power light in the rigging. We usually alternated sails
between the working jib and the storm jib. As the wind increased the storm jib gave us plenty of
push. I remember that Anne felt some seasickness but it never held her back and after several
days she got over it.
George’s boat and ours were pretty close in speed. He might have been slightly faster but we
didn’t hold each other back. It was difficult for George because it was only him and another very
good sailor - Jack Tannis. They had to hand steer for the first several days and stand watch for
24 hours every day. There were three of us. We had it much easier; we rarely hand steered; the
wind vane steering gear worked very well. At night we stood two hour watches and then had
four hours to get sleep. During the day we stood one hour watches. Foul weather gear was a
must if you wanted to keep whatever clothes you were wearing dry. Within a day and a half of
leaving Staten Island the wind was blowing between 25 and 35 knots every day and night. In the
mornings we put up the working jib and by the afternoon we were back to storm jib alone.
Changing sails was done manually; roller furling had not been invented yet. Sails that were
removed from the head stay had to be bagged and stowed aft under the port seat that contained a
large locker.
We were constantly taking spray and every so often a breaking wave would poop the aft deck
and come cascading into the cockpit. We had two scuppers to drain the water. I put in a third
before we left but it was situated in such a way that waves coming astern would let water into an
otherwise dry cockpit floor. It took a minute or two for the water to drain out. We tried to keep
our feet dry by putting plastic bags over our socks before putting our feet into the “waterproof”
boots. It helped but dry feet were a near impossibility. The waves between George’s boat and
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ours got higher and higher. I remember just seeing the top of George’s mast just one wave
away.
We took showers every day. Water was limited so we took showers in an unusual way. We
would go on the foredeck in our bathing suits with a bucket with a line. We would scoop up
water with the bucket and souse ourselves. Then with a fresh bucket of saltwater we would mix
in joy detergent and wash ourselves with a washcloth using the soapy water. We would then
rinse ourselves off with more salt water and while we were still dripping wet we would take a
towel and dry ourselves quickly. You feel as good as if you took a fresh water shower on land.
Drying yourself quickly while still wet is the trick.
The only contact we had with the outside world was a portable shortwave radio. Using a
makeshift antenna we could catch different stations. The most useful and critical of these
stations was a broadcast by the U. S. Government from Fort Collins, Colorado. A time tick was
broadcast continually and every several hours for one minute they would give the positions of
any tropical storms in the North Atlantic Ocean. We found the signal came in best about 1 or 2
o’clock in the morning. So each night we would try to catch this fleeting forecast.
Lighting the stove to cook was quite a feat and cooking on a slightly gimbaled stove took a lot of
concentration and work. Once the food was cooked we usually tried to eat it in the cockpit by
putting the bunk boards on the seat on the windward side and on the cockpit combing on the
leeward side. Eating was usually quick because if you lingered too long a wave would swamp
your food or if you put it down another wave would throw your meal onto the floor. Still we
managed and we did not lose too much weight. When you are sailing on a boat we never had to
worry about eating too much. You are extraordinary active almost all the time. One went below
dozens of times during the day - each time requiring a person to take 4 or 5 rather large steps.
Sitting down required you to balance yourself against the rolling and pitching boat. Going up
forward to change the sail, which was sometimes done five or six times in a day required a
considerable amount of strenuous exercise.. Even sleeping in a bunk required your body to
adjust to the changing motion of the boat.
About two weeks after leaving we were hit with a nasty squall one night. I tried to contact
George to tell him were taking all sail down but I was on the wrong channel on the VHF radio.
George continued sailing but we stopped. For that night we put out our sea anchor. During the
night the wind subsided and in the morning George was gone. In some ways this made sailing
easier. We didn’t have to try and match another boat’s speed and sail plan. We also die not have
to keep a watch out for anyone else. One of the reasons for sailing together was to be able to
help each other in case of an emergency. I’m not sure if this is a good reason. If a small boat is
in storm conditions and gets into serious trouble the accompanying boat is probably not in much
better shape and probably could not help anyway. . I probably could have helped George with
his navigation as I was quite accurate and at that time very competent. In any event we were
alone on the vast ocean by ourselves.
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Somewhere about this time the light we were using at night so George could see us got
wrapped around the rigging and was banging against the mast. Walter hauled me up the mast
and gave me his very sharp fishing knife to cut the line. I got up near the top and cut and cut
using his knife. It took forever but the job was done. After returning to the deck I told Walter
his knife was very dull. I was using the wrong edge. The back side of the knife was dull.
Not long after losing George the wind began to moderate somewhat. One morning we awoke to
light breezes, calm seas and a beautiful blue sky. For the first time since leaving we had the full
mainsail and genoa up and we were making great speed. This didn’t last too long because as the
wind increased somewhat the mainsail ripped almost in half along one of the seams. I was
annoyed because this is why I had the mainsail worked on before we left.. Anne, with her skill
in sewing, set to work repairing the sail while we sailed under genoa alone. Several hours later
the sail was repaired and we resumed sailing under full sail again. The wind increased, the seas
built up again and it seems like in almost no time we were back to storm jib alone going
downwind - wet and uncomfortable.
The first week or so we did not use the sextant to determine our position. The weather was lousy
and we were in no danger from any land. We kept a dead reckoning position alone. With e
strong tailwind and reduced sail we were sailing about 100 miles a day almost exactly. Walter,
Anne and I got along pretty well. Despite the difficult position we were in and the very confined
and uncomfortable space we had no arguments and few disagreements. Any topics that we
didn’t agree on we didn’t talk about. We were all in the same profession and did have a lot in
common.. Before we left many of our friends said that if Anne and I were still talking with one
another at the end of the trip we would have a good marriage. I guess this was true but as the
years have gone by, I see more and more good things about my wife that I didn’t see when I was
so obsessed with ocean sailing.
About 15 days after we left Staten Island the winds began to moderate. Instead of 20 to 30 knots
of wind each day we probably had between 12 to 20 knots. This made life aboard somewhat
easier. We even began to experiment making more than just basic foods to eat. We used the
pressure cooker to make sweet breads that were steamed inside of covered cans within the
pressure cooker. They came quite good; they may not have been as good as land baked goods
but they tasted great to us. We also made doughnuts. These use hot oil instead of the oven.
When it was sufficiently calm so the hot oil would stay in the pot and the pot on the stove we
mixed the ingredients (substitutions were made often because of limited inventory) and the
doughnuts came very good. I think we made a dozen doughnuts and within three hours they
were gone. Making this stuff on board the boat was labor intensive and difficult. But we did
make this stuff and had fun doing it.
Twenty one days and about 2,100 miles after leaving Staten Island we spotted the light on Sao
Miguel Island in the Azores. We spotted the reflection of the powerful light on lighthouse that
marks the island about three o’clock in the morning. We still had a long way to go and by late in
the morning we were making our way into the harbor. We were especially glad to be getting into
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port because a tropical storm was beginning to threaten our part of the ocean.
Back in the 1970’s there were few cruising boats sailing the ocean. We were able to tie up to a
commercial wharf right in the harbor with no charge. We were the only pleasure boat in the
harbor when we arrived. A few days after another boat, I think from England, arrived. We
looked for the customs office and found it was right next to the dock. The customs official was
not sure how to handle visiting yachts, probably because there were so few of them. After what
seemed like a long time we were cleared with no charge. We had three days to see the island and
get the boat ready for departure. The town was busy and bustling . The streets were narrow and
there was a great deal of traffic. On both sides of the streets were narrow sidewalks; this town
was built before the automobile was invented. Drivers routinely rode up on the narrow
sidewalks because the roads were often too narrow for vehicles to pass each other. To save
yourself from being run over you stood in doorways or behind a pole.
We bought gasoline in town and carried it back to the boat. I forget how we got water but we
probably carried that a distance as well. In our travels we discovered a pastry shop that was also
a café. The pastries were inexpensive and after nothing fresh baked for what seemed forever this
was a popular stop. There was a friendly Portuguese guy at dock who spoke broken English.
He probably just wanted to be friendly but we kept thinking he wanted to make money helping
us which was in very short supply. We should have been more neighborly. In the café we did
meet a Canadian fellow who grew up in the Azores and knew a lot about the island. He urged us
to rent a taxi and explore the island. He agreed to accompany us and be our tour guide. The
second day on the island was spent touring this beautiful spot. The highlight of the trip was
traveling down into the caldera of a volcano. In the center was a lake and a village that looked as
it probably did a hundred years ago. The lake was beautiful and the stone houses, churches and
other buildings looked as if they were from a storybook.
I remember seeing a man with a cart pulled by a horse. The man was selling milk from big metal
milk containers. I remember seeing a two room schoolhouse and seeing many of the older
women dressed all in black. All in all it was a wonderful day. We learned how the islands were
formed and how the people live and had lived since the islands were discovered by the
Portuguese sailors back in the 15th century.
While we were in port we got a call from the customs office. We got a telephone call from
George. He too had made it into port, except instead of making it into Horta as planned he
stopped at one of the islands much further east. His celestial navigation was somewhat off. We
agreed to try and contact each other once we reached Spain.
The last day in the Azores was spent getting the boat ready for sea and trying to get provisions
and gasoline. There was lots of fresh foods available in the outdoor marketplace but canned and
packaged foods were not available. We did manage to buy a chicken that we could cook in the
pressure cooker and make chicken cacciatore. Walter went up the mast to check the rigging.
Gasoline was obtained in our five gallon containers and we had to carry the gas back from town 39

probably about a half mile walk. Several trips were required. We set sail and less than an
hour out of port something up near the top of the mast let go. We had to go up the mast to
repair the problem.
Within a few hours of leaving the Azores we got into rather heavy wind that turned into a very
close reach. If we kept the sheets as tight as we could we could just make the Straits of Gibraltar.
This made for wet and uncomfortable sailing. We were back inside the washing machine. Time
was becoming a somewhat critical issue. Walter had purchased a plane ticket for a specific date.
If we were even one day late he would lose the ticket which was a very expensive item. It is
almost 900 nautical miles from the Azores Islands to Spain and most of the time we were as
close hauled as possible in heavy wind. We certainly knew why gentlemen don’t sail to
windward.
The morning we entered the Straits of Gibraltar it was very hazy but we hit the Strait right down
the middle. We could not see Africa or Europe but the number of ships crossing both sides of us
attested to the fact that our navigation was good. We got a wonderful demonstration of the
swimming ability of dolphins. These beautiful animals leapt out of the water time after time. It
was like getting a ringside seat at a water show only about 100X better. These were not small
dolphins either but some of the biggest I’ve ever seen.
We had a broad reach going into Algeciras (the Spanish city just south of Gibraltar) and as we
got closer we got the engine started and made our way into Algeciras Harbor. The motor had
been unreliable so it was a relief to get it started. Walter was especially glad to get in because his
flight was leaving the next morning. Talk about cutting it close. We found a boat club in the
harbor but there were no dockside facilities. We found an unused mooring and tied up to it. We
couldn’t find anyone to ask about using the mooring so we took our chances. Once ashore, we
kissed the ground and Walter quickly caught a bus to Malaga where his plane was scheduled to
depart. After Walter’s departure I remember going to a sidewalk café and having a drink. It was
a beautiful day and watching people walk by was how some people passed the time. We did the
same and I remember thinking what a handsome group of people were. Anne and I rented a
room in a pension for the night and decided to explore the country on our way to Madrid. A
good friend of mine back in the U.S., Paul Trasborg, had a sister in law, Sherry, who married Ron
XXX and he was studying to become a doctor in Madrid. We called Ron and Sherry as soon as
we were able to upon arriving in Spain and Rod was looking into a place where we might keep
the boat for the winter.
Anne and I had a wonderful week getting to Madrid. After spending a night in Algeciras we
took a train to Malaga on the coast. We looked into renting space for the boat here but had no
luck finding a place. I do remember sitting in a sidewalk café enjoying a drink and watching
people walk by. It was a bright sunny day that was warm in the sun but delightfully cool in the
shade at the café. Looking at people walk by was perfectly okay. Everyone was doing the same
thing, watching the other people.
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From Malaga we went to Seville and then Grenada to see the Alhambra a stunningly
beautiful Mosque and palace along with the cathedral that the Spanish built right in the
middle of it back in the 15th or 16th Century. I remember the beautiful fountains and reflecting
pools that were up and down the hillside to this complex. Oranges were growing on trees
throughout the palace grounds and we picked one off the ground for eating. Later when we cut
into it we discovered it was very bitter and inedible. Apparently the English used to import
these. They would store them in casks, then fill them with saltwater, transport them back to
England and process these marinated oranges into bitter English marmalade.
Another friend, Bill Lotterhos had been to Spain the year before and had recommended a place
to eat and place to stay. Both places were part of an old palace once enjoyed by the kings and
queens of Spain that had been turned into a pensione. We enjoyed dinner there which started out
with about 10 to 15 tapas and ended with wonderful main course. Wine came with the Spanish
meals or was very inexpensive to buy. I remember taking a train from one city to the next and
buying tickets for the espresso thinking that this was the express train. It stopped at every
conceivable place. It was slow and crowded. It looked like many people came for the day with
food and picnic lunches. We met another American tourist who did extensive traveling in Spain.
He carried a large flask of water mixed with scotch to make the local water taste better. He
shared his water with us. He also told us that the “rapido” was the express train.
After about a week we bought train tickets for a night ride to Madrid. I remember eating at a
restaurant having paella and enjoying it so much I ordered a second main course and another
bottle of wine. With so much food and being slightly inebriated we got to the station to wait for
the train. I fell asleep on the platform. When the train arrived we boarded it. Not long after
departing I threw up and felt terrible. It was a miserable ride for me to Madrid. We paid a lot for
our tickets and our seats reclined but we quite uncomfortable. We found out later that cheaper
tickets would have given us a sleeping berth.
After arriving in Madrid we contacted Ron and Sherry. We met them and they put us up
comfortably for a couple of nights. They also gave us the phone number of and put us in contact
with an American commander of a small naval base in the city of Carthagena. We spoke with
the naval Lieutenant and he allowed us to bring our boat to his naval base. I don’t think he was
expecting us to leave the boat there but we made plans to take the boat there - at least a two or
three day trip. Anne’s vacation was up and she had to return to work. Ron and Sherry were
interested in sailing and they agreed to accompany me to Cartagena.
Anne flew back to the U.S. and Ron, Sherry and I headed for Algeciras. We arrived to a very
irate marina owner. We had been on an unauthorized mooring. Ron calmed the fellow in charge
down and by paying him a reasonable amount for the use of his mooring he was happy. We
filled up with fuel and headed along the east coast of Spain about 250 miles. About one day out
the mainsail ripped again and Sherry spent several hours stitching the sail back together. We had
generally good weather and after 2 ½ days we arrived at the naval station.
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We met the commander of the base, a very competent and friendly fellow Ed Kujat and his
wife and he agreed to allow us to leave the boat tied up at his base for the winter. We told
him he was free to use it but I think he was afraid he might damage it and never really took
advantage of this offer. Ron Sherry and myself headed back to Madrid. We took a night train
with sleeping quarters back to the city and spent a comfortable night traveling. All in all, leaving
the boat at the naval station was wonderful for me. I also think Ron and Sherry enjoyed the short
sailing trip as well.
We returned to Madrid and I got an inexpensive flight home on Spantax Airlines. I was a little
hesitant when I saw the sign for the airline had only one of the two wires attached that held the
sign. It was not reassuring. The plane was releasing moist air into the cabin and some older
ladies were praying fervently that the plane would not crash.. I made it home and our trip to
Europe was half over. Walter took many pictures and these added to the ones Anne and I took
made a nice album
George George and Jack Tannis were awarded the Boatman of the Year Award and a dinner was
held in their honor. Anne and I could not attend as Anne was on a Cursillo weekend and we had
dinner out elsewhere. I did give George our slides to show at the dinner.
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CHAPTER XII
I got back to the U.S. just a few days before school began. It was a full summer. During the
winter we had several projects to deal with. I needed a new mainsail and various engine parts. I
also needed a crew for the return trip home.
A good friend of mine, Pet Volpe, who I taught with had a tenant who was interested in sailing.
He had since moved to Nova Scotia but through Pete I contacted him and he was interested in
joining the trip. From Cartagena to Algeciras it would be Anne, Bob Jacobson and myself.
From Algeciras I decided to head for the Madeira Islands. From Algeciras to the Madeira
Islands it would Anne, Bob Jacobson, Ron Reiss, and myself. From the Madeira Islands Anne,
Bob and Ron all had to leave. This left me with Dave Trenbirth from Nova Scotia. I asked at
my local yacht club to see if anyone was interested and I did get a response, Nick Tullo. He
wanted to do a Trans-Atlantic trip and he agreed to go from the Madeira Islands to Bermuda to
Staten Island. Our crew was complete. I had never met Dave and barely knew Nick but I had a
crew.
We began buying food and the items we needed for the return trip. Canned and preserved foods
were available in Spain but thee prices were very high. Because we had our boat at an American
military base we could ship things to the base at reduced prices. We shipped all kinds of dried,
jarred and canned foods to Spain. We got the spare parts we needed for the return trip and as
June approached we got our airline tickets and began making final preparations.
On our return trip George George planned to sail back earlier than we could make it. He
planned to depart from Spain about mid May. Part of the reason he left early was to avoid the
possibility of hurricanes. We had no such option as school did not end until June 30. . My
mother was quite upset with me for taking this trip and did what she could to have the boat
shipped home. She even went so far as to call our congressman to see if he could stop us from
going. I tried to reassure her that I did not have a death wish and we were well prepared for this
trip
On July 2nd we boarded the plane for Spain. At the airport we stopped in one of the bars and had
a beer. I mention this because unless the money was for the boat I never spent any. Going out to
a bar almost never happened. We had all the gear we would need for our return trip. We had
engine parts, food, tools, knives, and all sorts of odds and ends. I was afraid we would have a
hard time getting all this weird stuff through Spanish customs but when we debarked the plane
the customs agent listened to my broken Spanish explanation, smiled and waved us through
Anne and I landed in Madrid and we met Ron and Sherry and then took an overnight train to
Cartagena. I believe Ed Kujat and his wife met us at the station and very graciously put us up in
their home for the week it would take us to get the boat ready to sail. They had a beautiful home
in the Spanish style. Even though it was very hot during the day, the shaded windows and patios
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made the house quite comfortable. They did not have air conditioning and it was comfortable
enough without it. Ed had been in the Navy for a number of years and they had collected all
kinds of furnishings and mementos from all over the world. The house was comfortable,
welcoming and beautifully decorated.
We were anxious as to what state the boat was in. Ed had tied it securely for the winter and it
suffered no damage other than the usual deterioration that cold winter weather causes. I had
encouraged Ed to use the boat for his own enjoyment but if he took it out once it was a lot. He
was concerned about breaking some vital piece of equipment on an unfamiliar boat. The two top
jobs were getting the engine running and cleaning the bottom which was badly covered with
barnacles and other sea growth.
The days were very hot and sunny and we discovered that if we started work while the sun was
just coming up it was comfortable until about 10 am. Since sunrise was about 5:30, we
discovered we could work for about 5 hours before the heat became oppressively hot. Cleaning
the bottom could be done in the heat of the day because I was in the water keeping cool that way.
The engine needed a new carburetor, spark plugs, fuel pump and general cleaning up. These
things were done and the alternator belt was tightened as well. After these parts were replaced
and the other jobs taken care of the engine ran well. The engine was always a source of great
concern and when things worked the way they should have it always came as a pleasant shock.
Besides the usual annoyances with working on any engine, the boat engine presented several
unusual challenges. First there is very little space to get at parts that needed work. Second, the
engine was situated in such a way that salt water was constantly ripping on the engine. Third, it
was a gas engine and a damp distributor was a common problem. The engine was salt water
cooled and the insides of the engine were slowly rusting away. Finally, parts for the engine were
difficult to get and very expensive.
In the evenings, Anne and I were usually pretty beat. Ed and his wife sometimes cooked for us
but often we would go out to dinner. Ed and xx had been in Cartagena for more than a year and
knew of the best places to eat that were not outrageously expensive. We got real Spanish food,
served in a beautiful atmosphere at reasonable prices. We especially came to enjoy the Sopa de
Pescado or fish soup. It was loaded with shrimp, clams, calamari and fresh caught fish. Until
this time I never enjoyed this type of food but in Spain it was a gourmet treat. Ed and Emily
would not allow us to treat them and we went Dutch treat. I guess they could see we did not
have much money. They could not have been better or more considerate hosts.
We had to fill our fuel and water tanks. We were able to carry fuel in our 5 gallon gas containers
and for water there was a fire truck on base. Just before we got underway the truck came down
to fill our tanks. This was very thoughtful of them but the water tasted terrible and when we got
to Algeciras we got fresh water.
After a week of busy preparation we were finally ready to leave on our trip to Algecerias a
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distance of about 230 miles. Many people on the Navy Base came to see us off. We had
become something of a celebrity. The navy personnel were helpful and generous. We started
out with lots of fresh vegetables from their gardens on the base.
The winds going west in this part of the Mediterranean Sea were very light and variable so we
motored most of the way. About a day and a half out of Cartagena we were running low on
gasoline and the second afternoon we stopped at a small town that had a place to tie up. We
carried our gas jugs into town and before filling the jugs we asked what the exchange rate was
for U.S. dollars as we didn’t have enough Spanish pesos. The exchange rate was very good and
we topped off our gas tank. The next day we discovered that the exchange rate had changed a
lot as the Spanish peso was devalued. We didn’t get such a good deal after all We arrived in
Algeciras the next day.
Bob Jacobson flew from the U. S. to join us and Ron Reiss came down from Madrid. There
were four of us onboard for the trip to the Madeira Islands. We picked up some provisions in
Algeciras and I tried to get the proper time for our chronometer. I asked in several places trying
to explain in my less than perfect Spanish that it needed to be very accurate. Generally the
response I got was “It’s 12:30“. I said it needed to be precise. The person would then look at
the clock on the wall or his watch and say “It’s 12:32”. Getting accurate time was impossible.
As we were leaving the Mediterranean I picked up Gibraltar Radio and they gave a time tick and
I was finally able to set the chronometer.
We finally set off for the Madeira Islands. The winds leaving Algecerias were dead against us
and a current seemed to be running into the Mediterranean Sea from the Atlantic Ocean. We
sailed upwind for several hours and seemed to be going nowhere but we continued on trying to
conserve our fuel. After what seemed forever, and as we clawed our way offshore the wind
began to shift more in our favor and by the next morning we were on the boisterous North
Atlantic on a broad Reach in the trade winds headed fast for the Madeira Islands. Everything
seemed okay but Ron started out feeling seasick and by the next morning instead of feeling better
as what usually happens he felt much worse. He didn’t want to eat or drink anything. At first I
thought he would improve slowly but he didn’t. Ron was able to stand watch but we kept an eye
on him to make sure he didn’t try anything foolish.
After seven bouncy, fast days we spotted the Madeira Islands. As we got into the lee of the next
island, we became becalmed by the high volcanic peaks. I tried to start the engine and had no
luck. I worked with the carburetor, fuel pump and distributor and still could not get it started.
We waited for a breeze but it was totally calm. A large fishing boat was passing near us and I
was able to contact him on the radio. He agreed to tow us into the harbor, about 8 miles distant.
He towed us using a long line that I passed him attached to a longer, much heavier line that he
had. I think his speed must have been about 15 knots. It was a scary experience and I
concentrated hard steering the Northern Crown. We got into the harbor and were able to drop
our anchor. We made the trip of almost 800 miles in seven days.
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We had our small plastic dinghy from the year before and it was an essential piece of gear.
We needed it to get into the town docks and wharfs. Ron was very glad to get land under his
feet - his ocean sailing days were over. We did meet Nick Tullo from the Yacht Club and shortly
thereafter, Dave Trenbirth came aboard as well. Nick came with about five fairly large suitcases
as he had been traveling in Europe. We didn’t even have room for one, so when Anne headed
back to the States she had piles of suitcases and gear to carry with her.
Nick and Dave took a hotel room in town but came down to the boat and helped get it ready for
sea. Both Dave and Nick did not mind working on the engine and I glad to let them try to get it
running. They did get the thing going. I’m not sure what the basic problem was but
contaminated fuel was probably part of the ongoing problem. I remember doing some touring of
the beautiful Island and I remember eating out in some very nice restaurants. Many Europeans
visited the Madeira Islands regularly to escape the cold clime in northern Europe and they were
well set for tourists. The only unpleasant memory I had from our stay was getting our laundry
done. Ron, because he spoke Spanish, tried communicating with the people doing the laundry
but they speak Portuguese in these islands and he had trouble making himself understood. When
the laundry came back the bill was $45. For a few sheets and old clothes I thought this was
outrageous and refused to pay this exorbitant amount. They explained they ironed and folded the
clothes and I showed them the quality of our stuff. It didn’t benefit at all from the extra ironing.
We ended up paying them the still exorbitant amount of about $30. Fresh food was easily
available at the marketplace but canned and preserved foods were not available.
Ron and Bob departed for Spain and the day before we left Anne also had to fly home to go back
to work. This was certainly not her idea of a vacation but she was a great sport and an even
greater help. Dave, Nick and I left the harbor and began our course to Bermuda. We were still in
the lee of the high volcanic peaks of the island and we made very slow progress for the first
couple of hours. While still drifting along we saw whitecaps up ahead and before we got to them
we shortened sail and the trade winds hit with an unexpected bang. The winds around the island
were intensified and we needed the working jib and a fully reefed main. We were hauling. We
were also being bounced and rolled a lot. None of us felt too great but Nick began asking how
much it might cost to ship the boat back to the U. S.. I don’t think he was looking forward to
countless days of this kind of motion.
Within a couple of days the wind moderated to a broad reach with most of our working sails up.
Dave had a great sense of humor and that combined with his good nature helped make the trip
pleasant. Within 10 days of leaving the Madeira Islands we were able to fly the spinnaker in
generally pleasant following breezes. It was hot however and we had almost no protection from
the sun on deck.. Going below was really the only way to get out of the beating sun but it was
hot below. Either you roasted on deck or sweated below.
The engine was still temperamental but Dave and Nick got the thing running every day so that in
case we needed it in an emergency we could use it. We had adequate wind so we didn’t need it
for propulsion. Life settled down to normal. Nick didn’t cook at all and Dave cooked some but
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most of this task fell to me. I tried making doughnuts as we did the year before but in Spain
we were only able to get olive oil and when I tried using this for doughnuts it was a complete
mess. The resulting dough was inedible and had to be ditched. Pancakes were easy to make and
with adequate eggs and flour this became the most common meal.. For several years after this
trip I didn’t want to see a pancake.
Watches were still two hours on and four hours off. The wind vane self steering worked very
well and it was rare we had to hand steer. The wind vane required no electrical power which was
critical because the boat batteries were pretty much dead and the engine produced very little
electricity. I don’t think we showed any lights at night and kept a lookout for any lights near us.
We could go several days without seeing a ship.
One afternoon the wind was blowing about 15 knots and we were on a broad reach with
generally sunny skies. Up wind of us we saw a strange looking cloud and began to wonder what
it was. We all looked at it and it was getting larger and had a funnel shape. At first we watched
it but it was directly upwind from us and we decided to change course to avoid it. We began to
wonder if this could be a sea spout which is the same as a tornado except its on the sea instead of
land. We changed course 90 degrees. The strange looking cloud also seemed to change course
and still was heading for us. We changed course 180 degrees and watched this strange thing. We
bean to see white underneath the cloud and this seemed to confirm our suspicion that this was
indeed a water spout. We took our sails down and battened up the boat. We donned lifejackets
and prepared ourselves for the worst. A short time later we saw a black hull emerge from
underneath the cloud. What we were seeing was a ship and its exhaust smoke from its engines.
It was going about the same speed as the wind and the smoke stayed right above the ship making
a funnel shaped smoke pattern. We contacted the ship with the VHF radio and raised him. He
asked if we were okay. He noticed our course changes and our taking down of sails. He was
coming over to our position to see if we were okay. I couldn’t tell him we thought he was a sea
spout so we just told him we had some temporary problem with our sails and everything was fine
now.
We didn’t spot too many ships on our route to Bermuda but when we did spot one we called
them on our VHF radio and asked for their position and any weather forecast they might have
had. We almost always got a response and the vessels tried to be helpful. Our position was
usually not in question - our sextant readings were accurate. Once a ship gave us his position
and I judged it to be a few miles off. Before he was out of range he called back to correct the
information he gave us and it was right on. Two ships volunteered to send telegrams to our
families back in the States. This was very much appreciated by us and our families.
About midway in our trip to Bermuda our supplies were beginning to run low and meals were
not quite so hearty as we would have liked. One night we had planned to have onion soup for
supper - not a real filling meal. That afternoon a ship came into view and we called him for our
position and weather which he gave us. He then asked if we could use any supplies. I was going
to say no, but Nick and Dave said to tell him we needed something. I said we could use some
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vegetable oil and anything fresh like bread or vegetables. He asked us to come alongside. It
turned out he was a supply ship with an English crew that supplied oil rigs with food. Nick
got the engine started and we pulled alongside as instructed and the crew lowered three very big
plastic bags loaded with food to us. We thanked the boat. The first bag contained 7 huge
luscious steaks, two frozen ducks a roast and some chicken. The other bags contained frozen
vegetable, bread and lard. For supper, instead of having onion soup we had steaks - all you could
possibly eat with onions on the side. We put the other frozen food in our ice box well wrapped in
towels and for the next three days we ate like kings. This was the most generous and amazing
experience I’ve had in all my cruising experience.
When we returned home, George George told us they ran out of fresh water about midway across
the ocean. They hailed a passing Russian ship and got water and bananas. We did better. Many
days we flew a spinnaker. As we got closer to Bermuda, the trade winds lessened as we were on
the edge of the trade wind belt. The wind were generally off the quarter. With an eight or ten
knot breeze we could make very good time - five knots flying the spinnaker. It took a bit of
work to put up and take down and we usually had to hand steer, but it made for a fast
comfortable sail. We did find that flying the spinnaker at night to be dangerous as it was tough
to see what the sail was doing. Also if the wind increased at night it was more difficult to take
down. We made it a general rule to take in the spinnaker at sunset. It continued to get warmer
and warmer as we got closer to Bermuda and the sun became oppressively hot during the day.
We had a very limited amount of beer aboard and this had to be rationed.. As we figured out the
number of days to Bermuda and the number of beer we had it worked out to two beers a day for
the three of us. So each late afternoon we had a beer party - 2/3 of a beer for each of us. Hardly
enough to get drunk on. Also we did not have refrigeration so to cool the beer we would put it in
a bucket of salt water. The water was about 80 degrees but the air temperature was 90. So the
beer tasted cool. It was the highlight of the day. Nick also brought an expensive bottle of
cognac which he and Dave enjoyed. At that point in my life I didn’t like the stuff.
The weather was calm enough so that most of the time we were able to keep the forward hatch
open. This was important because it was the only way to get air below. There was a small hatch
in the head and one over the galley but the forward hatch provided about 95% of the cooling
power. As was usual at night the forward hatch was open and we took turns sleeping in
whichever of the three berths was unoccupied. One night Dave was sleeping forward when all of
a sudden he let out a scream. It sounded like someone was trying to kill him. As we rushed
forward to see what was wrong, it was discovered that a large flying fish flew through the hatch
and landed on Dave’s face. We threw the fish back into the ocean and Dave and Nick celebrated
with a glass of cognac.
About 30 days after leaving the Madeira Islands we were approaching Bermuda The two days
before arriving in Bermuda we began to get headwinds and one of the masthead halyards came
loose and fell to the deck. I decided not to go the mast because of the rough weather and hoped
everything would be okay. As we got closer to Bermuda it became obvious that we would be
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arriving at St. Georges well after dark. It had been a number of years since I had been to
Bermuda and a night arrival added to my anxiety. We raised Bermuda Harbor Radio on the
VHF and as usual they were helpful, offered sound advice and suggested that we contact them
every 2 hours so they could track our progress and offer more help if it was needed. Since we
were arriving at Bermuda from the east we avoided nearly all of the reefs that surround the island
and with the help of Bermuda Harbor Radio we made an uneventful and rather easy entrance.
We tied up at the government dock and cleared customs.
The next day, Nick and Dave hauled me up the mast and I discovered why the spare halyard fell
to the deck. One of the masthead metal straps that the fore and aft stays are attached to broke
and only a small clevis pin was holding these two stays in place. I set lines for an aft to hold the
mast up while I tried to repair the mast. With my motor bike I set off to get a replacement made.
At first I bought an iron collar that might have worked but a fellow who ran a boatyard said he
could make up new stapes for me. For just a few dollars I had the problem fixed. I was hauled
back up the mast and I installed the new straps.
Going up the mast requires a what is called a boson’s chair. It has a seat and lines or straps to
prevent you from falling out. The first time you go up a mast it is a rather frightening
experience. It seems like almost nothing is holding you aloft and you seem impossibly high up
off the water. Once the initial fright passes you can begin to enjoy the marvelous view you get
from the top of a mast. The mast on the Northern Crown I was about 4o feet. That’s like being
on the top of a four story building being held up by a thin stick and the view can be great. It’s
especially fun to look at the deck and the small people down there.
Right after arriving in St Georges Nick met his ex wife and some friends of his. He told us he
was quitting the trip. It was difficult for him to continue with the strenuous and uncomfortable
life on board.. This put Dave and I in the uncomfortable position of being short handed. This
plus the fact that Nick didn’t pay a good portion of his bill left me quite annoyed. If you commit
to something you should see it through.
The Government Dock in St. Georges is located right in the busiest part of St. Georges and we
were on display to the many tourists that explore the town. People stopped by and asked us
about our trip and many said how they would love to do something like what we were doing.
My usual response is “Come an join us. We got the room.”. Usually then comes something like
“I can’t because of …. .” Oddly enough one fellow we said this to, Tom, took us seriously and
after a few hours he cancelled his flight home and agreed to sail with Dave and I. His wife
couldn’t quite believe he would do this and was less than certain it was a good idea but he
signed on. We had a crew of three again.
After three very buys days in Bermuda, Dave, Tom and I headed off on our final leg to New
York. I don’t remember too much about this leg of the trip but as usual I did most of the
cooking. I discovered that Dave was not overly fond of pasta and much preferred potatoes which
if I had my choice I hardly ever eat. Tom expected the food to be better than what it was but a on
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a rolling pitching boat with a temperamental one burner kerosene stove, what can you expect.
All the repairs we made in Bermuda worked. About seven days after leaving Bermuda we
spotted the New Jersey shore. I never used our VHF radio to make a phone call but we tried and
actually got through to my parents. This was great as we would be arriving at the yacht club
about 7 or 8 in the evening and it would allow them to meet us as we returned for a celebratory
drink or three or four. Even Toms wife was called and she flew in from Buffalo to meet us in
New York.
We did arrive at the expected time and it was great seeing everyone. I remember my father
enjoying the homecoming. This amazing trip was completed. For a person on a shoestring
budget we had made this trip without missing a workday over two years. The pictures we took
or that our crew took are still with us.
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CHAPTER XIII
In October Anne and I tied the knot. One saying is that if you need a good reliable crew you
have to marry her. Anne fit the bill in so many ways. She was a terrific sport. Hard working,
uncomplaining and competent. Dave Trenbirth and I have sailed together on future trips. He has
a great sense of humor and kept us entertained and laughing a good distance across the ocean.
Bob Jacobson also kept in touch. I know he sailed in the Pacific and asked if I could travel with
the boat but after returning Anne and I decided to earn a living, buy a house and establish a
retirement fund. I could not go at the time he called. I’ve seen Ron since but he and Sherry split
up and he remarried. I never saw Nick or Tom again. We exchanged holiday cards with Ed and
Emily for a number of years and attempted to visit Emily in the hospital when her first child was
born but we got hopelessly lost and never made it.
When Anne and I got married we had less than a thousand dollars in the bank. We were both
very frugal people but sailing is an expensive hobby. We lived in a ramshackle apartment with
only a small bathtub and no shower. When it was windy or snowy we could expect the wind and
snow all around the toilet. I nicknamed the place the Royal Roach Arms Hotel. The boat now
had to take second place to finding a better place to live and to buying our first house. We went
to boat shows and the new yachts could be bought for the down payment on a house. There
would be comfortable accommodations and new engine that would not break down. Although
we were sometimes tempted we held to the straight and narrow and saved the money for a house
down payment. We eventually did find a two family house where the tenant would help pay the
mortgage. We now had a place where we could store boat gear.
Springtime was still devoted to getting the boat ready and my friends occasionally pitched in to
help. I remember Chuck Torbyn coming down to Lockwoods Boat works in New Jersey to help
sand, varnish, pain and make general repairs.
The summer after returning from Europe our cruising agenda was curtailed drastically to a three
week cruise out to Nantucket and back to Staten Island through Long Island Sound. On the way
home I remember stopping at Mystic Seaport. I remember my cousin, Phyllis and Harold
coming to visit us there and they brought their son, Dave, to join us. I don’t recall the stops we
made getting to Mystic Seaport. In order to get docking space reservations had to be made
months in advance. We made the reservations and arrived on time. Staying at Mystic seaport in
a boat is a great experience. First the dock help are courteous and really helpful. Prices are not
outrageous and you have the run of the place 24 hours a day. After the regular visitors leave, you
are living in this beautiful Museum town. In the evening they have programs that appeal to
yachtsmen as well.
At this point of the trip our crew consisted of Anne, my cousin, Dave, Chuck Torbyn Anne and
myself. Shortly after leaving Mystic seaport, after a very delightful stay, the motor stopped right
on our way down the short Mystic River. We were able to pull over to an unused dock and tie
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up. Chuck was not afraid of getting his hands dirty and he was a better mechanic than I was.
He began testing each of the system and eventually the battery went dead. We had to get the
battery recharged at a nearby service station. After much sweating, anguished remarks and
skinned fingers we tested to see how much fuel we had. We were out of gas. It’s moments like
this that you want to strangle yourself and cry for joy at the same time. We finally got underway.
We eventually made our way to Essex, Connecticut. I remember waiting there for some engine
part. I resolved then that when we returned to Staten Island I would haul the engine out of the
boat and rebuild it.
I also remember sailing through Long Island Sound with the unreliable engine. We were
running late on our schedule and we had to sail through the night to make up some time. There
was no wind and after sailing for hours the current allowed us to move forward only a few miles.
I was angry and frustrated and blamed our lack of progress on the poor sailing ability of Anne
and Dave. This tendency to place blame where it doesn’t belong is a tough thing to rectify.
We eventually did return home and not long after with the help of my friends we did haul the
engine out of the boat and brought it to my parents house to work on it. It was a trick removing
it from the boat but we did it. We went to a parts supplier for marine engines and bought all the
parts we would need including piston rings, bearings, gaskets, bolts and whatever else we
thought we would need. Chuck was the chief mechanic. We took everything off the engine and
then cleaned and painted each part. The engine block was taken apart and the water ports and
lines were cleaned and cleaned again. After about a week's worth of work we reassembled the
engine and it wouldn’t turn over. We took it apart again reassembled it and it turned over as it
should with the hand crank. We reinstalled it in the boat and it ran. It was a difficult and time
consuming job but it was either that or buying a new engine.
At the end of the summer, Anne and I took my dad on an overnight cruise and of course the
engine quit. I was fit to be tied. It turned out to be dirty fuel. This boat was built without fuel
filters and I didn’t know how important they were. When we returned home I emptied the fuel
tank and put in fresh fuel. We put the boat up for sale at the end of the season. I advertised it
myself and had a couple of people look at it but we didn’t sell it. The next season I don’t
remember taking any long cruises and at the end of the season - just after Columbus Day a bad
storm hit New York and the boat chafed through the mooring lines and the boat broke loose. The
boat was knocked against some pilings and the mast broke. In the spring I reduced the price
considerably..
I was not terribly happy teaching and bean to give some thought to opening a business of my
own - partly to make more money and also as a possible way to leave teaching. I had the idea
that some kind of f gas or service station might be feasible. We talked about the idea with
friends and relatives and my brother-in-law Frank Aparo, who owned and operated his own
business suggested we open some business in some field in education. This made sense and
Anne’s job as the director of a city funded pre-school ended when the city cut funding to her
school and eliminated the day care center. She taught a Catholic school but had a very miserable
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class and then she got a job at a private pre-school in Brooklyn which paid extremely low
wages for a person of Anne’s experience and talent. We decided that we could open and run
our own school and make money besides collecting a salary. Along with a friend, Bob Gatto we
began to look for space to rent. The most promising location we found was a church hall in
Huguenot. This didn’t work out and we then decided to look for an existing building that we
could remodel into a school. We looked mainly on the South Shore of Staten Island but other
parts of the Island as well. We found nothing suitable and Bob decided not to participate in this
new venture. Anne and I continued looking and found a promising building in Annadale but it
was off the beaten track and the price was too high. We explored the option of building on a
vacant piece of land and began looking for a suitable lot. After some searching we found a place
on a main street (Amboy Road) in Huguenot and purchased the land. Both the land and the cost
of building was less than buying an existing building.
We knew nothing about building but eventually got in touch with an architect I knew from the
Richmond County Yacht Club and he drew up plans for a pre-school. At this point in our lives
we were just beginning to build the pre-school. We requested a building loan from the bank but
were turned down. It’s interesting that we could get a loan for a vacation or a new boat, but
money to start a business was impossible to get. The banks in the US were loaning billions of
dollars to Latin America but we couldn’t get a few thousand dollars. The Latin American
countries later defaulted. The banks should have taken the loses but the government bailed them
out.
In the spring of 1981 we sold the boat for $10,500. Considering I paid $10,000 for it 10 years
ago, I didn’t do too bad. The money wasn’t worth as much but it was enough along with an
investment from my brother and a loan from my mom to get our business built and off the
ground. Scrimping and saving were too essential parts for accomplishing what we did.
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CHAPTER XIV
For the next couple of years I maintained my yacht club membership but didn’t have much time
or money to think about boats. Anne and I were busy trying to get Stepping Stones Pre-School
up and running. Anne had been working for other schools where the administrators or owners
were not nearly as competent and personable as Anne at a tiny salary. We decided to open our
own business because of that. Anne was very competent and hard working and slowly her
talents began to pay off. This meant working very long hours and not spending any money.
After working a full day at my public school job, I went to Stepping Stones to work some more.
My pay check kept the business afloat for the first year.
After selling the boat I had the chance to sail with a fellow Eric Aerts who had run a top notch
restaurant on Staten Island. Eric had a 38 foot wooden deep displacement boat and he was
planning a trip to Bermuda. He was looking for competent crew. I signed on and was part of the
crew that took the boat home. Eric planned the trip very well and he spared no expense. Several
times we met at his wife’s restaurant “Buona Pasta” in Great Kills and Eric and his wife treated
us to wonderful dinners. As we were enjoying the delicious food we talked about the upcoming
trip. The trip was made more enticing by the fact that an old friend, John Millman would be on
the return trip as well. The only cost that I was responsible for would be the reasonably priced
room that was rented for us in Bermuda, my plane fare and personal expenses. I got to Bermuda
about a week before our departure and Eric and his crew arrived just after I arrived. It was good
I ran into Eric’s wife in St. Georges because I forgot he name of the place where the room was
rented. I rented a moped and spent the week once again exploring Bermuda, enjoying the
company and the stories of the crew that arrived in Bermuda, exploring the reefs with a snorkel
and enjoying the time off with no responsibilities.
The trip home from Bermuda was long. First as usual we had winds that headed us and several
calm days. Eric’s Atomic 4 engine quit and despite having several mechanics onboard the thing
would not work. Eric had a small outboard engine and the crew rigged up a bracket to hold the
outboard over the side of the larger sailboat to push it. We only made about two knots but that
was better than standing still. This worked for half a day and then the outboard quit. We
continued to sail in contrary and light winds.
A couple of days after leaving Bermuda we found we could not drink the water: it tasted too
foul. The only way to drink anything was to make very strong tea, hot chocolate or some other
mixture. After returning it was discovered the hose from thee fresh water tank up forward had
developed a leak in the bilge and as we pumped water into the galley it was sucking dirty and
salty bilge water along with the freshwater. The accommodations were not too uncomfortable
but rather Spartan and rugged. The boat was very seaworthy but heavy, difficult to steer (no self
steering gear) and slow. We stood two man watches where we took half hour turns steering the
boat. It was a long trip home but we were safe and the first clean fresh water we got even before
hitting the dock was great.
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CHAPTER XV
One nice side benefit of building the school ourselves (with much help from Bill Lotterhos) was
that I renewed my friendship with Dwight Millman which had lapsed in the meantime. Dwight
did all the electrical work for the school in a top notch fashion. We stayed in touch and when we
put an addition onto the school (which more than doubled its size) Dwight again did all the
electrical work. After the addition was completed and the school was no longer a drain on our
finances Dwight suggested that we attend a boat show with an eye towards buying a boat in
partnership. This sounded like a great idea. Neither of us had the money or the time to own a
boat separately but together we could make a go of it.
The following spring, which I think was 1986 we attended the Annapolis Boat Show. Hunter
Yachts was selling a sailboat kit that you had to assemble yourself at a fraction of the cost of a
fully built boat. The kit boat was called the Quest. After buying the boat we kept the same
name. The company had a partially completed boat at the show that they would see us for the
uncompleted cost and Dwight and I bought this 25 foot sailboat. The good part was that even in
its unfinished state it could still be sailed. We had the boat delivered to Lockwood’s Boat Works
in New Jersey and we painted the bottom, bought and installed an outboard motor and sailed the
boat to Great Kills. We finished the interior and we had ourselves a new boat.
We worked the ownership of the boat by splitting expenses evenly and we tried to divide the
work. Dwight did more work on the boat than I did mostly because he was more talented than
me and I picked up a larger share of the expenses. On odd numbered days of the month the boat
was mine to use and on even numbered days it was Dwight’s. Every other weekend the boat was
mine to use. If you wanted to go sailing on a day that was not yours you just had to call to see if
the boat was free. It almost always was and if Dwight or I had plans we would often incorporate
each other in those plans.
Joint ownership was a great idea for us. The boat cost only half as much and entailed only half
of the work of sole ownership. You always had an extra hand for jobs that were too big for
yourself to do alone. At this point in my life, Anne was too busy at the school to devote any time
to the boat and Iris, Dwight’s wife was too busy bringing up two children to devote much time to
boat work. During the summer when we each wanted to go an extended cruise we arranged it so
I took the boat one way and Dwight the other. One year Anne and I would sail out to Greenport,
Long Island and Dwight, Iris and their children would drive out and meet us there. Dwight
would take the boat and Anne and I would drive home. We could go twice the distance at half
the cost.
There are a couple of things that made this partnership so beneficial. First we were good friends
to begin with. Second, Dwight and I are both good sailors. I had complete confidence in his
sailing ability and he think he felt the same about me. Third, If you feel like your doing 70% of
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the work your partner probably feels like he is doing 70 % of the work also. You are still
doing less than 100% and you are only paying 55% of the cost. Don’t let the small
inequalities bother you. Fourth, most boats are only used about 10 to 20% of the time. This way
the boat is used 20 to 40% of the time. It’s much better for the boat to be used.
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CHAPTER XVI
When Dwight and I owned the “Quest” I began to think about ocean sailing again. My cousin’s
son, Dave, was old enough to do ocean sailing and he was interested as well. I had tried to take
Dave on earlier trips but his mom didn’t think it was a good idea so he never had the chance to
experience this unusual thrill. Bruce Cohn, a friend I had made teaching at the intermediate
school I taught at was also very interested but could only go one way. After talking it over we
had two boats to choose from. My 25’ Hunter or Dave Valvik’s 25’ Bristol. Both boats had an
outboard but Dave’s boat had a full keel. My boat was newer but Dave could take his outboard
off the stern and stow it in the Lazarette. We decided that Dave’s boat was more seaworthy and
plans began to be made. We needed a crew to take Bruce’s spot on the return trip and I called
Dave Trenbirth and he signed on.
In the spring I helped Dave get his boat ready but most of the work of course fell on him. We
each tried to do our part. Bruce and I were both on sabbatical leaves for the year and we were
able to leave before the hurricane season in early May. By this time the college courses Bruce
and I had to take would be over and Dave had a flexible schedule.
Near the beginning of May the boat was ready, the crew was set and we were ready to go. The
date we planned to leave saw bad weather. I think it was a weak tropical storm but we decided to
wait. Two days later, the weather cleared and we had a favorable northwest wind and we said
goodbye to our family and friends at the dock.
A twenty five foot displacement boat has a short waterline and consequently a low speed. We
did however have good wind. The first three days we were on a broad reach or run and we made
good speed. We were able to fly the spinnaker and I reluctantly agreed with David that we keep
the spinnaker up one night, My rule on the Northern Crown was that the spinnaker not be flown
at night. Of course later that night the wind increased and the spinnaker wrapped itself around
the head stay. It was my job to go forward with the boathook and stand on the bow pulpit,
without a safety harness to unwrap this large sail. I eventually got the thing unwrapped and we
continued on our way. I remember the boat being crowded and cramped but not terribly
uncomfortable. Dave had an alcohol stove and we took turns cooking. We navigated using a
sextant and Radio Direction Finder and we hit the entrance buoy right on.
We approached Bermuda in the middle of the night and as usual Bermuda Harbor Radio helped
us in. We tied up to the dock about three or four in the morning and tied up to the government
dock and we would clear customs in the morning. It is not unusual to get seasick when you start
a sailing trip and often for the first two days I will not read or do close work so as not to
aggravate this condition.. When we arrived in Bermuda and got off the boat we all felt dizzy and
somewhat seasick. It was the strongest reaction I have ever had of getting motion or seasick on
land. Just stepping back aboard the boat even though it was calm in the harbor ended this
sensation. I think Bruce was able to get three cold beers and it was a wonderful way to end the
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trip.
The next morning we rented mopeds for the week or ten days that we would be in Bermuda and
Dave and Bruce went to look for a place to dock the boat while on the island They also looked
for a room for the three of us to stay in. As I recall it while Bruce and David went about this I
took several large bags of damp clothes to the Laundromat. After getting back to the boat and
after Dave and Bruce returned, I found they were more than successful in their quest. Not only
did the find reasonably priced dockage for the boat and a comfortable room they also stopped at
a bar for a drink and met an older very friendly American in the bar. He invited us back to the
place he rented for a party that evening.
We took our mopeds to a house not far from Hamilton. The American who rented this place
goes to Bermuda for at least a month every year and is a friendly guy who likes to drink and
throws great parties. He knows many of the local people and some of the entertainers. He hired
or invited a guitarist who entertains at one of the local clubs and during the course of the evening
she sang some beautiful songs the best being a song she wrote about our boat to the tune of the
Sloop John B.. This generous fellow ordered the best American steaks and they were barbequed
to order. There was plenty of everything to drink, especially beer. We spent a delightful evening
and night and made plans to see some of the locals we met there. One of the young women was
throwing a party and invited us to come. Until Anne arrived I was a carefree bachelor. During
the day we went sightseeing or snorkeling and in the evenings we partied. At one of the parties,
Dave Bruce and I brought a case of beer thinking that would be plenty of beer. Well they had a
storeroom full and whole lot more than a case was drunk by about 10 people, alone with a lot of
other stuff. There was one game where you stood at least a 50 % chance of loosing and penalty
was that you had to drink a whole beer on the spot. I think we played until we lost once. We had
to drive home on our mopeds after all.
Several days after arriving at Dave's girlfriend arrived and Anne did as well. This was the first
time Anne had been to Bermuda a we rented a hotel room complete with meals and high tea.
Anne stayed about five days until we were about ready to depart. Anne rented a moped and we
explored the island together and I showed her some of my favorite spots. As our return trip
approached, Dave Trenbirth arrived in Bermuda and Bruce flew home. On our trip back it would
be Dave, Dave T. and me.
The day we left was rough with a wind that put us on a very close reach but not windy enough to
stop us. We had a loose schedule to keep and we expected to be home before the 4th of July..
Dave T. was tired of having pasta almost every night aboard the Northern Crown so on Dave’s
boat he volunteered to cook the first night. He was going to make beef stew with lots of
potatoes. I remembered him cooking a pot of this stuff which was no easy feat considering how
much we were bouncing, pitching and rolling but Dave stuck to it always keeping one hand on
the pot so it would stay put. Just before he was going to serve it he waited for a calm patch to
pass some plates up. Just at that instant when he let go the pot the boat jumped and rolled and
the pot of stew ended up on the cabin sole. A big cleanup job ensued and we had peanut butter
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and jelly sandwiches for dinner instead. It’s times like this that you want to cry. Dave
insisted we should start a support group called “Offshore Anonymous” that a person who is
thinking of going ocean sailing on a small boat would call to be reminded of the irritation, pain,
discomfort, expense, and danger involved in such a foolish enterprise.
Not long after leaving Bermuda we discovered that Dave’s engine would not work so we had
limited electricity and no auxiliary power. The weather stayed poor and we had unfavorable
headwinds. We were not making good time at all. Several days into our trip we hit the Gulf
Stream and the weather really deteriorated. The wind opposed the current and increased to about
40 knots or even higher. It was too dangerous to sail and we deployed the sea anchor. The
anchor held the bow into the wind just as if you were on a mooring and as the bow turned
slightly either to starboard or port the boat rolled. It seemed safe enough but the roll must have
been 25 to 30 degrees. This was very uncomfortable and I even began to feel seasick but we
were safe.
As an indication of how well the sea anchor worked I remember watching the American flag off
the stern the night I was standing watch. A while later I looked and the flag was gone I figured
we would never see it again. About a half hour later I noticed something drifting just off the
stern of the boat. It was the flag and pole. I leaned over from the cockpit and brought it back
aboard. The boat didn’t move in relation to the water at all.
A large ship came close to where we were and it was getting closer. We could not move at all
because of the anchor. We called the ship on VHF radio and fortunately he responded. It was a
Russian freighter and he came close to us to see if we needed assistance. We told him we were
okay and he continued on his way. It was nice to know that help was available if it was really
needed. After laying at anchor for about 24 hours the wind moderated a little. We were
thoroughly tired of the rolling and we took in the sea anchor. It was a lot more difficult than I
thought it would be. After a good half hour of pulling we finally got it back aboard. The only
casualty was a bruised finger on my left hand.
We had a fairly good amount of beer and other alcohol on board and as the trip dragged on we
finished nearly everything alcoholic on board. We had canned fruit juices and the two Daves
enjoyed mixing them with the vodka or gin we had aboard.
We continued to have contrary wind and because of the large and sometimes steep seas we could
not go to windward very good at all. Sixty degrees of the wind was about the best we could do.
One morning running with the wind with the boom tied to prevent a gybe and the jib winged out
I was on watch and a large ship was crossing our path and we had to change the sails. Because it
was wet the extra hand had to put on foul weather gear. We got closer and closer to a collision.
Eventually, what seemed like hours later help arrived and we did avoid the collision.
A second possible disaster was avoided when the spinnaker which was being flown at night
(against my better judgment) got wrapped around the headstay as the wind increased. Using a
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boathook and standing on the bow pulpit I was able to free it but it was a very dangerous
maneuver.
It took us eleven days to return from Bermuda. We sailed the entire distance without the aid of a
motor and we arrived back in Staten Island July 3rd., in time for the annual 4th of July party my
parents gave every year. It was a difficult trip home.
Two years after buying the “Quest” Dwight discovered there was a 1979 Hunter 33 for sale at the
yacht club. Since the boat was not listed with a broker and the owner was anxious to sell as he
had already purchased another boat he would sell at what we thought was a very reasonable
price. By this point in my life, with our business now making some money, we could afford this
new, used boat. So in the spring of 1989 we sold the Quest and bought the largest boat either of
us had ever owned. The boat was in good condition and many improvements had been made in
the building of fiberglass boats since my earlier 1960 Rhodes Ranger. This new boat had a
reliable diesel engine with a hand crank if needed< an external and internal fuel filter, engine
controls on a steering pedestal, a fresh water shower in the head, a stove with an oven with an
external fuel tank, loads of storage (compared to other boats I ever had and roller furling for the
genoa. The engine was salt water cooled but this didn’t seem to be a problem for this engine. It
was not rusted out and the ports seemed clear.
The partnership with Dwight continued to be beneficial and enjoyable for both of us. I believe
the first summer we owned the boat we took a two week summer cruise. Anne and I took the
boat up Long Island Sound and met some friends and we continued port and island hopping all
the way to Hyannis Massachusetts. I remember Bill Lotterhos and I were ashore while Anne and
Joyce were aboard. Bill and I stopped for a drink at the bar of the Hyannis Yacht Club. As we
were sipping our gin and tonics a nasty squall came up with almost no warning. Bill and I
hopped in the dinghy and headed for the boat. Before we got there the squall had struck and the
anchor on the Northern Crown II began to drag. Anne started the engine while Joyce hauled in
on the anchor rode. Bill and I arrived to re-anchor the boat. Our knockoff Dan forth anchor did
not do its job. After this experience we got an aluminum Fortress anchor.
Anne and I got off the boat when Dwight and His family arrived. They took the boat for another
two weeks back to Staten Island and we drove their car home. We got to go twice the distance
for half the time. It’s a great way to take a long cruise with limited time.
The third or fourth season that Dwight and I owned the Northern Crown II I began thinking
about how comfortable this boat would be on the ocean compared with all the other boats I had
been sailing on. I talked with some of my teacher friends and asked who would be interested in
taking a trip to Bermuda. Quite a few expressed interest and I began planning a trip for the
summer beginning shortly after school let out and taking three weeks for the complete trip. No
one could go both ways but several were interested in going one way. As plans solidified the
crew going would be me, Dough Barr, John Erickson, Dave Valvik and myself. Coming home
would be Bruce Cohn, Sonny Spinetta and me. The sot of the trip would be like my other ocean
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trips. Each person paid their pro rata share of the costs. . Part of the reason I wanted to take
this trip was to see how well I would like ocean sailing as an older person. I knew I enjoyed
it very much when I was younger but now that I was nearing 50 I wanted to see if the old
feelings were still there.
I began getting the boat ready during the winter. Top on the list was getting a new mainsail.
The old sail could not take the wear and tear we expected. The boat was hauled and painted and
inspected. I was hauled up the mast several times and every fitting was closely inspected. The
stanchions were leaking water and each stanchion was removed cleaned and rebedded. The
engine had an oil change and a new fuel filter. Each crew had some responsibility but Doug Barr
probably worked the most getting the boat supplied with food and other essentials we needed
such as a medical kit. And survivors bag. Bruce and I purchased a life raft for the boat. Bruce
generously shared half of the expense. The day before we left we pulled the boat into the dock
and prepared for an early morning departure.
Our friends and family came down to the dock to see us off. We filled the water tanks.
Unfortunately I didn’t do the deed and the water we got was foul tasting hose water. If you own
a boat you always let the water run before putting it into your tanks. We departed to light
headwinds and headed out past Sandy Hook on a favored tack, close hauled. It was a good way
to start the trip and seasickness was felt a little by all but not too bad. As the day progressed the
wind picked up and came from a more favorable direction. We were making good time. For
most of the trip down we were on a broad reach. We occasionally had to reef the main. And
shorten the roller furling genoa but it never became uncomfortable rough. We had a great crew
of guys and Doug seemed to relish every moment of the trip. He was great to have aboard. He
wanted to change sails, cook, navigate, and everything else to keep the boat operational. Doug
Had studied some celestial navigation prior to this and with my help he became quite proficient.
I just had to oversee things and I had plenty of competent help. We stood two hour watches with
a half hour overlap at the beginning an end of each watch. We then had for hours off. The auto
helm worked well and we hardly had to hand steer at all. The nights were beautiful and the days
sunny and hot. We had limited shade which was the only real disadvantage. We crossed the
Gulf Stream easily and continued to have great weather. The only mishap was the disappearance
of the aluminum pole we used for winging out the genoa. One morning it was gone from the
deck
We arrived in Bermuda in just under five and a half days. The trip could not have been better.
We cleared customs and we were able to give our last cold soda to the customs official. The ice
had lasted nearly the whole trip. We planned to spend 10 days in Bermuda. This would give us
a chance to enjoy the island without rushing or being under any pressure. Doug rented a room
and his wife flew down to meet him. The rest of us stayed aboard the boat. For the first week
we spent our time at the customs dock and then we transferred to the yacht club in St. Georges.
Most of rented mopeds and we had a great time exploring the island as I did in the past. We ate
most meals aboard but we also enjoyed some meals out.
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Bruce and Sonny Spinetta flew down after a few days and as luck would have it, Sonny’s son
who was in the navy was stationed in Bermuda. This gave us access to the navy PX. We
could buy food and other needed items very inexpensively. Sonny’s son also arranged for Dave
and I to go scuba diving and he supplied all the equipment we needed. The ten days flew by and
things could not have gone much better.
Bruce, Sonny, and I headed back to Staten Island. We started out on a favored tack with a
bouncy ride. It took Bruce and Sonny some time to adjust to the boat but seasickness was not
really a problem. I had been aboard long enough so I was fine. The trip back was not nearly as
favorable as the trip down. We had no really rough weather but the wind was contrary and often
headed us. Crossing the Gulf Stream was not as easy as our trip down but not too bad either. I
do remember one night in the Gulf Stream at sunset. The clouds and the setting sun provided a
beautiful coloring of the sky from the palest blue to dark purple and all the colors in between.
Often at sunset the three of us enjoyed a glass of cognac that we had bought at the PX in
Bermuda. That night was the best.
Several days into the trip Bruce and I had to go forward to work with the sails and we asked
Sonny to take the boat of autopilot and steer. The autopilot had worked so well that Sonny said
he didn’t know how to steer. We quickly made up for this lapse and we taught him how. A
couple of days before the end of the trip we got headed and with Bruce and I up very early in the
morning we reefed the main and tightened the sheets. The boat began to hell considerably and
we bashed into the incoming seas. A while later Sonny came up on deck and was wondering
why the boat was sailing on its side. We had a very good crew both ways; always entertaining
and fun.
Seven days after leaving Bermuda we arrived back in Staten Island. It was easily the easiest and
most enjoyable ocean sailing I have ever done.. We had a party at the house for all the crew a
week or two after we got back and that was very enjoyable as well.
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CHAPTER XVII
My sabbatical was up and I tried to return to IS 34 but ended up being transferred to IS 27. I had
a difficult time and found two classes to be incorrigible. I develop a serious melanoma on my
left shoulder and the doctors scared me enough with their negative prognosis that I decided to
take a leave of absence at the end of the year. I was not going to die working with difficult
classes. I decided to work as a custodian/bookkeeper at Stepping Stones Pre-School to earn my
keep. Besides, I liked the boss and wanted to fool around with her.
Throughout this time I became an avid bicyclist. With Bruce and Dave Valvik I had taken many
short day and overnight trips. I had also gone on trips to Binghamton, and Montreal twice.
Owning a boat did not stop me from this strenuous and enjoyable activity. While not cycling I
also jogged. Jogging was always work to me but I stuck at for quite a few years
During the second winter after my leave of absence I began to think about taking about taking a
cross country bicycle trip and decided to take it the next summer. Anne as usual was very
supportive. I got my old bicycle overhauled replaced the tires bought new speedometer, bike
racks, small tent, lightweight sleeping bag, gasoline cook stove and all kinds of other gear
needed for such a trip. I decided to go alone because the tours took three months and I didn’t
want to spend that much time away from home. On August first I took off for Seattle
Washington. Along with Anne, Bruce and Janet came to the airport to see me off. It was a total
surprise to see Bruce and Janet there. It got the trip off to a very enjoyable start.
It was the first time I flew cross country and it was exciting. I talked to a young woman from
Iowa on the plane and she was telling me the best route to follow through there. She also
mentioned the hills dispelling my notion that Iowa was flat. It was a little scary seeing the
Rocky Mountains but a bit thrilling also. We arrived at the Seattle Airport in the late afternoon
and I took a bus from there to the city There was no problem getting my bike and gear into the
bus. Once in the city I peddled to the Youth Hostel in the city and talked with other cyclists as
to how to get to Anacortes. It was recommended that I cycle through the San Juan Islands to get
to the start of the ride.
I left the next morning and peddled the length of White by Island {the second largest Island in
the continental U. S.}. . The weather in Washington State was beautiful and I was at the start of
the transcontinental bike trail by the second day. The trip up and into the Cascade Mountains
was tough. I went over three very high mountain passes before reaching Glacier National Park.
I passed through a desert with temperatures reaching 116 degrees. One of the most beautiful
campgrounds on the entire trip was in the middle of this desert. It had beautiful trees, a
swimming pool nice campsites and a shady spot to pitch my tent. It did get very chilly at night
and by morning I had all the clothing I owned on to try and keep warm.
I spent one night at Lake McDonald in Glacier National Park and it was a glorious spot. They
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had isolated camping for cyclists and backpackers. I went for a swim in the warm lake and a
motorcyclist got beer for all around. I met other cyclists and had a wonderful night. The
next day was up and over The Going to the Sun Highway. I had to be over before 11 am which
meant I got started at first light. I made it by 10:45 and it was exhausting.
From here on it was downhill and nearly flat into Eastern Montana. I did one day of more than
100 miles (a century) and was soon into North Dakota. I had a bad experience running into a
severe squall. I lost my sleeping bag and fell along the rain sliced road. I did find a place to
sleep in an old store and had a meal in a local diner. The people were friendly and helpful
throughout the trip. I replaced the sleeping bag in Minot, N.D. and about a week later I was in
Minnesota - the “Land Of Lakes” and mosquitoes.
When I finally reached Iowa, I did discover firsthand that Iowa is definitely not flat. It turned
out to be the hilliest state I went through. I headed into Illinois and the Great Prairie. It was fast
riding until I reached eastern Ohio. My bike needed new tires and I broke an axial on the bike .
I got to a bike shop and had the bike fixed and three new gear added. I remember encountering
a lot of overcast weather and rain in Ohio. It was already into September by this point and it
was getting cooler. The Appalachian Mountains were tough. - especially in Pennsylvania. The
countryside was beautiful but the roads had many short steep hills. I sure got a workout. The
new gears were of no help; I really needed just one very low granny gear. The mornings were
cold and gloves would have been a big help. The last night in Pennsylvania I could not find a
campground and spent the night in a wooded meadow. I did 115 At the same altitude as the
snow miles the last day and got to Staten Island about 7 pm. The trip took 71 days. A hot
shower and seeing Anne was wonderful. I averaged about 67 miles a day on the entire trip
traveling every day.
I have included several days of the log I kept of the bicycle trip:
August 6 Monday
I got an early start at 6:45 The ride for most of the day was very difficult. There was one stretch
for 16 miles, all uphill and most of it steep. I drank a lot of water. Fortunately, an RV was
parked in one lot and I refilled my containers.. Rainy Pass at 4,700 feet was long and tortuous,
then a mile downhill and 4 miles up to Washington Pass at 5,700 feet The scenery is spectacular.
I was :at the same altitude as the snow. The temperature in the mountains was in the 70’s beautiful. I descended the heights at about 1:30 or 2;00. Eventually the land flattened and I did
another 20 miles into Winthrop. There is a beautiful KOA (Campground of America) here and a
nice supermarket. The town looks like and old mining town, a tourist attraction. Had spaghetti
and Ragu sauce and chicken cutlet for dinner - a treat. Rode 67 miles at 6,7 average speed.
August 14 Tuesday
I had a long ride today, 80 miles. I pushed so I could get to Lake McDonald in Glacier National
Park. The first half of the ride today was quite hilly. I expected the second half to steep as I got
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closer to the high pass , bt it was nearly flat for a good part of the afternoon. I felt good all
day, and by making the lake, I can go over Logans Pass and the Continental Divide
tomorrow. Met several interesting bicyclers at the camping area.(only $2 a night) . One fellow
on a motorcycle went for a beer run, and I had a cold beer. Also had garlic bread, Lipton’s rice
and fried ham It was a nice day, and I went swimming in the lake; it was delightful and warm.
August 22 Wednesday (Williston, North Dakota)
Hooray, I did my first century today, in less than 10 hours - 103 miles. This is a big town, and I
pulled out all the stops. There is no campground nearby so I rented a room - $18 and ate at
Bonanza - $5.85. I then had two beers in a Country Western place. I had a light to moderate
wind with me. In the morning the land was flat-to-rolling hills. Nearing North Dakota the hills
were steep and one after the other. It was hot again - over 90, and the sun is burning hot.
Anyway this run wore me out, but it was worth it. (I got your package and letter yesterday.
Thanks and especially thank you for the letter…..). I’m a few days ahead of schedule, mostly
because I cut out the side trips near Glacier National Park. My rear feels sore tonight. Wow
there are no mosquitos here!
September 4 Tuesday (Frontenac, Minniasota)
It was hot and humid today. The last 10 miles were flat, except for a killer hill getting into the
campground. I’m tired of hills and hills, and then other hills past those. I did 71 miles today: so
far I did 1,030miles and have 1,600 to go, If I average 65 miles a day, I should; be home
October 1. I got a haircut today and feel pretty good. I had fresh coleslaw for lunch (delicious)
and part of a leftover pork chop I’ve gotten a first hand look at the St. Croix River and now the
Mississippi. They are both very beautiful up here but I’m also tired of the mosquitos. I used
repellent this afternoon at camp. There are also a lot of ants - bugs,bugs, bugs. It’ll be good to
get home to a beautiful wife, a soft comfortable bed, a nice pre-mixed Italian salad and NO
BUGS!
September 9 Sunday(Orion, Illinois)
It was foggy this morning and after getting to a main highway at about 7:30, I waited for the fog
to clear. It didn’t so I rode on the very rough shoulder until I reached Muscatine. I had breakfast
at a café and then crossed into Illinois. The wind was blowing lightly from the south again, and
it slowed me some. I decided to stay here (63 miles) after a policeman said it would be okay if I
stayed in the park. A family (a large extended one) was having their annual picnic and they
insisted I have dinner. I did: meatloaf, ham, potatoes, homemade bread, beef stew, cheese
macaroni. Apple pie, and ice tea - a feast, and I didn’t have to cook tonight! Days milage: 62.9
average speed 7.6
terrain: 2 (flat to moderate)
Top speed 33
Total mileage: 2,644
September 17, Sunday
(Oberlun, Ohio)
It was a good, bad, good day. First I got to Fremont early and had breakfast. It was cold. I used
all my clothes. The bike store was open at (:00 and I replaced both my tires. The proprietor
seemed knowledgeable and said he could put in a granny gear for $58. I told him to go ahead: it
ended up costing $90 because the derailler had to be replaced also. I didn’t get going till 10;30.
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I stopped and bought groceries about 1 ½ miles off route and the new gears wouldn’t work
right. I was disgusted. Eventually after working hard I decided to rent a motel room in
Oberlin. Just before entering town at 5:10 I found a very nice park next to the Township
building. No one was around but the building and very nice bathrooms were open. I got hot
water for a shower and washed clothes, I adjusted the new derailler and it seemed to work okay.
Had cheese macaroni, canned chicken and tomato for supper. Did 63 miles on rolling hills. It
stayed cool all day and is supposed to be very cold tonight.
September 26, Wednesday (Home)
Got up early and got an early start, about 6:55. I’m anxious to see if I can make it home.. I was
pleased that the turn off Route 6 to Dingman’s Ferry (across the Delaware Bridge) was only 2
miles -- Dingmans’s Ferry is 18 miles more. The terrain is rolling hills - some pretty long grades
- especially in Northern Jersey It started to sprinkled while I was still in Pennsylvania, but it
stopped. I intended to stop for breakfast in Dingmans Ferry, but there was no town. I crossed
the Kittatinny Mountains in Western Jersey and headed southeast towards Route 23. I passed the
turnoff for Glenwood about 10:30. It rained fairly hard for about an hour, but I continued to push
on. I was determined to make it home. I pushed hard, only stopping to eat breakfast at a diner
(after 31 miles) and for short rests and to look at a map. Crossing Newark Bay on lift bridge
was difficult and I slipped on the wet metal grating and hit the guard rail with my right arm. I
got to the Bayonne Bridge about 6:55 and was home before 7:45. I did 106 miles today - the
longest run in distance and time of the trip, but I am home. The luxury of a dry, comfortable
house seems incredible. I missed Annie a lot and I’m glad I took the trip and I’m very glad to be
home.
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CHAPTER XVIII
I returned to teach for 2 ½ more years so I could get in twenty years before taking a leave of
absence.
The next summer I arranged a trip to Iowa to do the RAGBRAI. This is a bicycle trip across
Iowa, starting in the western part of the state and ending at the Mississippi River. It takes a week
and Bruce, John Erickson, my cousin Harold and I went on this grueling trip. All in all it was
great fun.
Anne and I also did a bicycle trip through the finger lakes with Harold one summer. It was a fun
but grueling trip through very pretty countryside with many long steep hills. Bruce and I took an
organized trip through the central part of New York State one summer following as close as
possible the route of the old Erie Canal.
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CHAPTER XIX
The school was successful and Anne had hired a director to run the school while she was away.
Anne was still intimately involved with the school especially at the beginning and end of each
year but she did have more time to spend with me traveling on a boat. Anne and I talked for a
number of years as to what a trawler would be like to travel in. A trawler seemed to have many
positive attributes. A trawler was faster than a sailboat, had more room and did not require sails
and all the work that went along with controlling them. It would travel along mostly inland
waterways and would not be subject to the weather as much as a sailboat is. A trawler has more
live aboard room inside and was suited to river and canal travel. We began seriously looking for
a used late model trawler. We traveled to boat shows and took longer trips to search for a boat.
While visiting my brother Tom in Millersville Maryland and attending the Annapolis Power Boat
Show, Tom saw a small advertisement in the paper about a 43 foot trawler that was up for
auction. Apparently the owner was the former president of a failed savings and loan institution
that went bankrupt and all of his assets we taken by the government. This trawler was on of the
assets. Sometimes government regulation of business is necessary or the taxpayer and general
public foot the bill. The boat was available for viewing before the auction on Kent Island in the
Chesapeake Bay, not far from my brother’s home. Anne and I took a look at it on our way back
home to Staten Island.
The boat we found was an Albin 43 which is a 42 ½ foot sundeck trawler. We had been looking
for a boat about 36 feet long and this boat looked huge and comfortable. The manager of the
boatyard was friendly, told us about the history of the boat, the problems that it had and told us
about the equipment that went along with it. It had two 210 hp Cummins diesel engines,
generator, air conditioning, heat, real refrigerator, a built in microwave oven, a propane stove
and oven and loads of storage. The boat seemed to be in generally good condition. We asked
what the price was and there was no price set. We offered what we thought a low price of
$135,000 subject to survey. The boatyard owner thought was an acceptable amount. To us this
was considerably less expensive than a smaller and less equipped boat would have been.
Bruce and Janet came to see it with us and my brother Tom, took pictures and looked the vessel
over. It seemed like a bargain. In April the auctions was held anyway as per the legal agreement
the boatyard had signed. The highest bit was about $75,000, so we got the boat for the agreed
upon price. We probably should have waited for the auction. We might have saved a lot. We
still got a good deal. The survey was taken and not we had to get it ready for the water. We
often stayed at the Henlopen condo and then traveled to the boat - a 1 an ¾ hour trip each way,
worked on the boat all day and traveled back to the Henlopen.
The boat was in need of a complete bottom cleaning and painting. The interior needed a very
good cleaning, most of the interior lights did not work, the planning tabs needed replacement, the
engines needed an oil change, new fuel filters, new impellers on the water pumps, a rusty fuel
tank needed painting and a thousand other things that we knew very little about. My good friend
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Bill Hamilton had died two years before and I thought of him often. This was his kind of
boat and his assistance would have been invaluable. Nevertheless Anne and pushed on.
Over the next several weeks we prepared and painted the bottom of the boat, replaced 2/3 of the
lights on board (most requiring new fixtures), replaced the fuel filters impellers on the saltwater
cooling pumps, all the zincs, changed the oil (15 quarts for each engine) oil filters, began to clean
up the many feet of teak bright work that had not been touched in a long time, cleaned the inside
and outside of the boat and tried to become somewhat familiar with all the systems, controls and
gadgets on board. The boat was launched in May and we settled the yard bill which was quite
reasonable. We spent a couple of weekends taking the boat out on trial runs. It was big enough
to make me feel small.
At the end of May, Anne’s brother-in law, Frank Aparo and cousin, Mike Bertino, joined us in
Maryland and helped us out on our maiden voyage up the Chesapeake Bay and through the
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and up the intracoastal waterway to Manasquan Inlet. Frank
and Mile left us there and Anne and I continued on to Staten Island. We arrived in Staten Island,
attached the mooring lines to the mooring and discovered that the outboard motor was missing.
Apparently I failed to tighten the holding screw enough. I spent the rest of the day using a
grappling hook to no avail. All in all, except for the cold weather and losing the outboard, it was
a good trip. We began becoming familiar with handling and living aboard the boat.
In July we planned a three week cruise with the boat. Our plan was to go up Long Island Sound
taking short trips each day to familiar harbors so as not to tax our inexperience with boat
handling. We planned to meet people along the way and take them on short trips. Anne’s sister,
Roseanne, joined us as we left Great Kills. I remember she enjoyed taking the helm which was
good because we discovered our autopilot was unreliable. We stopped at Glen Cove, Oyster Bay
and Port Jefferson. Roseanne left and Anne’s other sister Connie and some nieces and nephews
joined us there for the day. We continued on alone to the Essex and met my cousins, Phyllis and
Harold for a trip to Block Island. We refueled and filled our water tanks and found the sound
was too rough to make it all the way to Block Island. We stopped at Fort Pond Bay. Phyllis did
not enjoy the rough crossing. We spent the night and continued on to Block Island the next
morning when it was calmer. We spent two very enjoyable night there and then took two days to
return to Essex. Bill and Joyce Lotterhos joined as and Phyllis and Harold departed. We went to
Block Island again and repeated out routine.
Anne and I eventually continued on alone to Nantucket. We had bicycles aboard, stored on the
aft deck and enjoyed exploring Nantucket, and Martha’s Vineyard. We returned to Staten Island
with a very successful first cruise. It was an enjoyable cruise and we suffered no mishaps.
We used the boat extensively for the rest of the season and began preparations to go south on the
Intracoastal Waterway to Florida. I returned the main computer of the autopilot to see why the
unit would not steer the boat. It came back was reinstalled. We bought the supplies we thought
we needed and bought swim fins, snorkels and masks for ourselves as our intended destination
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was the Bahamas. We were extraordinarily busy. Anne got school off to a good start and by
the middle of October we were ready to depart.
We took the trip to Cape May on the outside in the Atlantic Ocean. We had the wind and waves
on the starboard quarter and we rolled a considerable amount but about 24 hours later we were in
Cape May. We took our bikes ashore at the Cape May Yacht Club and explored the town. To
walk into town would require a good hour walking at a brisk pace. With the bicycles we could
do it in fifteen minutes at a nice pace. The bicycles turned out to be a great addition to our trip.
The weather was a bit unsettled and we spent a few days here. The marina in Cape May was
selling diesel fuel at a good price and we decided to fill our 800 gallon tanks. We left the dinghy
anchored and went into the Marina. When we returned we tried retrieving the dinghy but ended
up losing the line which almost wrapped itself in our propellers. The dinghy was floating away
but we got it back and anchored the boat. I was upset that I lost the dinghy anchor line and
anchor. I tried diving for it but visibility was very poor and I could not even see a foot. I didn’t
have a grappling hook so I was ready to give up. Anne suggested making a grappling hook out
of coat hangers which I thought was a dumb idea but did it to keep her happy. We retrieved the
line and anchor on the first pass. Anne does have some great ideas and I listened to her
suggestions a lot closer in the future.
Since we left late in the season our trip down the intracoastal waterway was generally cool; we
didn’t need to use the air conditioning at all during our trip but it was good to have the heat
especially in the mornings when getting out of our warm bed. Our trip through the Cape May
Canal and the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal went smooth and on October 31 (Halloween and
Anne’s birthday) we anchored in a protected spot on the eastern shore of the Chesapeake in a
spot behind Ordinary Point. We were the only boat in the anchorage. It was a beautiful night
with thousands of migrating birds sharing this beautiful spot with us. We had a bottle of
champagne to celebrate Anne’ birthday and we just marveled at the beauty of nature. We
continued down the Chesapeake the next day and stopped at Kent Island Marina where we had
bought the boat. We stopped here to have the alternators checked to and to see why our batteries
ran down so fast. We also needed some woodwork repaired in the main salon and we had a
wedding to attend in New York. Anne had developed a toothache as well so we borrowed my
brothers car and tried to take care of all these items in the shortest amount of time possible.
We returned to the boat after the wedding and Anne’s repaired tooth and work on the boat went
along pretty well. After a week we were anxious to get going as the weather was getting cooler
and cooler now that we were well into November. As soon as the woodwork was completed we
headed south. Kent Island Marina did excellent work for us but the batteries still didn’t hold a
charge for very long. The auto helm still did not work reliably and we sent the computer back to
Raymarine to see if the computer was at fault. For the second time. Our trip down the
Chesapeake went smoothly and we headed for the dismal swamp canal.
While traversing the Dismal Swamp Canal we found lower water than usual and saw some
floating trees and branches. At one point we caught something in our Starboard propeller that
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stopped the engine dead. Whatever we hit freed itself and the engine started normally and
seemed to run normal as well
We had heard stories about how friendly the people in Elizabeth City were and that free docking
was available. We went through several locks for the first time and arrived to a warm welcome
in Elizabeth City. People dote on cruising boats that pass through their city. Besides having a
place to tie up for free, each woman is given a red rose on arrival. They organize wine and
cheese parties, pot luck dinners and arrange trips to the supermarkets. The second day we were
in Elizabeth City a late season hurricane was threatening the area and we went back upriver to be
in more protected waters. The storm missed us but we did get copious amounts of rain.
Most traveling days meant at least two nights in the same anchorage unless we were miles from
the nearest town or docking facilities. We did not rush the trip but the coming winter meant we
could not tarry long. I remember spending and extra night in South Carolina at a dock that was
built to attract boats to the shopping area built around the docks. We ate at a wonderful buffet
restaurant we found a short distance away with our bicycles. We spent three or four nights
anchored just off Charleston, bought a bus pass and explored the city and went shopping. We
took a tour of Fort Sumter. The weather was pleasantly warm and sunny during our visit. It was
one of the highlights of the trip.
We stopped several days at Georgetown, South Carolina and continued on to the marshes of
Georgia. The guide book told of miles of boring uninteresting scenery but we found the marshes
beautiful, natural, interesting and kept us mentally sharp by keeping track of the frequent turns.
It was not in the least boring. Anchorages were well protected and easy to find. We wanted to
visit xxxxxxxxxxx Island but did not want to pay docking fees if at all possible. About 1/3 of a
mile north of the island we found an anchorage and with our two bicycles we went ashore. We
spent a delightful day going from one end of the island to another and visited the ocean beaches
as well. Our last morning we awoke to a cold raw drizzly day and we decided to stay put and
write Christmas cards instead of traveling.
We arrived in northern Florida, just south of the Georgia border in December and anchored in
Fernandina Beach harbor. It was overcast, drizzly and cold. We were hats gloves and jackets
trying to stay warm. The weather improved the next day and we took our bicycles ashore. We
explored the town and rode to a nearby island which has become quite a vacation resort area.
Although our stay at Fernandina Beach was delightful and the harbor a good one we were
dismayed to find that a paper plant was located there and when the wind blew from the wrong
direction the stench was awful. Maybe the clean air act didn’t do too much good after all. We
continued south anchoring several days by St Augustine and exploring this area with our bicycles
as well. On reaching Daytona Beach we stopped at English Jim’s Marina where we had reserved
a docking spot for a month and prepared to fly home for Christmas.
We spent the Christmas holidays in New York and visited family and friends and after about 10
days we headed south to Florida again. We found the boat in good condition - the marina kept a
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lookout for us and all was well. We found a supermarket within bicycle distance and loaded
a few more items aboard. We then continued south along the intracoastal. Some bridges had
to open for us but we could fit under at least as many and the delays were not bothersome. I
remember stopping at Vero Beach. A mooring had to be rented here but the price was very
reasonable - about $5 a day and dinghy docking was provided.
We continued o to Lake Worth from which we would depart for Grand Bahamas Island when we
had a favorable forecast. We heard stories of dinghies and motors being stolen from here and we
locked the dinghy to a tree when we went ashore. Our first night in Lake Worth brought heavy
winds and in the early evening we began to drag our anchor - the first time this happened. We
put out our second anchor which was a 35 pound Dan forth with the dinghy and we seemed
secure. During the night the wind kept increasing and increasing. We stayed up keeping a
careful eye on our position. The wind continued very strong all night. I don’t know the speed
of the wind but it was probably at least 40 knots and higher in gusts. In the morning it abated for
a while and we got some much needed sleep. In the afternoon we were hit wind a violent squall,
so bad in fact that the dinghy (with motor) tied to the boat in front of us was flying off the water
like a kite flying. We ran the engines in slow forward but we nor the boats near us dragged.
After the squall the wind died and the weather improved. We found a supermarket and a West
Marine store within bicycle distance from the dinghy beach and stocked up as much food as we
could as we were told everything is expensive in the Bahamas.
We had to wait several days for a favorable weather forecast. With a good forecast we filled with
fuel and anchored near the entrance to Ft Worth from the Atlantic Ocean. We departed at first
light the next morning and with moderate winds on the beam we rolled but made good time and
arrived at the western end of Grand Bahamas Island by 3 pm. We pulled into the customs dock
and cleared customs. We decided no to stay at the marina located there as it was run down and
expensive. At one time this place was a thriving resort with 580 rooms. It is now deserted and
falling quickly into ruins.
We anchored off the beach near the marina entrance. It was not well protected but the snorkeling
was magnificent. The water was crystal clear and being near rocks and reefs we saw all kinds of
fish. The wind increased and because there was a strong current that kept us broadside to the
wind and waves we put out a stern anchor. We continued on after two days to Great Sale Cay
and the next day moved to Little Sale Cay for better protection.
The northern Bahamas are quite chilly in the winter. The water is still cold and when a Norther
comes through which is at least every week the winds can be quite strong and the squalls can be
quite nasty. It is often necessary to set two anchors as you are often affected by strong currents
that put you broadside to the wind. Many boats put two anchors off the bow for protection
against dragging. One good anchor is sufficient.
We island hopped all the way to Marsh Harbor on the east side of Great Abaco Island. We tied
up to a marina there; something we almost never do. The prices were good and we got all the
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fresh water we needed to fill the tanks. One of the consistent problems we had was keeping
the batteries charged. Even running the generator or boat engines three hours a day did not
supply enough electricity to run the refrigerator. At almost every port we met some other boaters
and in Marsh Harbor another Albin owner showed us his refrigerator. He had taken out the
original and replaced it with a gas model - no more shortage of electricity.
From Marsh Harbor we headed south to Eleuthera Island. To get there it is necessary to cross
about 50 miles of open ocean. During our crossing, which we made with two other boats we had
become friendly with, we got a strong breeze off the starboard quarter and the boat rolled very
uncomfortably. Anne was afraid of the boat going over. It was bad but I don’t think we were in
any danger. The two sailboats following us had a romping sail and by days end we were in
Royal Harbor. We often had cocktails with the other boats we met and became familiar with the
term sundowner. In the winter this cocktail hour begins about four o’clock and ends at about 5
or shortly after. Guests then depart for their own boats for dinner. We had become friendly with
“Meridian Chaser” from Canada and another boat et ‘n Go”.
We spent several days in Royal Harbor as a Norther came through and we had heavy winds. We
eventually went on to Spanish Wells and south to Governor Harbor and Hatchet Bay. We rented
a car in Hatchet Bay and picked up our friends Bruce, Janet and Jamie Cohn from the airport.
One of the reasons we bought a large boat was so that friends could come visit us. Bruce and
Janet were the only ones ever to take advantage of our offer. I guess the moral is: If you buy a
boat only buy it for yourself. Guests may come out for a day sail but not for much longer most
times.
We had a great week with the Cohn’s and we enjoyed some of the best snorkeling anywhere in
the world. We enjoyed eating out and cooking onboard. I did find out that if you used diesel
fuel to light charcoal, the steaks have a definite diesel taste to them. We also visited a cave and
did a little spelunking. We brought flashlights and went pretty far into this little used cave.
Turning off the lights and sitting in total darkness was quite awesome. The Cohn’s are great
company and pitch in with the cooking and cleaning of the boat and are very easy to please and
appreciative of any work you do. After a week Bruce, Janet and Jamie flew home and we
continued on our way south to the Exuma Islands.
The passage from Eleuthera Island to the Exumas was beautiful. It is one of those days in
boating that stands out. Even the autopilot worked which was becoming increasingly rare. The
winds were light - just enough to cook the warm air heated by the bright sun. We took a mooring
at the Hog Cay side of Warderick Wells Land and Sea Park. No fishing or taking of anything is
allowed in this pristine and beautiful park. We were the only boat in this well protected and
pretty anchorage. We only intended to spend two nights here but the wind increased and we
stayed put. W had this beautiful spot to ourselves and decided it was a perfect spot for skinny
dipping - something you can rarely do back in the U.S.. As the wind increased so did the surf
and large waves crashing against the island that protected the harbor spent a fine mist as far as
the boat and we became salt encrusted. Still this did not prevent us from working on the never
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ending job of refinishing the wood trim of which there was yards and yards. We explored the
island that formed Warderick Wells and spent a good deal of time reading and relaxing as
well. One afternoon while we were still held up by the wind I took the dinghy out to some
nearby reefs. The snorkeling was magnificent and after an hour or so of doing this I headed back
to the boat. I thought it was just around the corner of one island but it wasn’t there and all of a
sudden I was lost with no chart or compass. I had limited gas and I got very worried. I decided
to go on a straight course hoping I could recognize something and I did. I had remembered
seeing a strange rock formation on our way in and this gave me my needed bearings. Just at this
time a patrol boat (the first boat I saw in several days stopped by and asked if I needed
assistance. Fortunately I was okay and returned safely.
After about ten days in this spot the wind moderated enough for us to move further south
towards George Town. This was the gathering spot of many American and Canadian boats that
escape the long cold winters. We waited at one of the islands until we had a forecast , that was
not good but not horrible either. We headed out the cut into the ocean and encounter huge seas in
the cut. We even took a little green water over the highly flared bow. We had beam seas to
George Town Harbor and the entrance was not a pleasant experience either. Although the
entrance was difficult it was not as bad as the guide book and another boater told it would be.
We anchored and were promptly invited to dinner aboard Meridian Chaser that helped talk us
into the harbor.
George Town was and is a medium size Bahamian town (it would be classified as small in the
U.S.) with friendly residents and small stores where most cruisers needs can be met. Prices in
the Bahamas are high as nearly everything is imported. There is no thievery and little or no
crime. The harbor is formed by 4 mile long Stocking Island and Great Exuma Island. The
harbor is about a mile and about 4 miles long. The holding is pretty good and probably a few
thousand yachts could stay there before it would become too crowded to anchor. In the
afternoons on one of the beaches on Stocking Island there were volleyball games, card games,
dominoes, bocce, or just plain talk. Often around sundown there a get together where you bring
your own drinks and meet other cruisers. In the evening after dinner there were some old radio
broadcasts of The Shadow played over VHF radio for about an hour. We did have one nasty
squall line come though in George Town and in the distance we could see waterspouts.
Fortunately it stayed clear of the anchorage. We spent about ten days before turning around and
going north to New York. We waited for good weather and made comfortable day trips north.
One afternoon as we were approaching Spanish Wells the port engine stopped running. Shortly
afterwards the Starboard engine stopped as well. We discovered the generator would not work
either Being stuck out in the ocean is a scary experience. We lowered the dinghy and I thought I
would try to push or tow the very big yacht. As I was about to start we saw a fishing boat nearby
headed for Spanish Wells and I called to see if he could tow us in. He readily agreed and in
about an hour and a half we were safely moored in Spanish Wells. The skipper of the cruising
boat would not take any payment We could not get a mechanic aboard as it was the weekend so
I tried all kinds of things to get the engines running. I did discover that if I poured fuel into the
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filters the engines ran fine. This lead us to believe that we had clogged fuel lines. We tried
additives to clear the problem but we were not successful. Traveling around town we met the
brother of the skipper of the fishing boat and he invited us to his church the next morning. We
went and were invited to a barbeque later that day but we declined. The people could not have
been more friendly.
Monday morning we got a mechanic aboard who was recommended to us and it took his less
than five minutes to determine what the problem was - the main fuel line had a pinhole air leak
and the fuel pumps were sucking in air instead of fuel. He sent his assistant to get the tubing he
needed and in a few more minutes we were set. We didn’t have cash as the banks only had
mastercard and we had visa. The mechanic accepted a check. We continued on our way to
Florida. In Marsh Harbor we had a Norther come through with a violent squall. Fortunately our
anchor held well in the sandy bottom I do remember buying the most delicious grapefruit in
Marsh Harbor. They were grown locally and the were big, juicy and inexpensive. We stocked
up.
Our crossing from the Bahamas to Florida went pretty smoothly. There were squalls all around
us but we managed to stay clear of them. Upon entering Lake Worth we filled with water and
fuel. We also stopped at a West Marine store and bought our first GPS. Most boats in the
Bahamas had this instrument and as our Loran often didn’t work we thought this would be a wise
investment. We had the owner of Southwest Florida Yachts (a chartering company) come aboard
to see how suitable our boat would be for chartering. It looked good to him and we pretty much
decided that in the fall we would bring the boat to Port Charlotte for chartering. We hoped it
would pay for itself and return some money to us.
The trip north along the Intracoastal Waterway went fairly smoothly. I remember stopping just
south of Savannah and Anne’s niece, Diane and her husband< Sean and children came aboard
and spent two nights with us. We traveled to very pretty quite anchorage to spend the extra time.
It was a very nice visit. As we approached Moorhead City, N.C., we met up with Anne’ brother,
Cristy, and his wife Maryann. We continued north for two nights and reached their home. It was
also a very enjoyable two days. Cristy really enjoyed steering the boat which was a help to us as
the autopilot more often didn’t work than it did.
In Annapolis, Maryland we met with my brother Tom, hid family, and his friends Gen and Ann
along with extra kids. We had them aboard for a short cruise and dinner. It was quite a boatful
but we had a good time. W continued up the Chesapeake and waited in Cape May Harbor for
about a week for decent weather to continue on to Staten Island. On our first trip up the
Cheesecake to Staten Island we took the Intracoastal Waterway up as far as the Manasquan Inlet.
From Cape May going north, the water became progressively s thin and all future trips from
Cape May were on the outside.
After numerous attempts at trying to get the autopilot to work I decided to take out the fluxgate
compass. I was told this rarely if ever breaks but everything else had been checked several
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times. Upon removing the wire leading to this I discovered a screw had pierced the skin
covering the wire and had parted one of the strands. Sometimes it made contact and other
times it didn’t. After splicing the wire the auto helm finally worked. It made steering the boat
much easier. It’s too bad I didn’t discover it two years sooner. The next summer after getting
school squared for the summer program we took the boat up through Long Island Sound again.
We spent time at Shelter Island and met up with some of Anne’ family and finally picked up my
cousins, Phyllis and Harold, for our run down Long Island Sound through the East River back to
Staten Island. It was another successful cruise. During the summer we took numerous day trips
and invited many friends aboard for dinner and an evening on board. We also had a staff party
for all the people who worked at Stepping Stones one Sunday. We prepared the boat to go south
once again on the Intracoastal.
Our trip south felt like old territory; we had already did the whole trip twice before. We once
again stopped at the marina on Kent Island and had some more interior woodwork done. After a
week we continued south. We made our usual stops, including one at Adams Creek to visit
Anne’s brother and sister in law.
When filling with fuel along the intracoastal waterway we noticed that the top of the port fuel
tank was leaking. When we first bought the boat there had been a leak right above the tank and
it was very rusty. I sanded and painted the tank then but it now needed more attention. This
problem would have to be taken care of by Southwest Florida Yachts. When the boat was built
the fuel tanks were constructed of regular steel. Stainless steel tanks would have saved us
thousands of dollars. Upon reaching Port St Lucy on the east coast of Florida we turned west to
take the Lake Okeechobee waterway and canal to Port Charlotte on the west coast. Our trip
across Florida was fascinating and interesting. I was going to swim at one anchorage near Lake
Okeechobee but when I saw a few large alligators in the distance I decided to take a shower
instead.
We eventually reached Port Charlotte and turned our boat over to the chartering company. The
bottom needed painting and the engines needed the regular preventive maintenance. We turned
these chores over to the chartering company along with the boat. Along with replacing the port
fuel tank the bill eventually added up to many thousands of dollars. It’s amazing how much
things cost when you pay someone else to do the labor.
The boat did not make any money at all in charter. Owning a boat in charter does not make
financial sense. It is cheaper than regular ownership and the loss can be tax deductible but it
would be cheaper to sell the boat and pay for a charter yourself.
We did use the boat for one two week vacation after it had been in charter for a year. In August
1996 we invited Anne’s cousin, Mike Bertino, and his wife, Lorna, for a two week cruise to Key
West Florida. Mike and Lorna stayed with us for a week and we headed south. We spent one
night along the coast near Port Everglades which the guidebook described in glowing terms
although it did say that as you sat on deck admiring the scenery you could feel your blood
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pressure drop. It also said that this might be because your blood was being sucked out of you
by thousands of hungry mosquitoes. We stayed outside just long enough to put the anchor
down and then headed inside to the air conditioned boat. We also ran into thousands of Crayfish
pots. We did our darndest to avoid running over them but this proved impossible. We had to
stop several times to cut line loose that has snagged out propellers. We eventually did reach Key
West and spent one night at a very expensive dock. We then anchored out nearby and explored
the island. I had been there while I was in the Coast Guard for anti-submarine warfare training
and remembered some of the swimming and snorkeling I did then.
After Mike and Lorna left, Anne and I took the boat back north. We spent one night anchored
off Sanibel Island and then headed for Port Charlotte. We spent a day cleaning the boat and with
sweat dripping from our faces we headed for a well earned rest at our condo on Sanibel Island.
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CHAPTER XX
About two years after putting the boat into charter we decided we were taking too much of a loss
and we would bring the boat home and then to Annapolis to sell it. We also decided to take one
last trip which had been in the back of my mind since we bought the trawler. That trip involved
taking the boat up the Mississippi River to the Great Lakes and then through the barge canal back
to New York City.
We notified the charter company that we would no longer charter the boat as of March 1997. We
began planning this long inland trip of many of the nations waterways. We soon discovered that
it was not recommended that the Mississippi River be taken from New Orleans north because of
the strong opposing current and the heavy barge traffic. It is recommended that you go north up
the Tombigbee River from Mobile, Alabama. The Tombigbee River is connected through a
series of locks to the Tennessee River. The Tennessee River flows into the Mississippi River at
Paducah, Kentucky. From there you go north, past St Louis to the Illinois River and then north
to Lake Michigan.
We started to get the chart books and cruising guides to all the different places we would be
traveling through. This involved many hundreds of miles of waterways we were totally
unfamiliar with. In fact neither Anne or I had ever been to many of the places we would be
traveling through before. Strange names and strange places had to become familiar to us. With
perseverance and a lot of reading we put together the necessary charts, guides, maps, and other
traveling aids that were necessary. Long distance phone calls and mail away bookstores were
our source.
We planned to go slow and not cover too many miles each day. We allowed five months to cover
the hundreds of miles we planned to travel. We also planned to allow ourselves at least one days
rest for sightseeing or relaxation for ever day of traveling.
March finally arrived and after renting mini van to drive to Florida where we could leave it.
Bruce stopped by to drop off some of his gear and with his help we packed every square inch of
the van with supplies we thought we needed including a case of excellent English Stout that
Bruce gave to us just before we left. We finally hit the road early in the morning - March 3rd, but
even before we hit the Outerbridge Crossing that connects Staten Island to New Jersey I began to
develop a toothache. On our newly acquired cell phone that gave us very limited minutes we
called our dentist and got an emergency appointment. The dentist fixed what he thought was
wrong and we continued on our way a couple of hours late. The day brought easy driving and by
suppertime we in South Carolina. We knew of a fine motel near Santee, and after a buffet supper
we headed for the motel.
The tooth that was causing pain began to hurt and by the time we reached the motel I was in real
pain. I found that if I kept an ice cube near the too the pain was minimal but as soon as the cube
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melted I was in agony with some of the worst pain I’ve ever experienced. I spent the whole
night putting ice next to the tooth. Needless to say I got no sleep. In the morning the person
operating the motel set us up with an emergency appointment with a local dentist . It was
wonderful that she did not keep us waiting at all and she quickly determined that I needed a root
canal. She made an emergency appointment with a specialist in Charleston and we headed off
to the address she gave us. Again without waiting, the doctor saw us and as I was in agony, he
determined the culprit and the Novocain did it’s trick to my very great relief. After and
emergency root canal the dentist was quite sure I was cured and he turned out to be right.
Once again we continued on our way with Anne doing almost all the driving while I slept. We
arrived in Florida a few hours after we planned but we were able to spend the night on board the
boat. We left in early March and hoped to follow the spring north with our trip. We were hoping
to avoid the summer Southern heat and humidity.
The next three days were spent loading the boat with the gear we brought with us and lots of
additional shopping in Port Charlotte. Getting charts of the intracoastal waterway in Florida was
difficult and West Marine eventually got them two days late. A chart of Mobile Bay, Alabama
was not included and none could be purchased. We left without this chart. Getting the boat out
of rental was easier and cheaper than I thought and we got an extra weeks rental that we didn’t
know about. Our first few days out were beautiful and we had no trouble finding pleasant
anchorages with plenty of room. There was one night however where the water was shallow and
swinging room very limited. We spent most of the night awake watching the neighboring boats.
After several days we arrived in St. Petersburg and found a very pleasant spot to anchor in
protected anchorage being used by just one other boat. There were hundreds of boats nearby.
There was also a place to tie up the dinghy. We were near the end of a long pier that had an
aquarium,, shops, museum, and restaurants There was a place called Cha Cha Coconuts that had
happy hour specials on beer and various snacks. We ate here for dinner there several times
enjoying Buffalo Chicken wings fried clams and other delightful fattening food. We were also
treated to a fireworks display. We never seem to tire of watching even small fireworks displays
Watching our weight on the boat on any of our trips was never necessary. On land the food we
ate would quickly add on extra pounds but on the boat you are almost constantly moving or
standing. Sitting was occasional but even then your balance had to be held. About the only time
you didn’t move was when sleeping at a quiet anchorage. We visited several museums in and
around St. Petersburg which proved a shuttle to various parts of the city, All in all it was a
wonderful stay.
Most everyday there was some sort of chore or job that had to be taken care of. It might be
fixing an electrical circuit, cleaning hoses, taking apart pumps and putting them back together,
changing engine oil, or some such job. Some went well but more often than not something went
wrong and a simple job could take all morning or even all day.
We continued with a windy trip north to Cedar Key and had to wait there for a calm day in order
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to cross Apalachee Bay While in this town we visited the post office, a yard sale,
laundromat, stores, church and parks. Our bikes were well used. The intracoastal waterway
ends there and is picked up again until Dog Island near Apalachicola southwest of Tallahassee.
Every day the forecast was poor with high winds, heavy rain, and high seas. This kept us
anchored. We did meet other cruisers and one night we invited a couple of fellow sailors to
dinner - lentil soup. I asked to see their chart of Mobile Bay and to our very good fortune they
had an unused old copy. I was expecting t go through Mobile Bay just looking at buoys - not a
prospect I was looking forward to. After about seven or eight days we had a break in the weather
had very early one morning we started our journey.
Our long 97 mile crossing of the Big Bend in the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico was not
calm but not too bad either -d 10 -15 knots of wind and moderate seas. We arrived near Dog
Island and got into an anchorage just at dusk and began looking for a safe spot to anchor. There
was a giant ball of plastic line just below the surface that got caught in one of our propellers and
shut down that engine. We anchored with one engine. The boat we became friendly with sent
over a sharp knife to cut the line but by now it was dark and repairs would have to wait till
morning. In the morning I went overboard as our friends left and using mostly a serrated edged
steak knife I cut the line away. The water was cold and after about an hour of diving and
cutting I finally got back aboard. When I did get out I had a case of mild hypothermia. Anne
supplied dry clothes. Blankets and hot tea and within a half hour I was operational again and we
departed for the nearest city of Apalachicola.
The twenty two mile trip was not pleasant. We were told the city dock was free and if there was
room we could tie there. The dock did not have any space when we arrived but our friend and
another boat moved closer together and we just squeezed in. It was a beautiful town and the
weather beautiful as well and we went exploring with our bicycles. We discovered a town
museum which was where refrigeration was invented in the early nineteenth century. After a
day or two we continued our journey to Mobile, Alabama - the entrance to the Tombigbee River.
In each anchorage Anne and had numerous repairs and maintenance to do.
In Mobile Bruce Cohn took a very long bus ride to meet us. Bruce was on sabbatical leave and
we needed a crew starting up the inland rivers. Upon Bruce’s arrival we took down the davit so
we would have more clearance under bridges. Besides standing watch it was good to have
Bruce’s company and advice on the many decisions that had to be made.
We used the marina car to stock up on groceries - the last spot for a good distance. The daily fee
to keep the boat at the marina was 50 cents a day per foot - about 1/3 of the price of a Long
Island Sound Marina and there was a car for use by the patrons. All you had to do was check it
out and put gas in the tank.
On a beautiful but breezy sunny day we began our trip northwards us the river. We had the book
of charts and the first few hours were quite thrilling. We passed under the Dolly Parton Bridge (
so named because the double arch looked like her chest] and continued upriver. We noticed the
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water was high and there was a considerable amount of driftwood floating in the water. The
late winter and early spring saw exceptionally heavy rains and the river was up at flood stage
-somewhere about 20 feet above normal. The current was very strong. The normal current was
supposed to be about 1 knot against us from the north but because of the heavy rains it was about
2 ½ -3 knot against us. Instead of doing 7 or 8 knots we were only doing about 4 1/ 2 or 5 ½
knots. Going was slow and constant attention had to be paid to avoid the many pieces of
driftwood that could damage the propellers or hull. Most of the time we had to hand steer using
the autopilot intermittently. We stood half hour watches.
One evening we tied up to a “marina” but most of the dock was under water, because of the
flooded river, and shore could be reached only by dinghy but we did have electricity to run the
refrigerator - always a problem because of the large amount of current it used. When we went
ashore we were greeted by the goats the marina kept as pets. They were very well behaved and
only wanted to be petted. The marina was mostly mud and we retired to the boat. Instead of
spending two days here as originally intended we headed north the next morning
Finding anchorages in the evening was a problem. The guide book showed very few suitable
places. Anchoring along the river was not practical because the waster was deep right up to the
edge. We usually found a creek off to one side of the river. Bow and stern anchors were
required but a couple of times the anchorages were magical. Very quiet, peaceful, exotic,
breathtakingly beautiful and well protected can describe a couple of the places we found. One
late afternoon and evening stand out in particular - a place called Bashi Creek . A bottle of red
wine went well with the company and surroundings. At this particular spot Bruce recorded a
message to his students to be shown by the substitute teacher talking about the very serious cold
he had and how the doctor prescribed plenty of fluid (wine) and rest (sitting in a comfortable
deck chair}..
While journeying north we passed dozens of river barges. The towboats we very large tugs that
pushed huge barges. As soon as one was spotted we reached them on channel 13 (VHF) and
asked whether we should pass on one whistle or two. The operators of these boats were always
friendly and very competent at handling these boats. What could have turned into a difficult
maneuver was easy. Traveling north we saw another yacht tied up to a very small dock and he
reached us using the VHF radio. He had broken down and was waiting at this dock until the
engine part he needed got there. This was our first contact with Tony and Helen on board
“Chandelle”. Chandelle was a fifty three foot motor yacht in very good condition. We later met
them in Demopolis and they came aboard for dinner one night and we were hosted another night.
We stayed in touch with them the whole length of the Tombigbee River and then kept in touch
with them for years afterward. They had an unusual arraignment where Tony did all the cooking
and Helen all the cleaning up. Traveling on this river presented many challenges and Tony and
Helen had their share. One morning after anchoring on the side of the river their anchor became
fouled and could not be retrieved (always a concern). Tony dove in with a swim mask but
visibility was zero, the water was cold and deep. They ended up losing their anchor and chain.
A very expense loss. It was very interesting listening to all their stories.
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After several days going north on the river we stopped at a town called Demopolis. The three
of us walked into town - about a mile away and were taking in the sights when a guy in a pickup
truck introduced himself and asked if we would like a tour of the area. We accepted and had a
very interesting time. Among one of the things that made the town attractive was a plant that
made plastic milk bottles. He insisted on taking us to lunch at the local hospital (our host said it
was the least expensive place in town with the best food ). He was the owner/operator of several
self-storage places and he said it was easy and a hidden goldmine.
While in Demopolis we were invited aboard a 53’ houseboat to take a tour. The amount of room
is impressive. Three bedrooms, a living room,, kitchen - even a laundry room. We saw many
houseboats of varying size all along the river. Many of the people from up north go south on the
Tombigbee to escape the cold northern winters. The boats are relatively inexpensive and not too
difficult to operate. To me this looks like a great way to travel. The boats cannot go out into the
ocean but if you stay on the inland rivers it looks great.
We continued our way north and every day we either went through one and sometimes two locks.
The amount of driftwood seemed to increase the further north we went. It could be especially
bad in the lock and even worse on leaving the locks. Anne and Bruce used boat hooks to keep
the wood away from the propellers but were not always successful. There was just too much
wood. These were modern facilities and they we built for commercial usage. The towboats were
built to fit through these large enclosures and it was quite interesting to see these huge rigs man
over into these spaces. It looked impossible but with a foot of clearance on each side they
squeezed in often without touching the sides. The commercial traffic always took precedence
over us pleas sue boaters but we seldom has to wait. The locks were big enough to fit in a dozen
yachts but very often we were the only ones. Getting in and out was a bit tricky and it was great
that Bruce was aboard to help fend off the boat from very messy and slimy lock walls and to tie
up to the floating bollards. The largest lock, in North America and possibly the world, I believe,
is one on the Tombigbee Waterway and we took it going up - between 80 and 90 feet.
When the Army Corps of Engineers constructed this waterway the incorporated many beautiful
parks and anchorages for the use of boaters, campers, and day tourists. We often anchored in
these anchorages for a night or two and docking our dinghy was never a problem. In the design a
public dock was always included. Often we would go bike riding in the area and sometimes
went shopping and carried back the groceries in backpacks and/or lashed to the back frame.
During one of these excursions Bruce and I were looking for a liquor store to restock our wine
closet only to be informed by a somewhat surprised owner that this was a dry county. Bruce and
I continued on our way dressing in bike lycra pants and shirt with our helmets and we traveled
down a dirt road in our exploration of the area. A local came out of his trailer and flagged us
down to talk to us. He had never met a New Yorker before and we must have looked very
strange dressed as we were. He insisted we com into this trailer to see his gun and knife
collection and he further insisted we have a beer. He then made us try his homemade hooch that
he made in a still out in the woods. It was surprisingly good and smooth. He showed us his
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prize possession of a fast outboard that he had rigged for fishing with a small trolling motor
along with the larger outboard motor.
We stopped at a marina in Iuka, Mississippi and we decided to call a mechanic to look at out
starboard engine. The engine had been smoking white smoke and I noticed extra oil in the
crankcase. I emptied the extra oil one day and the next day the level was again too high. The
mechanic seemed quite competent and he diagnosed the problem as a bad cylinder that was
letting cooling water into the cylinder. This was a major problem and meant that the engine
would have to be removed to be repaired. We would be Iuka a long time.
It turned out to be a good marina for the repairs needed. They were competent, honest, and did
not drag out the repairs. Because we were stuck here for the long haul, they towed to a covered
dock so we would be out of the sun. We got to know one of the dock attendants - an older
gentleman by the name of Dooley. He showed us around Iuka, took us to a couple of the best
and most reasonable restaurants in the area and tried his best to make us as comfortable as
possible. We usually ordered the Southern specialty of fried catfish, hush puppies and cole slaw
- usually all you could eat. The food tasted great even if did clog your arteries. Later we had
him and wife, Carolyn, over for dinner and he invited us to his home for a real Southern style
barbecue pork ribs. We made great use of the courtesy car to keep the boat well stocked and to
visit several historic towns and the battlefield at Shiloh. This was a very moving experience.
Dooley and Carolyn took us to Corinth several times when they went shopping and it gave us a
chance to buy things we needed and sightsee. In Corinth the curator of the local museum
devoted to the Civil War asked us if Slavery was the real reason for the War of Northern
Aggression or was it state’s rights. After giving this some thought I believe the War would not
have been fought without slavery but a large part of the problem is that Americans are a very
independent group of people and hate to have anyone especially the government telling them
what to do even if its for their own good. This problem still persists today and some people hate
to admit we need a strong central government and adequate taxes.
Besides taking care of all that go on with regular living the boat always , even sitting at a dock,
needed one or another job done. Added to this, the boat had a lot of wood and when we bought
it it had been let go and we were constantly sanding it and applying a type of varnish called
Cetol.. Anne used her sewing machine to repair or make curtains pillows couch covers another
thing as well. In any event we kept ourselves quite busy. We also became more sedentary than
we usually were on a boat - still active but not quite as active as usual.. I usually took a rather
long walk each afternoon.
Bruce left at a Greyhound Bus station for New York and he had already made plans for both him
and his wife, Janet, to meet in Chicago. Anne and I continued on for several more weeks. When
the engine was removed and inspected it was discovered that one of the cylinders has rusted out
because of disuse and poor winterization. Moisture had gotten into the cylinder before we
bought the boat and was just waiting to cause the problem. When the boat was hauled it was also
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discovered we had bent shafts and bent propellers. This required even more work and time
as the damaged pieces had to be shipped out for repairs. For the most part we lived aboard
the boat, worked on the bright work, read took walks and for a couple of days we had to rent a
car and stay in a motel. After about six long weeks the repairs were complete.
The bill was quite substantial but insurance paid about half of it . As I mentioned before the
marina was honest and competent but not cheap. We were treated very well by all concerned.
And after sea trials we continued on our way north. The weather had since turned from spring to
summer and it was quite hot. We finished the Tombigbee Waterway in short order and took the
Tennessee River west to the Mississippi.
Finding a place to anchor at night was always a challenge because the river was deep to the edge
with often there was a foul bottom. I remember one night just after leaving Iuka we tied to a
tree in the river because of the extreme flooding and spending a peaceful night there.
We stopped at Paducah in western Kentucky along the Ohio River and were relieved to stay at
a dock with electricity which meant life saving air conditioning. Getting the boat tied and
hooked up was torture in the hot sun and humid air. We spent several days here and Paul
Trasborg’s son, Peder, took a lengthy bus ride to the bus station in town and we wanted to go into
town, retroversion the boat and pick him up. The courtesy car was not available and a local
boater offered us the use of his car. This extremely generous offer was a small godsend. He
told us not to use the gun he had packed in the trunk as if I would know what to do with it
anyway. We stopped at a well stocked supermarket and we picked Peder up. We finished the
Tennessee River and made short section on the Ohio River went quick.
The Mississippi River was a surprise. Fist: the current was faster against us than I expected about 2 ½ knots. Second: the water was very muddy. I guess it has earned the nickname Old
Muddy for a reason. Third: the river was much, much wider than I expected - often a mile or
more. Fourth: the tugboats pushing barges were enormous rigs. Some towboats pushed as
many as 30 very large barges. They looked like floating Islands They were as courteous as the
towboats on the Tombigbee and staying clear of them was not a problem.
Anchoring here was even more difficult than it was on the Tombigbee Waterway. The first night
on the Mississippi we were lucky and we anchored behind a small island and after securing the
boat for the night we were super hot in the hot and humid late afternoon sun. We tossed lines off
the stern and holding tight we jumped into the brown water to cool off. The fast current would
wash you away from the boat if you let go of the line. If was refreshing despite the water color.
Most nights the weather was very warm and humid and we frequently used the air conditioning what a pleasure.
Another night we went us a side estuary and tied to a lock wall. The army corps of engineers
allowed yachts to do this. We were able to run a very long extension to an electrical outlet and
got enough electricity to run the refrigerator and half of our air conditioning.. Running the
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refrigerator was always a problem at anchor as it required a lot of power and quickly ran the
batteries down. We frequently turned the refrigeration off for most of the night and ran the
generator longer than we wanted.
After several days on the river we made it St. Louis, Missouri and we able to tie up to an old
barge, which along with several others was turned into a marina. We were out of most of the
current and did not have to use the dinghy. We had a great stay and were real tourists visiting the
top of the famous arch visiting the Budweiser Plant, the famous Clydesdale horses and many
other local attractions. After taking the Budweiser tour we enjoyed several great glasses of beer
on a very hot day. Unfortunately we had no electricity, or air conditioning unless we ran the
generator..
A short time after leaving St. Louis we passed the Missouri River and then continued our travel
north on the Illinois River. The Illinois River was a welcome relief to the Mississippi. The river
was much more narrow, the countryside interesting, the water reasonably clear and the barges
and towboats much smaller and less numerous. Anchoring was easier and one afternoon after
anchoring, Peder got some quick instructions on how the dinghy and outboard worked and took
off upriver. After a while we began to get concerned that he was not back. A short time later we
saw Peder and dinghy being towed. It turned out that the outboard just stopped. It had been
reliable throughout the trip and we could not get it restarted. The next day we pulled up to a
dock in Peoria with considerable difficulty as none of the marinas were listening to their VHF
radios and Peder left for home. He came back shortly afterwards as the bus was not scheduled to
depart until the next morning.
Anne and I continued our trek northward and we were scheduled to pick up Bruce and Janet in
Chicago. We did make an extra stop one morning when we found an unoccupied dock near a
supermarket. We loaded up on provisions and the supermarket manager let us take a cart back
to the dock several blocks away. He told us to leave it there and he would pick it up later. How
friendly people can be. Our last day going traveling into Chicago was July 4th . At the last lock
on the Illinois River several barges and towboats were being locked through upriver. They took
precedence of course. We anchored near the dam and spent a couple of hours resting with a
beautiful afternoon. We would be sever hours late arriving in Chicago and hoped we didn’t
inconvenience our company. After locking through we entered a man made canal connecting
the Illinois River to the Great Lakes. Earlier in the day we removed our dinghy hoist as the
bridge clearances were very low. Bruce and Janet arrived at the dock where we had made
reservations and they found a bar attached. They stopped for a drink and made friends among
the locals. After arriving very late - after 7 PM we found a large welcoming committee. Bruce
is a very personable guy and most of the folks in the bar became interested in our trip. Several
people invited us out on their boats and made us feel very welcome.
The next day was Sunday and I went with Anne to the nearest Catholic Church. Going to church
every Sunday was always an interesting experience and often a challenge. Most times we took
our bicycles, sometimes public transportation, sometimes getting a ride from someone going to
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that church or the same direction, and sometimes walking. The church in Chicago was a very
old Polish church and the mass we attended was partly in Polish - a very pleasant experience.
With extra hands we traveled through the canal On our way, one bridge master told us we had
room to go underneath the bridge unopened. It looked impossible and it was. We got up to the
bridge barely moving and backed away with no damage. The bridge master then opened the
bridge and shortly thereafter we arrived in the city central. We spent the fourth of July
sightseeing in beautiful weather.
We departed the next morning for Michigan and arrived in St Joseph Benton Harbor where we
rented a dock space and enjoyed a tasty dinner at a Ponderosa about 2 ½ miles from the boat.
Both Bruce and Janet had folding bicycles which they brought along. They got a good deal of
use. At one harbor we stopped in we go to see a beautiful display of fireworks that evening.
Apparently this city delayed fireworks from the fourth so residents could enjoy them elsewhere
on the fourth and then again on another night.. We had ringside seats. The next day we
continued north up the coast of the lake. The lake has places for small boats to escape bad
weather lake about every 15 miles, so you are never too far from a safe haven. At one of these
stops we brought our outboard motor in for repairs as it stopped running altogether and found we
needed a new motor. We purchased an eight HP motor for a princely sum. After several more
stops often, delayed because of high winds, at different towns we arrived at the northern town of
Manchester.. We were able to tie up to the town wall where the wall abutted grass lawns and
picnic tables. Electricity was provided for free = good news for the refrigerator. There were
several appealing restaurants in town and Sunday morning we chose a place near the boat that
had a buffet brunch. Bruce and Janet treated us to a great meal. After a great meal we went to
see a performance of the Pied Piper not far from the dock.
Bruce and Janet headed for home and Anne and continued our ways north alone. A few days
later we arrived at Beaver Island near the northern end of the lake and we were able to find a
convenient and secure anchorage although if was a bit rolley. Earlier in the week I had gotten
some sort of splinter in my left thumb and the annoying irritation was getting worse daily. We
found out where the medical clinic was and with our well used bikes we went the several miles
necessary miles to get there. The island is too small to rate a full time doctor and nurse
practitioner gave we a local aesthetic and was able to remove the offending particle. It’s
amazing how we take freedom from all pain for granted. We spent an entire day exploring the
island on our bicycles. Several days later we crossed over from Lake Michigan to Lake Huron
going under the Mackinac Bridge and stopped at beautiful Mackinac Island ( pronounced
Mackinaw). This was a very picturesque island that is preserving its uniqueness by not allowing
any motorized vehicles. Horse and carriage and bicycle was the way to move around. Anne and
I explored the beautiful island. After a couple of days of rest and relaxation we headed north for
the Hundred Thousand Islands in the northern part of lake Huron. This would lead us the
Trent=Severn Waterway. We heard several stories along the way as to how beautiful this part of
the Great Lakes Region was and as pretty as Lake Erie might be this sounder more inviting.
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The Northern part of Lake Huron lived up to it reputation. Many of the islands are little
more than a pile of rocks but many we large enough for a house or two. The channel was
well marked and it was crucial to stay in it to avoid running up on the rocks. The Canadian
Coast Guard does a great job of maintaining their aids to navigation. This was a gorgeous place
in the summer. Many of the islands were uninhabited and most had hundreds of blueberry
bushes. Almost every day after anchoring we would swim in the crystal clear (not too cold water
in August) and then go ashore to pick this delicacy. After about a week we entered the
Waterway. A small charge had to be paid to use the locks - al 47 of them. We usually
encountered several locks a day and lock tenders were mostly college age students who had this
for a summer job, There we both young men and young women operating the locks using
muscle power - quite different than the huge mechanical locks on the Tombigbee River. The
good looking young people were all friendly and almost always lent a hand catching our lines
which mad boat handling much easier especially with only the two of us.
Some of the locks on this waterway were quite unique. Several of the locks were hydraulic lifts.
That was really impressive. After entering the lock which is really a 140 foot tub of water , the
whole container, boat, water and all were lifter 49 feet high in the air counterbalanced by a
parallel tub being lowered like a giant seesaw. Most amazing these locks were built in 1906 and
still work efficiently and quickly - all in about seven minutes. Another type of lock we
encountered was a lock designed to keep water in one part of the system from mixing with the
rest of the waterway. This was done so that invasive species of fish and other marine life from
one part of the waterway infecting the whole waterway. To do this the Canadians developed a
unique lock where the boat was totally removed from the water and hauled on a wheeled
platform up or down an incline to the next part of the waterway. They did this quickly and
efficiently by blocking the boats and hauling them on this marine railway. We stayed on the boat
during this process and watched traffic stop as our boat traveled this distance. This brought a
smile to my face.
I remember seeing many beautiful and secure anchorages and many pretty towns. The scenery
along the waterway was every bit as pretty as others said it was. If you liked you could tie up for
the night an the lick walls at no charge or find a beautiful anchorage. We saw many rental
houseboats on the waterway and they could be rented for about $1,500 a week. They usually had
two bedrooms a fold out couch, a head living room and galley. The looked easy and inexpensive
to construct. It looked like they took two pieces of large sewer pipe sealed the ends, connected
the two pipes with steel framing and built a plywood house on top. Each boat had a 50 or 75 HP
outboard. They were not very easy to maneuver and we quickly learned it was our
responsibility to stay clear of them. When entering locks you always let them go in first and
until you heard the loud bang against the concrete lock wall you stayed put. We ate out several
times -usually at a buffet and enjoyed the beautiful weather and Canadian hospitality.
It’s polite and customary to fly a courtesy flag of the country you are visiting besides your own.
On a powerboat this flag is usually flow on a pole at the bow of the boat. We did so but
sometime it wrapped itself aground the flag staff and was not visible. One fellow yelling from
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the nearby shore yelled at us asking where our flag was. A gust of wind freed the flag and he
got his answer and a chuckle too. We weren’t the ugly American..
We eventually said goodbye to Canada and entered Lake Ontario at the northeast corner. We
would have liked to go u the Montréal waterway to a canal connected to Lake Champlain and
then south to the Hudson River but the bridges were too low for us to fit under so we headed for
Hammondsport at the south central part of Lake Ontario and then south on a waterway that
connects to the Erie or Barge Canal.
On crossing Lake Ontario we discovered the water is over 300 feet deep. We had an anchor
chain that was twisted and we thought this might be a good place to drop the chain and anchor
out fully so it could untwist. It’s not a bad idea except we found that the windlass is not
powerful enough to haul this great amount of weight back up. We got stuck with a burned out
windless and all our expensive chain and very expensive anchor in the water. I tried pulling it
and could not budge even ¼ of an inch. I did pull my back out though so now I was a partial
invalid as well. What to do? Cutting it loose was a very undesirable option. The only other
piece of mechanical equipment was the dinghy hoist but we didn’t know if it would wreck this
motor too. We decided to give it a try. It worked! By running a long line through blocks we
were able to hoist up about six feet at a time. We would tie it off and do the next feet and so
forth until the chain and anchor we back onboard. We still had a burned out windless but it was
not a total loss. I remembering changing the engine oil - all 8 or 9 gallons of it. It was the first
time since the engine had been removed. It took me about an hour to remove the drain plug. It
felt like they wielded it on. But after a deal of swearing and busted knuckles it did come loose.
With a damaged back, broken windlass and a rough oil change it was not a good day.
On arriving in Hammondsport we found a long wall lining the canal with just enough water for
us tie up at no charge. Whenever possible we tried to avoid Marina fees that could get very
expensive very quickly. We usually anchored out but occasionally we hit it lucky and could tie
up someplace for free.
Bill and Joyce Lotterhos joined us for the length of the Barge Canal. It’s always good to see
Bills cheerful face and the extra hands would make tying up to the lock walls easier. Bill’s foot
was bandaged from a foot operation and his mobility was limited but Joyce was a big help. After
a festive dinner a good night's rest and paying a reasonable fee for the use of the locks we set out
eastward.
This turned out to be one of the most delightful parts of the trip. I had been expecting a
commercial, drab, and dismal waterway. What we discovered were picturesque towns that took
pride in decorating the locks near their town with flowers and beautiful places that visiting
yachts could tie to - usually for free. The weather was beautiful and being in good company
made the trip quick and enjoyable. We arrived at Troy< New York - the end of the Mohawk
River and the end of the canal. Bill and Joyce departed and Anne and I continued our way south.
Because we had no windlass we could not use our regular anchor so we used a Dan forth anchor
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with mostly line which we could manage by hand. We made two stops on our way to Staten
Island and arrived home in Great Kills harbor on August 28, just a few days before the new
semester began at school. I was still on leave from the Board of Education so I could give Anne
a hand with maintenance and some paperwork at Stepping Stones. All in all this trip was an
adventure of a lifetime and even though we had significant delays and unplanned for expenses it
was a very satisfying accomplishment. We saw and did things that I had dreamed of for years
and was not disappointed.
0ur next trip with the boat was in the early Fall, to take the boat to Kent Island on the
Chesapeake Bay to put it up for sale. We believed that prices in this region were higher than
most other places and it was where we had bought the boat. Because Anne was so busy at school
my brother Tom helped me bring this very large yacht south. The weather was okay and I
remember spending a delightful evening in Havre de Grace, Maryland sipping Manhattans as the
golden sun set in the evening. Shortly after that the generator stopped working and we could not
run the refrigerator. After the boat was safely tied up and placed with a broker Anne and I went
down the Kent Island to get the boat ready for sale. All the problems that this complicated
machine had to be looked after. It was an ordeal but when we finished the boat looked beautiful.
It is said that the two happiest days in a boaters life are the days he buys it and the day he sells it.
Truer words, at least in this case, were never spoken. We sold the boat for slightly more than
what we paid for it but after all the expensive repairs we did take a loss. Not bad for having such
a large and comfortable yacht for several years.
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CHAPTER XXI
Our next adventure did not involve a boat. Anne had had enough boating to last a lifetime. She
was a great admiral and a fine sport. It is amazing how tolerant she has been about her husband's
obsession. A fellow couldn’t ask for a better wife. I ended my membership at the Richmond
County Yacht Club and I would not rejoin for about eight or nine years.
In the early Spring of 1999 we started our next adventure Instead of traveling by boat that could
drag an anchor in the middle of the night we thought traveling by motorhome might be an
interesting way to see the country. We had been to see very few national parks and always felt
like we were missing an important part of American life. We hoped to rectify this and began
looking for a suitable motor home - land camping in comfort. No mud when it rained, screens on
the doors and windows to keep out mosquitoes and other bugs, air conditioning, home cooked
meals on a real stove and oven, a refrigerator, stereo and a comfortable queen sized bed were
what we were looking for. If we didn’t find all these things we would still be happy.
We began looking at motor homes when we came across a dealer and eventually decided we
would look at many of the used boat dealers between here and Florida, where we thought we
might get the best deal. Very early in the spring we left for Florida. The first place to look was
in Maryland and we stopped at a number of dealers there. The prices, like used car prices, were
negotiable and an exact figure was impossible to calculate without doing some hard bargaining.
We did decide that a van type motor home was too small and a bus type, too big, which left us
with a type “C” class of home. While we were looking in this area we stayed at my brother
Tom’s house and enjoyed their excellent hospitality We came across a used home being sold by
a private person that looked promising until we went to a dealer,_____, who did not have a
negotiable prices. What the tag said was final. The salesman showed us a two year old motor
home in very good condition still under factory warranty and had all the features we liked,
including all the features listed in the last paragraph. The motorhome was too big to take side
trips with but it could tow a car. After a test drive and what we thought was a reasonable price
we decided to buy it. We sent a couple of nights living aboard the motorhome and got
instructions on how to use the various systems. Any problem we encountered we repaired
quickly. The dealer also installed a towing bar for our Toyota Corolla and fixed a pump to the
transmission so it would not be harmed by the towing This was all handled in a very friendly
and professional manner by the dealer... It was a very good experience and we took off for
home.
Getting used to driving such a large vehicle took some getting used to but Anne and I got the
hang of it pretty quickly and fortunately the turnpike proved an easy place to drive. On arriving
home promptly backed it into a neighbor's car and smashed his tail light. Other than that it was a
very nice trip home and learned that backing up the motor home had to be done very carefully
and having someone standing behind the vehicle, guiding it, was almost a necessity. It just fit
into our driveway by less than six inches to spare and we began to make plans for taking a trip
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across the country in style. The motorhome had what they call a basement which is really a
group of side lockers underneath the home where all kinds of stuff could be loaded. We had
adequate storage for all kinds of stuff. There was space for the water and sewer hoses, leveling
boards, camping chairs, extra food, tools, a small gas barbeque grill a small tent, electrical cords,
and numerous other items.
We did take a week long trip to get used to driving the motor home without towing the car and
developed a method for carrying our bicycles on the back. We learned how to level the motor
home at a campsite and used pieces of wood of varying thickness to put under one or more
wheels. There was a lot of practical stuff to learn. During this interesting and successful trip we
crossed over some railroad tracks, going too fast, and a few minutes later a car pull up alongside
us and told us about the mishap. We retrieved the bicycle and developed a better method for
tying it onto the rack. The trip was a success.
We decided to head north in May and visit upstate New York Niagara Falls, the finger lakes
region, because we have friends there and then into Canada. Our thoughts were to go just north
of the Great Lakes and visit this intriguing area. We traveled north through Michigan and
crossed the Mackinac Bridge separating Lake Huron from Lake Superior. The weather was still
cool so far north and many of the campgrounds were not open yet. You were allowed to stay in
many of them but were on facilities for use. The price was reduced or they were free. I
remember staying in several campgrounds right on the northern shore of Lake Superior. The
scenery was beautiful and the hiking very enjoyable providing many great views. The weather
did not warm up much until June.
We were getting the hang of traveling by motorhome ad enjoying the new experience. At the
end of the day a hot water shower was available if you chose to take on, a cocktail became de
rigueur and a home cooked meal or a trip to a restaurant was always available. We had a
generator and we also had an inverter so we could listen to the radio or use the TV/VCR without
running the engine or generator in the evenings. Most campgrounds don’t want any noise after 6
PM. Learning to use the propane system for heat, hot water, and cooking, the sewage dumping
system, the filling of the water tanks, the servicing of the generator and the main engine, using
the abundant storage spaces all required some getting used to. We usually made friends with our
neighbors but most of the time you would meet them once and then head in different directions.
It’s different than on a boat. On a boat most everyone traveled in the same direction and you ran
into the same people very often and friendships were started - not so with motor homes.
From Lake Superior we traveled into Minnesota. We made use of state campgrounds whenever
we could. So far on our trip we had not stopped at any national parks. We found state
campgrounds less expensive and much more private and beautiful than private ones. Amenities
such as electricity we often not available but with judicious use of the generator and an extra
battery we were okay. We almost never traveled more than one day without stopping. If we
were trying to get to a destination we would travel every other day. This gave us time for
resting, hiking, bicycling and enjoying the area we stayed. Almost every town, no matter how
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small and something of interest to see and often it was free. In Duluth, Minnesota there were
several lighthouses to visit and well as museums and very nice bike paths. In Bemidji we
stopped to see Paul Bunyan and Babe the big Blue Ox and lake Bemidji as well.
We continued west and stopped to see The Badlands National Park - so named because the were
very, very difficult or bad to traverse. The sharp cliffs and rugged terrain was almost awe
inspiring. From there we went to Custer State Park and got a very good guided tour of the fort
where Custer was the Commander of the base and where the attack on the Little Bighorn Battle
was launched. Apparently Custer had hopes of running for President and a few well publicized
victory over the Native Americans would give him a needed boost. One wonders whether
Custer felt any misgivings or remorse about attacking Indians, butchering non combatants and
stealing Indian Lands. It was good to see Custer lose at least one battle
From here we continued west to Yellowstone National Park. We got a campsite without a lot of
trouble and spent about a week visiting most of the major sites. We saw the geysers, colored
deposits of clay and minerals, Lake Yellowstone, and hot pools, . In years gone by, fishermen
would catch a fish from the lake and cook it in one of the boiling hot pools. The Grand Canyon
of the Yellowstone made for great hiking and great scenery. This was fabulous. In the evening
we were warned about bears and told not to interfere with the wildlife in any way. In years gone
by tourist regularly fed the bears and eventually they lost their natural fear of humans and
became a safety menace. They became dependant on human food and could not fend for
themselves in the wild. Our unwitting help was helping to destroy them. We were warned that
they could be dangerous and were told to avoid them.
We continued west and visited Mt. Rushmore and Crazy Horse State Parks. A very interesting
visitors center and some excellent films made the park fascinating. Mt. Rainier National Park
was next and of all the parks I think I liked this one the best. The old growth trees were
magnificent. The campground was right in among these impressive super high trees and it was
an unforgettable experience just sitting looking at these wonders. The hiking was also great. We
visited an overlook of the mountain and met a young fellow who was preparing to hike up very
high on the mountain and then ski down. The sides looked impossibly steep but he often did this
when he had some free time - and some people think ocean sailing is dangerous!!
Grand Teton National Park followed and several days were spent doing some low level hiking
and visits to local area. I would have loved to hike to the top of one of the mountains but we did
not have the time and I did not have any serious hiking equipment We were making very good
use of our annual pass. This was a grand way to see things we heard talked about but never saw.
We were now among a select minority who saw many of the western National Parks.
We continued west and went back into Canada to see the Canadian Rockies and some of the
stunning scenery around Lake Louise and other places as well. Hiking was great. We then
headed back east and back to the United States. We got home in August to get ready for another
school year.
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Once we were home we tried to find a place to store the motor home as it made our driveway
useless. The motor home was not the nicest thing to look at either. Prices for storage in New
York or New Jersey we astronomical - well over $150 a month. We did find a place just north of
Dover in Delaware that charged a very reasonable rent and we could check on it whenever we
visited the Henlopen in Rehoboth Beach or whenever we visited my brother, Tom. We learned
how to winterize the systems and how to store the vehicle The next summer I don’t believe we
took any long trips although we probably went to Delaware with my cousins, Phyllis and Harold
to attend an owners conference at the Henlopen and enjoy a great cocktail hour in the evening.
Anne and I slept in the bunk over the drivers cab for the first time and found it comfortable but a
little tricky getting in or out of the bunk. It was great having company on the motor home for the
first time.
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CHAPTER XXII
Our house had two problems. The first was it was a two family and our tenant, disregarding his
lease had a small child who ran around upstairs much too frequently for Anne’s comfort. I, on
the other hand, could not stand the noise from the Staten Island Expressway. The house had
served us very well for more than twenty years but almost by accident we found a house for sale
in the Grymes Hill area of Staten Island. The house had a great view of the Verrazano Bridge
and a partial view of New York Harbor. The price seemed reasonable and if we sold our present
home the difference would be affordable. We decided to purchase it. At the same time we also
decided to sell the school. Although it had served us wee for many years we had saved enough
money to retire and still young enough to do things we were interested in - at this point using the
motor home. Moving day was at the end of June and although we hired a moving van much of
the work was done by us. We made countless trips from Lortel Avenue to our new place about 1
½ miles away. The next summer and fall the house took up our time and energy.
We did, however, make plans for the following year to take another cross country trip but much
longer than the first We planned to head south to Georgia then west to California and then
North To Alaska. The trip would begin in early spring and last through August. My cousin
Phyllis took our mail which we had forwarded to her and a friend watched the house and watered
our many beautiful indoor plants. We hired a lawn service to cut the lawn. We left in March and
stopped in Delaware for a night and then we visited my brother, Tom. We enjoyed his hospitality
where food and drink is always abundant. Tom and I have very similar tastes. The weather was
mild for March and we had a good start for our trip. We did however purchase an electric heater
and used it each night.
While at Tom’s we could not get the TV to receive signals from our satellite roof antenna and
called several places to see if they could help repair it. We finally found a place not too distant
and headed there. It turned out that in my rush and inexperience I hooked up the wires wrong.
We headed for South Carolina on a chilly and damp morning. By the time we reached a state
campground it was raining but electricity was available and we kept the portable electric heater
running and found the inside cozy and warm.
\
Our next trip was Georgia and visited Anne’s niece, Diane, and her family and were not able to
use their driveway and we parked on the street. A long extension cord supplied us with
electricity and the weather turned very cold - well below freezing. We did visit Stone Mountain
with Diane and the family and were none too warm. The lockers went below freezing but the
inside and the water system were okay. We just removed any food that might be damaged by the
frost and bought it inside. Our trip took us through Alabama and then Mississippi. We spent
time visiting World War II battleships and submarines and then we spent several days in New
Orleans. We enjoyed a walking tour, a Cajun meal, sightseeing downtown and a ferry ride across
the Mississippi River. We have heard of these places for years and the motorhome and car
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proved to be an excellent way of seeing the country - interesting, inexpensive,.and personal.
Our next stop was Texas. Tom’s wife Barbara has parents who live in Cuero and we asked if
they would like a visit. They said sure and we headed there. On arriving we enjoyed home
cooked meals and we toured the Alamo and Goliad. We were surprised to find our that the
Alamo was so small. As kids “The Alamo” was played up to be a major battle in Texas and it
was just a mission church with not so high walls. We had a delightful three days enjoying Ernest
and Evelyn Meyers, hospitality and our next stop was San Antonio. We found a campground
close to the city and toured the river park which runs through the center of the city. It was a hot
day but the shady walkways, trees , and shaded outdoor shops and restaurants made it seem
comfortable. We were impressed at how the river park made the city.
We visited our first National Park in southern Texas and took a boat ride into Mexico for
sightseeing and a little souvenir shopping. Both Anne and I bought walking sticks which we
used often for the rest of the trip. We found that camping overnight cost $15 a night and as this
was before the summer plenty of sites are available. An annual pas allowed us to visit all the
national parks for the next year - a real bargain and if you are over 62 its all free with half price
for campsites. From here we went to New Mexico and visited White Sands where the Atomic
Bomb was first tested. The tourist center, and guided tours was well run, quite large and very
interesting.
At the city right near White Sands we discovered that motorhomes were allowed to stay at
Walmart parking lots for no charge. You didn’t even have to ask. It was convenient for
shopping and an inexpensive way to stay overnight. Often these stores are right in the city you
want to visit. Several times during our trip we made use of these parking lots. We spent two
nights touring the area.
In New Mexico we also visited the fascinating sites of the Pueblo Indians and the homes that
they carved into the mountainside. We climbed up the ladders right up to their living quarters.
This was a National Park and they had campsites available. In the National Parks electricity is
usually not available and most often you have to carry your own water in or move your vehicle
to the dumping station where a hose outlet is available. We carried enough water (26 gallons) to
last us three days and a plastic water bag and funnel could be used to help stretch the water
supply.
From their we moved to the Petrified Forest - also a Nation Park with camping. Most Parks have
trails of varying lengths and varying difficulty. Often there are guided tours and tours that have
descriptive plates giving interesting information. You are forbidden to take anything from the
Parks and you must stay on the trails and protect the vegetation. This is especially true in the
Petrified Forest. If you are caught taking even a small piece of petrified wood you will get
heavily fined. Almost always the Parks are well kept and the rangers are friendly and helpful. In
the evenings there are almost always lectures, slideshows or some type of entertainment
available for no charge. The program is usually interesting and informative. For a family
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camping even with just a tent and some minimal equipment it can be an inexpensive way to
see our beautiful country.
We moved on to Death Valley National Park where the temperature soared to over 100 degrees.
We purposely spent much of the day in their conditioned visiting center watching films and
listening to talks. .All the Parks are interpreting and Death Valley especially so. The lowest
point and the hottest spot in the U.S. is located here. After a few days we departed and first had
to climb steep mountains with the motorhome and then descend a very long and steep
mountainside. On the way up the mountain there were pull offs with water tanks so if your
vehicle was overheating you could replenish your radiator. We had no trouble. On the down
were frequent pull offs so you check your breaks for overheating. We stopped several times but
with temperatures in the nineties waiting was long. We disconnected the car when the wheels of
the motor home were very hot. This took much of the strain off the breaks. Later we
downshifted to first or second gear to let the engine do the breaking.
Our next stop was the Grand Canyon and it certainly has earned its name. We spent a week
exploring the area. Fortunately we were there in late April and there was plenty of room for us
in the campground. Driving your car was prohibited in most places but a bus system was in
place to get you to where you wanted to go. We did a considerable amount of hiking and we
wanted to take the mules down half way into the canyon but they were booked. My next choice
was to hike to the bottom spend a night at a campground there and hike back the next day. This
was booked solid as well. Each morning I went to the assigned area to see if there were any
cancellations. There were none. After about five days I decided to hike half way down to where
the mules turned around. It was an exciting walk on a trail with steep sides going down more
than 1000 feet. I started early and beat the mules. Eating lunch at the bottom I left my pack
unguarded for a few minutes and I saw a cute chipmunk make off with my dessert cookies. The
hike up was strenuous but when I finished I had a great sense of accomplishment and to to see
some of the most beautiful scenery in the country.
Our next major stop was a State Park in Arizona. The trip to the site required a long, steep
mountainside on a very narrow, winding road. This time we downshifted into low and our
breaks were okay. We arrived at a beautiful campground but we only fit into a spot with inches
to spare. Anne usually directed my into a spot and as usual she did a superb job. A few times I
tried directing but was much better at than me. This park was near Sedona - an extremely
scenic spot of the southwest. The mountains and colors were breathtaking. I remember the
Catholic Church not having stained glass windows because they could not possibly be more
beautiful than the view outside.. It's hard not to fall in love with such a beautiful place. If I had
to move this is probably the place to go.
From we went into California - a first for both of us. We visited Yosemite National Park and
were awed by the very high water falls. We toured the developed areas with our bikes and then
took hiking trips into the surrounding mountains to see other fantastic waterfalls as well. We
toured the nearby town with our car. We stayed here for several days and then went north.
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We arrived near San Francisco and were able to find a State Campground not too far from the
railroad - subway into the city. A 20 minute drive from the campground took us to a train stop
and we were able to tour the city without having to worry about driving or parking. I believe we
took every streetcar route in this city, toured a streetcar museum, walked through Chinatown and
ate there, toured the waterfront, walked over the Golden Gate Bridge, Saw Alcatraz from a
distance and had a thoroughly enjoyable time. The temperature was pleasantly cool - great for
walking and sightseeing. Three well spent days!
We headed north over the Golden Gate Bridge and drove along a highway that hugged the coast.
We took this road most of the way to Seattle and got some great views of the Pacific Ocean.
Some nights we were able to find a section off the highway beside the ocean and park for the
night. Seeing the beautiful ocean and listening to the waves. Parts of the highway especially in
Oregon were high up with steep drops and great views. The road was also very curvy and had to
be negotiated with care. We continued north to the Redwood State Park and spent a few days
looking at these magnificent living things. Some of these trees are 2,000 years old and were
beginning to grow at the time of Christ. If loggers had their way these would all be turned into
picnic tables and lawn furniture.
We also visited Mount St. Helena national park in Oregon. This was a Federal Park and we got
to see the devastation that this volcano left in its wake. The visitors center was especially
interesting and a movie sowing the eruption was impressive. At the end of the film the movie
screen and curtains were pushed aside and the mountain came into view. Wildlife and plants
were devastated by the thick layer of ash. We spent a day exploring the territory near the
volcano and the new growth of plants and animals that were slowly emerging from the volcanic
ash This eruption allowed scientists to evaluate how forests, plants and animals repopulate
these areas. Apparently the emergence of these things is a lot faster than expected. From Mount
Hood National Park we navigated our way to Seattle.
This was my second time in Seattle and just like the first the weather was spectacular - sunny,
not too hot with low humidity. We spent several days driving in and around the city and got to
explore the intricate waterways of the area. Outside of the city we went to see the swift and
sometimes violent currents flowing between the mainland and some islands. We took a ferry to
visit three of the San Juan Islands. This was a treat. The only thing marring our visit was
receiving the tragic news that Brian Lotterhos was killed in an automobile accident. I can only
imagine the grief that parents of a child feel when his or her life is cut so brutally short. Brian’s
loss of life is a big tragedy for the family and such a bright talented young man is a great loss for
society as well.
We visited a temperate rainforest s just south of the city. A temperate rainforest gets as much
rain as a tropical rainforest but is located in a temperate area. We also saw a lumber mill in
operation. It was an incredible experience watching a huge stack of trees being sawed into
various size planks. A log is placed on a conveyor belt and it goes into a computerized machine
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that determines how much wood and what size this log can be cut up into. It then goes into
the mill and immediately out comes the perfectly cut planks. The planks are sorted according
to size and then they are sent off to the drying room. The processing of a huge log takes only
seconds to process. The logging operation also took us on a tour of the forests in the area and
got to see the oldest tree alive and also they talked about tree farming. It was a worthwhile visit.
As usual we stayed in a campground in Seattle and in the evening we often watched TV.
Unfortunately the TV only worked on 100 volts AC and in order to use the TV we either had to
be plugged in or we had to run the generator, One evening we were running the generator and
our neighbor complained about the noise. We shut the generator down and tried to figure out
another way to watch TV. We bought a spare battery and an inverter. It worked very well.
During the day we charged the battery with the engine running and at night we used the power.
We were also able to use the VCR even while we were away during the day. This was important
because most of the parks we stayed in din not have power.
Fro Seattle we continued north and entered Canada and very soon found ourselves on the Alaska
Highway. This engineering feat was accomplished during World War II and was begun after the
Japanese bombed Hawaii and attacked Midway. It was feared they would try to invade Alaska
and there were no roads going to Alaska. A crash construction program was started and within
two years the project was completed. At the end of the war Canada partly paid for the completed
highway and took over the maintenance. Much of the road needed to be improved for continued
use and sections had to be rebuilt. The project is ongoing and frequently we had to travel slowly
over gravel roads while work continued on the road. We visited museums that told the history of
the road and saw some interesting documentaries about the road.
If we stayed in a town or a city we stayed at a campground but if we were away from civilization
be found a very wide shoulder or a pull off and camped for the night. The Canadians did not
mind us doing this. Some spots we found were very beautiful and paid for sites in town were not
as good. Usually if we stayed in a town we continued to spend at least two nights before moving
on.
The further north we got the more we began to hear about the Alaska Gold Rush of 1889 and
began to hear interesting stories of the American traveling north through Canada to reach this far
away spot. After numerous American died for lack of proper gear the Canadian government
mandated that anyone traveling north had to have certain basic minimum equipment or entry to
Canada was denied.
The days kept getting longer and sleeping became more difficult as it didn’t get dark until about
2 AM. We rigged up dark towels to keep our bedroom dark. TV reception via satellite ended
and nights were spent reading. The amount of wildlife also increased. We saw more deer, elk
and on day while driving along the Alaska highway several vehicles and a small crowd of people
stopped and were looking at a rather large grizzly bear eating plants alongside the road. We
heard much about them and this was our first sighting. Some people seemed to get too close for
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safety but we stayed back and enjoyed the sight.
The most interesting city we visited in Canada was Whitehorse, in the Yukon. The Yukon River
travels through the city and was used by the Americans going north looking for gold. In the
winter the river freezes and cannot be traveled on. The prospectors going north constructed
barges to carry their equipment and as soon as thawing set in in the spring they headed north.
The river is treacherous in spots with large rapids and of course ice cold water. A museum
documented the journey these daring if foolhardy people made. There was also a steamship on
display that was used further north where the river was less dangerous. The nearest campground
was a rather long distance outside of the city and located in an unattractive and inconvenient
spot. Most motorhomes made use of the Walmart parking lot. They did good business and we
got free camping right downtown.
We continued north to Alaska and in mid June we arrived in Tok Alaska. We stayed at a
campground that gave a discount on a salmon, reindeer, and some other type of fish dinner. We
took advantage of this dinner both arriving at and leaving Alaska. The had great bike paths and
we use of our bikes. The weather was excellent, neither too hot or cold. The only drawback
were the size and number of mosquitoes. As long as you stayed moving it was okay but if you
stopped for any reason they descended on you en mass. Mosquito repellant helped but not nearly
enough. There is a joke about mosquitoes and the Alaska highway. While constructing it two
mosquitoes got into a tent with two sleeping construction workers. One mosquito asked the
other “should we eat them in here or drag them outside“. The second mosquito replied “We
better eat them in here otherwise the big ones will take them from us”. This was true of much of
Alaska and a good part of Canada as well. I remember in Banff in the Canadian Rockies had the
most magnificent gardens and the hungriest mosquitoes. Anyway our screens we a very big
help.
On June 20 we arrived in Fairbanks which is the farthest north we went and the daylight was
never ending. At any time of night it was light enough to read even after the sun had set. They
play a baseball game at midnight with no lights in the Fairbanks stadium. We spent several days
exploring the city and then we headed south to Anchorage.
On our way south to Anchorage we spent several days at Denali National Park. Camping spots
for motorhomes was limited and we alternated between private campgrounds, off road parking
and two nights in the park. We drove our car as far into the interior of the park that was allowed
and then took a bus tour as far in as it would go. . We got to see Mount McKinley or the Indian
name for the mountain “Denali” meaning the big one. We hiked some of the trails and fended
off the mosquitoes. After visiting the national park we spent a couple of days at Denali State
Park. We camped alongside a lake. The hiking was terrific and some of the scenery was
beautiful.. We also got to see Mount McKinley from this park as well.
We arrived in Anchorage there just before the Fourth of July. We attended a fireworks display
which began at midnight but it was still quite light out. It was still very enjoyable. We
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discovered a Costco in Anchorage and some good supermarkets. I remember cycling through
a park with bike trails in the city and coming to a spot with a mother moose and her cub in
the middle of the bike trail. This animal looked huge and we stayed a good distance away.
Sever other cyclists arrived as well and none of us would go any further until a local came along
and cycled right past the moose. We then followed. We toured the inlets around the city and
found huge tide changes.
We drove along almost all the paved roads in the state and most of them were in pretty good
repair. We traveled back to the Yukon and then headed back into Alaska to Skagway. We found
a beautiful town among the mountains. Many of the gold rushers of 1889 headed into Canada
via Skagway. There was a National Monument that preserved some of the old buildings. In the
evening park rangers gave programs as most National Parks did. One ranger who did the
presentation for the evening recited and acted out several of the poems by Robert Service. He
did an incredible job and we could have listened to him for hours. We thought parking was
allowed on the street so that night we parked on a quiet street and at about 2 in the morning we
got a knock on the door. The policeman who stopped by told us this was illegal. He was a
friendly fellow and told us we could stay the night but we had to park at a campsite in the
morning. We parked in parking lot for the ferry that traveled to Juneau. We took a fast boat
from Skagway to Juneau and got to see whales, dolphins and dozens of bald eagles. We explored
the city and in the evening we headed back to Skagway with the same boat. Dinner was served
aboard and quite late at night we arrived back in town. Instead of heading to a campground we
took the highway out of town and back into Canada.
We departed Alaska near the end of July and traveled south through the Yukon. The only city
we missed of any significance on our trip north was the city of Dawson in the Yukon. The
reason for this was to get there you had to travel many miles of unpaved gravel roads. Twice
during the trip we had gotten small pea sized cracks in our windshield of the motorhome and
have the nicks repaired before they could ruin the whole piece of glass. We now headed south to
the Canadian Rockies once again as we did to our previous trip to Canada. The purpose was
twofold. First, to see the magnificent scenery once again and second, to meet some friends we
had made on one of our cruises.
On our way south we visited an area with glaciers almost right up to the road and took a guided
tour onto the glacier ice. We drank some of the crystal clear melt water on a beautiful warm
summer day. You could see the yearly retreat of the glaciers that got further and further from the
main road. In the not too distant future the glacier will be gone.. We stopped at Banff with lots
of mosquitoes and then to Lake Louise and the surrounding area. We took a tram to the top of a
mountain the previous time with a buffet breakfast at the end. We saw a big grizzly bear from
the safety of a ski chairlift used to transport us to the top. We visited the top of another high
peak. Anne got a cable ride up and I hiked to the top and back. It was more pleasant near the
top because the trees ended and there were fewer bugs.
We continued further south and visited a couple we met on our last cruise. They were seated at
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our table and we got to know them and enjoyed talking with them and we told them we
would contact them when we passed near their home. These folks w raised cattle for meat.
They grew and harvested their own grass which they harvested in the4 fall and fed to the cattle
all winter. We parked outside of their barn with electric. We enjoyed a very nice dinner with
them. The next day we hiked to the top of a nearby mountain and in the evening we treated them
to a dinner and a play out. The bill when figured in U.S. dollars was quite reasonable. We then
continued south leaving the very beautiful Canadian Rockies and entering Montana.
We stayed at the state capitol because there was a convenient Wal Mart their and we then
continued onto Glacier National Park. In a way it was like a home coming to me. We stayed at
many of the same campsites I used on my cross country bike trip and especially enjoyed going
up the steep Highway to the Sun with a motor instead of peddling - it was a whole lot easier!!
We got to see a lot more than I did on my bike tour. We continued west and quickly got onto the
Great Plains. We drove along the same roads I tool with the bicycle and we camped as several
dam sites in the evenings. We continued into North Dakota and stayed at a campground in
Bismarck - the state capitol. We toured a wonderful museum on the history and settlement of
the state. It was fascinating and a lot of fun. We went out to eat and saw a very large fireworks
display in the evening. Apparently the association of fireworks dealers was having a convention
and the display concluded their meeting.
We continued into the Badlands National Park and saw the incredible landscape. It was called
the “badlands” because it was very bad or difficult to cross. It was an appropriate name for a
country with steep rugged cliffs and valleys. It must have been quite a job building roads
through this part of the country and it must have been quite impassable to the early settlers of the
state. From there we went to the Theodore Roosevelt National Park - it was a place I had never
heard of.
After his mother and wife died on the same day Teddy Roosevelt was so grief stricken that he
went west to try and recover from these losses. He built a log cabin, learned to shoot and hunt
and in the process turn himself from a rather inauthentic person into one who loved the outdoors
and physical hardship. He became affectionately known as “old four eyes” because of his
eyeglasses
We parked our motor home the first afternoon on arriving and I took out our folding chairs and
went under a shady tree to read a book. It was a beautiful day and I was enjoying the reading
when I heard a snort. I looked up and saw a huge bison. Quite surprised and not a little fearful, I
slowly backed away from the animal and was quite relieved to get into the relative safety of the
motor home. After a while the animal wander off and I resumed my reading outside with one
eye looking out other visitors. In the evening we attended a rangers lecture and partway through
a group of the bison walked through the seating area and the lecture was put on hold till the
animals left.
The next day we toured Roosevelt’s cabin and saw much more wildlife. The whole park was an
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unexpected pleasure. We continued east into Minnesota and one stop we made was Bemidji home of Paul Bunion and Babe the blue ox. A large statue of both were found in town with a
history of the story. We camped near Lake Bemidji and enjoyed some great hiking around the
lake. We continued on into Duluth. We had stayed here on our first cross country trip and
enjoyed the bike paths a lot .
Our trip through Iowa was especially interesting to me because I had bicycled through this area
twice and it was enjoyable reliving old memories. Iowa is not flat. I remember on my first
bicycle through this state it was more difficult than any other including the high peaks of
Washington state and Montana.
We continued on to Niagara Falls and then to visit our good friends Bill and Joyce. It was a
social visit but also much sadder because their son had been killed earlier in the summer and
because we were so far out west we could not attend the funeral. After three days of an
enjoyable if sad visit we returned to Staten Island at the end of August ending a trip that lasted
just about seven months. If memory serves we drove over 18,000 miles towing the car and then
many side trips with the car. No longer would we be the people who never visited our
magnificent continent and dozens of beautiful national, state and Canadian parks.
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CHAPTER XXIII
By the beginning of September Anne was totally engrossed in running Stepping Stones
Pre-School and I helped in whatever capacity I could. I took care of the house and cooking and
tried to make life a little easier for my wife.
Somewhere in the next summer or two I took a ride around lake Ontario with my good friend
Bruce Cohn. We had tents, sleeping bags, cooking stoves and all of the equipment needed to
camp out along the way. We were able to park our car in a police station near the eastern end of
the lake in New York and we proceeded west. The second day out we did over ninety miles but
fell just short of a century. All went well until we approached Niagara Falls and I accidentally
bent my front wheel. After getting it repaired we took a ferry to Toronto. Riding on the north
side of the lake was difficult because of the heavy traffic and shoulder less roads. After two days
we made it to Wolfe Island in the thousand Lakes area and spent two nights visiting my brother
and his friends Gen an Ann Platoff whose parents spent their summers enjoying the lake. It was
a beautiful spot to rest and recharge our energy.
Another summer Bruce and I took our car to Albany along with our bicycles. From Albany we
took our bikes to Buffalo and joined a rally that was to travel along the old Erie Canal back to
Albany. This eight day trip was a very enjoyable trip. Not so strenuous as many of our previous
trips we got to see what the old canal that made New York State the most important and richest
state in the country in the late 19th and early 20th century. It was a pleasure meeting so many
people and especially great to see an eighty year old cyclist who was determined to cycle as long
as he could. Along with many interesting sights that were arraigned as part of the tour we got to
ride into Utica with the mayor of the city (an avid cyclist himself) and a police motorcycle escort
. After peddling very hard to keep up with the very fit, young mayor we got a free tour of the
Seneca Brewing company and had all the beer we cared to drink. The top notch beer ended a fun
day.
I was surprised that after the Erie and Barge Canal lost its importance as the only viable trade
route between the Great Lakes and New York City, the communities upstate lost much of their
income and industry. The area along this one thriving area has sunk into poverty. Everywhere
we went however the people were friendly and helpful. One night we camped in a park next to a
high school. As most schools it is not air conditioned and it was warm and humid inside. After
supper it was announced that a severe line of thunderstorms was approaching the area and to be
safe the campers must move inside the gym. The temperature was too warm for me and of the
many cyclists I was the only one to remain outside> I did move my tent from under a tree but
while everyone else dealt with the heat I had a cool night’s sleep.
Anne and I were boatless and had our fill of motor homing and had no plans for the future. This
situation did not last long and I became increasingly interested in tandem bicycling. We rented a
tandem bicycle in Florida and after riding it successfully we decided to buy one with the
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intentions of taking a summer vacation using the new bicycle. We joined a tour of the Finger
Lakes region of New York. After days of training and sever long rides Anne and I and my
cousin Harold headed upstate. We left our car parked at the end of the tour (which was a very
large circle and began our ride. It is a very hilly area and between the headwinds and steep hills
we had a king sized workout. We enjoyed planned group activates each day such as wine tasting
and the visit to historic places but it was exhausting. We averaged over 60 Miles a day. Anne
and I had a stressful time and I was surprised at Anne’s endurance. After completing the ride we
spent a few days visiting our friend Bill Lotterhos’ home and enjoying his lakefront property and
lots of good meals.
Somewhere in these intervening years we took an eight to 10 trip to Maine with my brother Tom
and his wife Barbara with our motorhome. Normally it was stored in Delaware and taking it out
of storage and getting it back to Staten Island and inspections and minor repairs was also a
procedure. We took along a tent and drove up through Connecticut to Mt Desert National Park
in Maine. Anne and I had went tent camping there years before but it was much more
comfortable with the motor home even with four of us aboard. Tom and I used the tent when
possible and let Anne and Barbara have the coach to themselves at night. It made for plenty of
space for everyone. Tom was great with the motorhome and loved driving it and taking care of
the daily chores that accompany a trip like this. Tom was great company also because he likes
nearly everything I do including Manhattans, good food and champagne. Tom and Barbara
treated us to clams on=n the half shell and a wonderful lobster dinner. It was made even nicer
because Anne had reached 62, and camping at national parks was only half price. Tom and
Barbara contemplated buying their own motorhome and I hope someday he will be able to do
this. It is the best way I feel to see this great country of ours. It is also so nice being retired and
being able to plan a trip even at a moments notice. Having the time to do these things is a
wonderful gift..
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CHAPTER XXIV
At home I was content most of the time taking care of our vegetable garden, mowing the lawn,
trimming bushes, other yard and outside house work and going for long walks each day. I
enjoyed our traveling to Florida or the Henlopen in Delaware , taking cruises and other shorter
trips a lot.but the thoughts of getting another boat was always in the back of my mind. I
subscribed to Multi-Hull magazine. I had also been a subscriber to Cruising World for many
years. As you would expect the articles in Multi-Hull Magazine dealt almost exclusively with
catamarans and trimarianns. The articles as expected were almost all positive. Even in Cruising
World they had articles that were mostly positive. Most of the articles said that catamarans that
were built in the last 5 to 10 years were very fast, comfortable, stable, roomy, easy to handle and
very seaworthy .The only negative feature of a catamaran was that it could not point or go
upwind very well. All in all they compared very favorable to almost any monohull..
The trip I wanted to take was an extended trip to Bermuda then to the Caribbean to the Panama
Canal and then to the South Pacific. I attended the Annapolis Boat Show where many
catamarans were for sale and looked them over carefully with my wife and my brother, Tom.
There were few boats capable of crossing oceans in my price range.
I began searching then market for used catamarans both by looking in various publications but
mostly online. It seemed that there were plenty of yachts for sale and most of them seemed to
be suitable for ocean cruising but they were expensive. The least expensive boats seemed to be
for sale from Moorings Yacht Brokerage. Moorings charters out boats for five years and then
they sell them. The are used a lot by many different sailors - some good some not so good. The
boats are supposed to be very well maintained and the catamarans they charter were boats built
in South Africa. Cruising world rated them as the best buy for multihulls and I liked many of the
features the boat had - especially the inboard diesel engines with straight propeller shafts that
would need transmission fluid replaced that most catamaran needed. To replace the
transmission fluid in an outdrive it usually meant hauling the boat - a potentially very costly
project. It would be difficult to do on an extended ocean trip.
The least expensive boat that seemed right to me was the 37’ Leopard catamaran. They were not
cheap but sounded like they sailed well, they and a large comfortable galley and three fairly large
staterooms along with a main salon and separate shower compartment.
W got in touch with the Mooring Brokerage company and discovered there was a Leopard
Catamaran that had just been sailed to Fort Lauderdale from the Virgin Islands and the price was
similar to those that still needed to be sailed back. When Anne and I went to work on our shared
condominium in Florida we took a day out to look at the boat.. We made an offer depending on a
survey and satisfactory sea trials. We returned home and after several emails we settled on a
price.
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We then made plans to return to Florida to take a very close look at the boat. We reserved a
condominium using our time share for a week near Fort Lauderdale and looked the boat over
very carefully. Our good friends Bruce and Janet Cohn who are also accomplished sailors joined
us. We spent a day opening every locker and lifting every movable piece of cabinetry on the
boat. We checked out the electrical system and all the plumbing. We spent a day on sea trials
and were mostly satisfied with everything we found and made a final offer which was accepted.
We could not bring the boat back to Staten Island until May so we arraigned docking for the
necessary time. We contacted a full service marina, recommended to us by the Brokerage, that
worked on everything boat related. The windless needed repair and I detest engine work on
boats and hoped to avoid problems by having the engines overhauled with the replacement or
repair of any part that was questionable. I made the first of a string of mistakes by trusting the
recommendation we received. The second mistake was hat having the boat brought right to the
marina that was responsible for the work. This necessitated a mechanic traveling to the
temporary location to do any work. The mechanics traveling time was billed to me.
We returned to Staten Island and I began purchasing the many things that would be necessary
for our trip north and for future ocean sailing. We had many of the charts and navigation books
for the Intracoastal waterway replacing only those that were outdated. We also purchased an
inflatable dinghy and decided on an outboard engine. Anne was an immense help getting the
hundreds of items for the interior that made sailing possible and somewhat comfortable. Next
was getting a crew for the trip back north. Fortunately Bruce Cohn and his old time friend Joel
Teisher were both interested and signed on for the entire trip. Anne was not thrilled with the idea
of sailing again but being the wonderful and helpful wife she is, she agreed to start the trip and
take the boat north to the Georgia border. Bruce’s wife Janet was also interested in going part
way as well.
My long range plans were in doubt but I foresaw that this I would use the boat for two summers
and then in October depart on my epic trip. Anne and I arrived in Fort Lauderdale in April with
the car packed and roof loaded.. Our rainy trip down left our dinghy in a box well washed. We
found the boat still in dry-dock with the bottom being painted and some final engine work being
done. Anne and I spent the night aboard anyway and tried to make the best of the warm
uncomfortable conditions without a head or the ability to cook. The next day the boat was
launched and Anne and I loaded most of the gear we brought down with us. We found a nearby
Wal-mart and bought we more stuff including a small fan for the guest cabin as the boat had no
air conditioning and we expected warm uncomfortable nights which fortunately did not
materialize. The yard with our help cleaned the exterior of the boat. We inflated the dinghy and
at a West Marine store we bought the outboard engine we had decided on. We took the dinghy
on sea trials and learned how the dinghy hoist worked. It was an exciting time with lots and lots
of physical and mental energy being expended. The next day we took the boat on sea trials to
see how the engines worked and how the boat handled with just the engines. That evening Bruce
and Janet arrived and we had dinner in the large spacious cockpit under the awning with
delightful temperatures and a beautiful sunset. Joel arrived the next day and while Jane and
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Anne worked below Bruce Joel and I attempted to understand how the sails worked. We tried
changing gas tanks filling the water tanks and loaded stuff into the outside lockers. It was
hectic. We went out to dinner that night at a very pleasant diner.
The only very unpleasant event that marked our stay at the marina was a huge bill - almost
$18,000 but I was assured that the engines were in tip top shape and were fully inspected. I
later discovered that much of the work I was billed for was never done and for those jobs that
were done, it was done in a very shoddy fashion. The marina lied through their teeth. It would
be hard to find a more dishonest place.
The next day we departed going through the narrow river out into the more open bay. It was a
bit nerve wracking waiting for bridges to open with little room to maneuver. After finally getting
into more open water we again discovered that there were many, many bridges. With the trawler
were able to go under many but except for the very highest we had to wait for them to open.
Frequently - most of the time the bridges opened ever half hour or every hour. After waiting and
waiting for a bridge to open, two or three miles further there was another bridge and another long
wait. At n this rate it was going to be a very long trip. We did enjoy being on the new boat and
Bruce and Janet especially enjoyed seeing the Intracoastal Waterway and experiencing this
unique waterway first hand. They had thought about taking their 36’ Catalina Sailboat south to
Florida following this route. By the second say however I discovered the shaft on the starboard
engine was leaking and worse still was the sump pump was not pumping out the water. An irate
call to the marina that so overcharged us said it was fine before we left and said it was not their
resistibility. We attempted to fix the problem but the pump needed replacement. Later one we
did replace the pump only to discover that the float switch was loose and could be tightened only
but drilling a hole completely through the bottom. It's interesting seeing the blue ocean through
your hull. I eventually did fix the float switch and by using a plastic tie, Joel and I stopped the
leak in the shaft.
By the third day because the going was so slow because of the long unpleasant wais for bridges
to open, Bruce and I decided to leave the Intercostals Waterway and go north along the Florida
coast avoiding many bridges. The forecast was good with a brisk southwest wind. The ladies
were not happy as the agreement was to stay on the waterway. We had a spirited sail - the first
time we actually sailed the boat. It was a learning experience but everything went fairly well.
We made excellent time and went fast. The seas were bouncy and Anne, Janet and Joel did not
enjoy the ride but we went much further than planned and moved our visit to our friends Tony
and Helen in north Florida up a day - on schedule.
We visited Tony and Helen - they treated us very well. We used their dock, they fed us well and
drove me all over the place to get parts for the boat including a new sump pump. Bruce and
Janet had to depart to tend to things in New York and Anne, Joel and continued north to St
Augustine. This worked well because Bruce returned from Ft. Lauderdale to drive north with the
car and Anne was able to drive home. That left just Bruce, Joel and I for the next month to
continue our trip north. We visited some of the places Anne and I had been to before on our
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previous trips. Unfortunately we did not have time to spend much time as the idea was to get
the boat north as quick as possible in order to get our mooring ready for the summer. We did
spend a day exploring Jekyll Island and spend an extra day at my brother and sister in law’s place
in Adams Creek, North Carolina. We repositioned the boat and I went to the dentist because of a
painful tooth. A few days later we reached Norfolk Virginia and had a decision to make weather to continue north on the Intracoastal which would take another two weeks necessitating
a trip to Staten Island and leaving the boat or going north out in the Atlantic Ocean to Staten
Island in two days instead . Bruce and I opted to take the boat home on the outside and Joel
reluctantly returned home because the ocean swells did not agree with him.
It took two days to reach Staten Island. The first day we had an enjoyable sail but by the
afternoon the wind died as forecast and we moored pretty much the rest of the way. As we
approached Staten Island the port engine quit - the lousy job the marina in Florida was only the
first of continuous problems. We made it home in time for my niece, Jennifer’s wedding.
Tough L was getting used to the boat learning the best way of raising, reefing controlling and
lowering the sails. I also discovered how to raise and lower the sails, how to reef the sails, how
to moor the boat alone, and a hundred other things that are necessary for any successful sail or
cruise. Anne got the interior of the boat ready - everything from making fitted sheets to getting
together plates, pots, bathroom necessities to a hundred chores that were necessary for sailing. I
also began thinking about an introductory cruise around Long Island.
My brother, Tom and his friend, who has also become mine as well would go along. Tom would
go the whole way and Gen the last three or four. In early July we left Great Kills for out one leg
trip to Block Island out in the Atlantic. The wind was blowing hard and the seas were rough =
just the kind of sailing Annie hates. Tom and I took turns standing watch with reefed sails. The
boat was on a broad reach going very fast. Tom was not too interested in supper and was just
getting his sea legs. By midnight the wind bean to moderate and we even has to turn the engine
on and Anne began to stand watch to give Tom and I a break. From Block Island we traveled
east to Cuttyhunk Island north of Martha’s Vineyard, enjoyed a lobster dinner, thanks to Tom and
then we headed west back to Staten Island traveling north of Long Island Sound, a place that was
very familiar to both Anne and I. We stopped in several port we were familiar with and
eventually made it to Milford Connecticut and picked up Gen. We had asked Gen to pick up a
few items at the supermarket and he arrived with a dozen bags of provisions and enough liquor
to stock our liquor locker.
By this time we had sailed the boat quite a bit. I discovered that such a large boat - 37 feet long
and 22 feet wide- required more than one person to sail it. Two could manage but three would be
much better. The boat sailed off the wind very well, in fact on our trip to Block Island we hit 9
knots but going to windward was very poor. The boat slowed way down and the best I could
point was 60 degrees off the wind - a decent monohull can do about 45 degrees. Going to
windward was either extremely slow or you used the engine. At a low RPM with one engine
running we could do 4 knots and used about ½ gallon of fuel. This worked well in light air - in
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heavy weather it was best to wait for a wind shift.
Our trip back to Staten Island was great. Both Tom and Gen fished while we were sailing to
windward and caught numerous bluefish - some quite large. They were having a great time and I
enjoyed watching. Since we only had a couple of nights onboard we couldn’t eat them and
cleaning fish is a miserable job so it was the catch and release fishing method. It is great going
down the East River with people who have never seen Manhattan from the water before - and I
know its was Gen’s first time and it might have been Tom’s as well.
The rest of the summer was spent taking friends and relatives (who are also friends) out sailing
and we took about four day trip up to ________ with John and Janet Erickson. We winterized
the boat in the water hoping there would not be too much ice. We had a good winter and no ice.
I also made a long list of items we would need on our South Pacific odyssey including, a wind
generator for electricity, a new life raft, dozens of charts, two spare Gpss, a water proof hand
held radio, an EPIRB, a sea anchor, lots of extra line, spare engine parts, many gallons of motor
oil, and more than a couple of dozen other items. I made a list and got the best prices from West
Marine and by buying these items in Delaware we saved on sales tax too. I also began looking in
earnest for a crew and advertised online. A good friend on one of our niece’s Julie Fernandez
sounded like she could go for several months. Another young woman - Bill and Joyce
Lotterhos;s daughter, Katie also wanted to make part of the trip. I got a number of responses
from my ads and the most promising was from a couple from Oregon - Al and his wife, Melinda
- I tried later to forget their names and did a pretty good job - it took me three days of writing this
log to remember them.. Neither had much sailing experience but had operated a canoe and
kayak touring service so they knew something about boats anyway. They were about my age
and they wanted to go the entire way. They were about my age and we seemed like a good
match. The mistake was having them come to Staten Island for a visit and seeing first hand how
they would do actually sailing. But we wanted to save the extra airfare. The second summer on
the boat was again spent day sailing with a few overnight trips.
I should mention my friend Gary Solerno. Gary has been my car mechanic for the past 25 years
and has always been top notch, totally honest, and very reasonable if not downright cheap.
He’s the kind of guy who seems to undercharge instead of the other way round. As the summer
wore on I was having more and more problems with my engine and I mentioned to him that my
engines were giving me trouble - which was a constant truism and he owns a boat himself. He
volunteered to come down and take a look at my engines. He came down numerous times to fix
a range of problems. And he got my motors ready for a prolonged trip. I did a considerable
amount of work myself with Gary’s advice as well..
During September I began loading provisions on board. We had buying lots of extra food,
especially canned goods and dry food - enough food to last several months. I was bearing most
of the cost of all the equipment and food and charging the crew five dollars a day to share a small
amount of the cost. I topped off the fuel tanks, changed the engine oil, and loaded extra cooking
gas on board.
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About the middle of October Al and Melinda arrived and we introduced them to the boat. I
was surprised at several things - they knew next to nothing about boats, they were not in the best
of shape physically - Al having diabetes, and it was difficult to hold a conversation with Melinda
- she could talk nonstop for hours. Al, said he knew something about engines and wouldn’t
mind working on them - he knew next to nothing and complained about the small engine
compartments ( which actually are quite large. We invited Julie ( who was going on the first two
legs of the trip to the Caribbean) to meet them. It didn’t take her too long to decide she did not
want to spend two or three weeks with these people. I called my friend Wilhelm, Wildemasst,
who I met on the Camino in Spain and who lives there with his wife and family, who was going
to start on the second leg of the trip to see if he wanted to come early - he did and it would be Al,
Melinda, Wilhelm to begin this odyssey.. Bruce and Janet Cohn invited us to a magnificent
breakfast just before our departure to wish us good luck and to meet the crew. Al & Melinda
visited Manhattan several days, we spent two days loading the last of our food, including all the
perishables and the we loaded on the enormous amount of stuff they brought with them. The
night before we were scheduled to depart Wilhelm arrived from Spain and got his first view of
the boat. He was pleased by the spacious cabin. Although Wilhelm did not know much about
sailing he was great company especially because I did not enjoy listening to Melinda. Finally
about the third week in October - right on schedule, we were ready to depart.
We had a quiet sendoff from the Yacht Club with just a few people to say goodbye, including
Bruce and Janet, Ann Copotelli, and of course Anne. We motored quietly into a gentle headwind
and arrived in the Atlantic Highlands in the afternoon. The forecast was miserable so we
decided to stay anchored in relative safety This also gave my crew a chance to become
accustomed to the boat. The next morning then weather was worse than we expected and with a
better forecast for the next day we stayed at anchor. Later in the evening the wind did howl and
our anchor dragged in the soft mud and we narrowly missed hitting another boat - not an
auspicious start.
We did depart the next morning on a brisk broad reach with a reefed main. The autopilot had
trouble holding the boat on course and before long the wind increased so we continued off the
wind with just a reefed working jib. I turned out to be the longest and most difficult trip I‘ve
ever made to Bermuda (about 10) and the weather made us very uncomfortable. It turned out
that Melinda and Al became seasick rather easily and standing watches was difficult for all of us.
Fortunately we only had two hours on and 6 hours off. I tried to get the crew to hand steer
because they would need the practice later on. It was not easy with Melinda jibing the boat in
heavy weather more than a few times.
I do remember one afternoon when it was nice enough to read outside, I sat semi-reclined
reading one of my books. I was the only person on deck except Melinda who talked non stop. I
certainly wasn’t listening and after about a half hour of this Wilhelm who was trying to rest with
his hatch open yelled up for her to stop talking. With no one listening to her you think she would
have stopped on her own.
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Three nights the wind increased to the point where it was unsafe to keep up any sails at all
and we let the boat ride the increasingly large waves broadside to. Ai first I watched to see how
the boat would do and it seemed like a very stable platform and even comfortable. The only
negative was that with all the hatches and door closed the boat got uncomfortably warm and
humid. The first night we started to stand watches but then turned on all the deck lights and
suspended watches. The other negative was that we were pushed backwards about 10 - 15 miles
during the night because of the Gulf Stream.
After eleven long uncomfortable days we were finally approaching Bermuda and with the GPS I
didn’t worry about navigation which was a mistake because I began to see the ocean bottom
where it should have been deep and I checked the entered coordinates and realized they were
wrong. Al had been doing an excellent job of driving the boat to windward and this kept us
going slow. After my error was discovered we could ease sails and we were going much faster.
By the time we contacted Bermuda radio (always helpful and reassuring) it we late in the
afternoon and by the time we motored to windward to the harbor it was pitch black. Bermuda
Radio had us on radar and with difficulty guided us into the harbor and by the time we cleared
customs I was wiped out and Melinda made cheese macaroni for supper - otherwise we would
have went hungry. This was the longest and most difficult trip I ever took to Bermuda. This was
mainly due to the bad weather - October is too late in the season for sailing up north. The poor
sailing characteristics of the boat also didn’t help’ It was good finally getting here.
The next morning we found space at the Bermuda Yacht Club and were able to tie up to the dock
side to. We had unlimited free fresh water and electricity. The weather was superb - in the mid
70’s and bright and sunny. It was like reaching heaven after such a long and difficult passage, I
think AL and Melinda would have departed but found out that shipping their ton of belongings
would have cost a fortune. As bad as their company was I needed help getting the boat down to
the Bahamas. Wilhelm was a help but three hands were needed to operate such a large boat,
Wilhelm and I spent a week exploring the Island using public transportation and not mopeds. In
the past we always used mopeds but as we get older it seems much less safer and more
expensive. Traffic seems to have increased a lot since we first started coming here. The most
interesting place Wilhelm and I visited was an aquarium, zoo and museum of natural history. It
was interesting, enjoyable and worthwhile. Wilhelm was excellent company and interested in
everything. He made this trip to Bermuda interesting, educational and enjoyable. After such a
difficult trip getting there this was a great restorative.
After seven days in Bermuda it was time to leave. The weather looked favorable and after
motoring out of the harbor and upwind enough to clear the broad reefs we set a straight course to
Georgetown in the Bahamas. I chose Georgetown because Anne and I had visited here about ten
years before and I knew the harbor was big, comfortable, and inhabited by many Americans and
Canadians during the winter. Between 250 and 350 boats gather here each winter to escape the
northern winters. Nearly all come across from Fort Worth, Florida as we did ten years before but
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this time we came south on the Atlantic - a trip of about 900 miles. Almost immediately the
winds blew hard and we sailed on a broad reach with just the headsail reefed. It was another
wet and uncomfortable ride. Al and Melinda a d to a lesser degree, Wilhelm, all got seasick once
again.
Again as on our first leg to Bermuda we had to take all sails down and drift for 3 nights because
it was just too unsafe to sail. The boat did remarkably well lying broadside to the wind. The
boat is relatively comfortable and it feels safe and solid. One bad thing about lying hull to is that
each night we were set back about 15 miles - so not only are we not traveling but losing ground
as well.
We did have some periods of calm on both legs and did some motoring. The boat is very
economical, if slow, when motoring with one engine. The boat had a range of about 300 miles
under engine power at slow speed. Nearing the end of the second leg we did try flying the
spinnaker in light wind and after some trial and error we discovered the boat sailed best with
only the spinnaker and no main. With this sail plan the autopilot worked well.
About nine days after leaving Bermuda Al spotted an island which turned out to be San Salvador
and instead of going directly to Cat Island we decided to spend the night there. We anchored in
the late afternoon and then the next morning we rented a slip for the boat at the only marina on
the island. We checked in with customs and had to pay a fee of $300 to stay as long as one year.
We met another American who was sailing board his 38’ monohull from the east coast of the U.
S. to San Francisco alone. We invited the sailor, Gary, to dinner and had a very enjoyable
evening. He is doing what I should have done - buy a monohull that I could have handled myself
so that if the predicament I was in materialized, as it did, I could have continued the trip alone.
We spent a full day in San Salvador and found a small food store in town. Again, I spent my
time with Wilhelm We brought sodas and a loaf of bread (for $3.50) that was stale but still
edible. I quickly learned that if you wanted reasonably priced bread or any other baked goods
you would have to make it yourself. The ice cream looked inedible and was too expensive. We
didn’t buy any. The people were very friendly however and when they saw tourists walking they
would stop and offer rides which we gratefully accepted under the hot sun.
We departed for Cat Island with a tailwind and we raised the spinnaker once again. By the time
we reached the turn for entering the long last leg it was getting dark so when the water reached
about 25 feet we dropped the anchor in a fairly calm ocean. We got up the next morning and
could easily see the ocean bottom - the water was incredibly clear. A couple of us went
swimming. By noon we were anchored off the main town - there being no dock - in front of a
police station. We went ashore and walked to a nearby store and bought sodas. We also walked
up the highest point in the Bahamas a rather steep but not long hill to the Hermitage. From the
boat this looked quite impressive. When we reached it we found a collection of small stone
buildings built by a Catholic priest back in the 1930’s and he lived here by himself. He lived
simply in a very small room but had a beautiful view. We tried buying conch fritters but had no
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luck.
After two days we departed for Georgetown in the Great Exuma Islands. Since I didn’t have a
suitable crew to go further and going back to New York in the winter was not advisable I
decided to spend the winter in a warm comfortable place and worry about bringing the boat
home in the spring. We again had a tailwind and flew the spinnaker yet again. Bt the late
afternoon it was blowing quite hard - close to 20 knots and we doused the sail . I now know why
spinnaker socks are such a great idea. It was quite difficult getting the sail down. By the next
morning the wind moderated and we approached Georgetown under power. We had a very
difficult time entering Georgetown about 10 years earlier and I was leery of making the entrance.
The GPS was a great help. I knew exactly where I was and knew when to make the turns in the
unmarked channel. We made the long entrance in without much difficulty.
I felt a lot more relaxed once this difficult chore was done. We anchored the boat just off
Stocking Island on the west side of the harbor and motored across the bay - about a mile - and
tried to find the dinghy dock. It took a while as I completely forgot where it was since my last
trip about 10 earlier. After scouting out the town and finding a fuel dock we returned to the boat
and found the anchor was not holding well. We bought the boat across the harbor and filled up
the fuel and water tanks in a very tight space. Water was 10 cents a gallon. We anchored the
boat on the east side of the harbor not too far from the dinghy dock. Later in the evening a nasty
squall came up and once again the boat started dragging. I decided to use two anchors on the
same chain. This seemed to work. Anyway, I was not impressed with our CQR and I hoped this
new arrangement would hold in the very soft sand
After about a week Al and Melinda found another catamaran that took paying passengers to
Florida and arrangements were made for them to leave. They left Thanksgiving morning and it
was thanksgiving. I should also mention that Wilhelm took me out for a farewell dinner in town
two or three days before. Wilhelm and I were alone and after exploring the town and Stocking
Island, Later I made a chicken (the closest thing to turkey) and stuffing Thanksgiving dinner
along with vegetables and cornbread. It was a very pleasant day. Unfortunately Wilhelm had to
get back home and earlier in the day while we were in town he arraigned for a flight home.
The next morning about 5 AM Wilhelm got a prearranged cab to the airport and I was alone. I
quickly developed a routine that was pleasant with just the right amount of exercise and
relaxation. Each day I went for a one hour walk and made very good use of the library run by
volunteers in Georgetown. Books did not even have to checked out - all they asked you to do
was return them when you were finished. I spent sver hour a day reading just about anything,
although I enjoyed comedies historical novels and light mysteries the most. The library was
never short of books as most boater donated books they already read to it. Each time I went
ashore I bought back 3 or 4 gallons of water that the main grocery store provided for free. I also
did nearly all my shopping there. I discovered that about 3 or 4 gallons of water is all I used in a
day.
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Nearly everything for sale in the market was between ! ½ to 2 times as expensive as in the
states. Between the shipping and high tariffs all imported items were expensive. The
Bahamians don’t pay any income tax and all revenue comes from tariffs - hence the high prices.
I did most of my own cooking and baking. About twice a week I made bread and when I needed
it I made cake or something else sweet for dessert.
I rearranged the boat and remove food items from hard to get places and made them easily
accessible using the lockers in the unused staterooms. I cleaned the boat and looked after the
engines and wind generator. The wind generator supplied most of the electricity I needed and
when the wind wasn‘t strong enough (15 knots or more) I ran the engines at intervals to keep the
batteries charged enough to run the refrigerator. Computer, lights and other necessary items.
Sometimes I bought block ice when the weather remained calm. I always ate breakfast and
dinner on board and sometimes ate lunch ashore which usually consisted of conch fritters ($2.00)
and or beer and or ice cream. No matter how much I ate I did not gain any weight. I enjoyed
eating anything I liked without worrying about the calories. I knew this was one of the few times
in my life where this would be the case and made the most of it.
I also went swimming in the afternoons just about every day unless the wind was blowing very
hard. The weather was delightful most of the time and December through April the temperatures
were in the low eighties during the day and in the 60’s at night. When it rained it was usually
for short periods and the sun would return. Only seldom would you get a completely overcast
and rainy day. I washed my clothes in my shower water and once every 2 weeks or so I brought
clothes to the Laundromat for a machine wash.
I discovered enjoyed being alone and often did not have to speak to anyone other than saying
good morning and a few quick words. For several days at a time. The Bahamians and other
yachts people there were always friendly and very honest. I could leave anything including a
bottle of liquor in the dinghy and I could be certain it would not be touched..
Each morning at 8:00 o’clock sharp there was a radio net where items of interest would be
broadcast including the weather report for the next several days. Yachts people sometimes
needed an item and they would ask for it at this time... You were not allowed to sell items but
trading or giving away was allowed. If someone needed something I had I would just give it to
them. If you needed an item or any information the other yachts people were glad to help Once I
had a dragging anchor and got help resetting it almost immediately. Several times another boat
needed a hand and I was able to help them. During most of the winter the number of yachts in
Georgetown increased and by mid winter there were about 300 yachts there. All kinds of
activities were organized and if you were interested in playing cards, chess, basketball, baseball,
sewing or other things they were there for you.
Although I was alone almost all the time I did get several visitors. Anne came down for an
extended visit just before Christmas and strayed for about three weeks. While she was there
there was a Christmas Eve gathering on Stocking Island with a big bonfire, lots of singing 114

mostly Christmas Carols - along with wine and cookies - Anne baked some Oatmeal cookies
which turned out very well. (After Anne left I baked a number of batches always having one
or two a day.) I had never made cookies before this Christmas Day. There was another
gathering at a bar on Stocking Island. For two dollars and pot luck we had a feast. Everything
from great appetizers, lots of Cooked turkey and desert. The only thing we has to spend money
on was drinks from the bar. It was a very enjoyable day - doubly nice Anne was there. The next
morning - about 3 AM - there was a Junkanoe Parade that celebrated their independence in
Georgetown. We went having no idea what to expect and were amazed at how much effort went
into this production. Each town on the Island built floats and had marching bands with all kinds
of lights from the floats and brightly lit costumes. Each group was hoping to win for the best
demonstration. It was such a pleasant surprise. The parade took place completely in the dark
and the last competing group finished just as dawn breaking. It turned out to be a lot of fun.
Although I cleaned the boat well before Anne’s arrival she got the boat in sparking shape. We
had a wonderful time together and I hated to see her go, but she promised she would return
around Easter.
Not long after Anne left another catamaran sailboat identical to mine anchored very close to me Bruce and Judy Stewart - on board “Hairball“ (a strange name - in honor of their cat)were
aboard.. We became friends almost immediately. We compared boats and I invited them aboard
for dinner several times and they reciprocated. If any special activities were planned they
almost always invited me along. George was an orthopedic surgeon but he was also a skilled
mechanic. He changed both of his boat engines himself and added a generator and a wind
turbine - very similar to mine. Although they had been boating quite a while and brought their
boat down from the northern Chesapeake, they had never sailed without running their engines..
There was a friendly race among some of the sailboats in Georgetown Harbor around Stocking
Island (about 20 miles and George entered Hairball in the race provided I would come. The
weather cooperated and we had a nice broad reach for much of the trip and we sailed with the
engines off. All in all it was a very pleasant day and I think both George and Judy learned a few
things. I also wanted to see if Hairball was as slow as my boat and its pointing characteristics as
well. It was similar. To my boat.
Frequently there were special events planned by the other cruisers. One was a dinghy float.
Anyone could bring their dinghy to the middle of the large harbor and tie together. Plates of hors
d'oeuvres were passed from boat to boat and you got to enjoy the company around you and
whatever you brought to drink. It was a very nice gathering with probably about 250 dinghies
participating. Another night a large sailboat with a wonderful guitarist and his wife who sang
opera invited all the yacht people to tie up astern of their large and beautiful boat for a concert.
Again we brought our own beverages and shared their stern with about 200 other dinghies and
their occupants. An amplifier was set up and this couple put on a great show. Some skilled
instrumental playing, a bit of comedy and the arias to several popular operas.. This too was an
unforgettable evening. People were friendly and generous giving freely of their time and skills.
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Although I don’t have any special skills to share I did help several boats who needed a hand.
One fellow in particular had his dinghy blown loose during a squall. The dinghy turned over
and had to be towed ashore and the engine brought to mechanic. This took the whole morning
and then some. Trying to give of my time I helped re-shingle the library and when a call went
out for any community project I joined in. I gave away any charts or other things needed by
others to them whenever I had extra.
Still it was a solitary existence which I enjoyed. I did get a week and a half visit from Bruce and
Janet Cohn. When Bruce and Janet were there they got to see all the interesting sights and one
afternoon we went snorkeling near the entrance to the harbor. Later Joel also came for a week. It
was great having company and Joel fixed my electrical system which never really worked how it
was designed. I had a Bahamian mechanic who was a very friendly guy and a good outboard
mechanic ( I needed to have my outboard repaired three times while I was there} he was not too
useful fixing my electrical system (after spending $300}. Anne came for a visit just after Easter
and again spent two weeks with me - always a wonderful treat. We did more exploring of the
area. She left and again I was by myself. When alone I spent a considerable amount of time
hiking on Stocking Island and walked the perimeter several times - in sections. There was a
nature trail and some very high hills.
When Spring began approaching I was getting increasingly concerned about finding a crew for
my trip back north. I had a choice of sailing direct to New York in the Atlantic or winding my
way through the Bahamas and then taking the Intracoastal Waterway I know Anne did not want
to take any extended trip She finitely would not go on a long ocean passage which I preferred.
In April I finally got a commitment from Walter Weidman who sailed to Europe with me years
before and who now was my neighbor. His son and my brother were also interested. The
weather was getting warmer and many boats were leaving. By the end of the month it was
decided that Walter, his son Chris and my brother Tom would be the crew. I could not have
dreamed of a better group. Walter was a very accomplished ocean sailor, his son was in his late
20’s with sailing experience (mostly racing) and he was strong with amazing stamina and my
brother Tom who is good at everything he does and is great company besides. I decided to leave
about the beginning of May hoping it would be warm enough out in the North Atlantic. I told
the crew to pack lots of warm clothes. My mind was at ease and I finished getting the boat ready
for a long passage. I filled the fuel and water tanks bought fresh foods and frozen meats and
made last checks on just about everything.
All three of my crew, Walter Weidman, his son Chris and my brother Tom all arrived on the same
flight on May 1. It was election day in the Bahamas and all the stores in town were closed. The
streets were deserted. We dinghied out to the boat and then we motored across the harbor and I
showed the crew the most interesting sights. We went swimming and finished getting supper
ready. I had made crepes filled with chicken and mushrooms topped with a cheese sauce and
then baked. We had two bottles of champagne and snacks before the main course. I hoped to
start out on the right foot and I think I succeeded.
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We left about 7 the next morning and heard the radio net as we were leaving the harbor Just
outside the harbor steam began coming from the starboard engine room and we discovered
the exhaust manifold had cracked and was spewing out hot sea water. This couldn’t have
happened a week or two before we left? Walter and Chris jury rigged a repair with a rubber
gasket and a block of wood to close the hole. We decided to use the port engine as much as
possible. We were on our way with light winds and we mostly motored for the next 36 hours.
The seas were calm and I think this helped the crew get their sea legs and get used to the boat.
We were passing Great Abaco Island close aboard the port side the next afternoon and we
discovered that we had cell phone reception. Tom used his cell phone to call Anne ($1.00 a
minute) and Anne called me back This was the last contact we had with land until we reached
Staten Island.
It was an absolute pleasure having such a competent crew. I could suggest a sail change and the
crew did almost all the work. It was especially amazing to see the energy and stamina that Chris
had . I guess when the rest of us were younger we had the same attributes. I gladly left the hard
physical work to the crew and I navigated and cooked most of the meals which received rave
reviews considering we were on a rocking and rolling boat.
The wind increased to above 15 knots from ahead and we closed reached into increasing choppy
seas. We could just sail to windward of the Bahamas. And by the next morning we were out in
the ocean. The first evening out in the ocean we were hit with a very nasty long squall and with
the increasing wind I decided to lie ahull. The first of three nights that we had to do this. It
came as a pleasant surprise to the that the boat took care of itself so well. The unfortunate part
was that we hit the fringe of the first hurricane of the season. The second night as we were lying
ahull a Coast Guard aircraft contacted us to ask if we had seen any other boats - they told us a 50
foot sailboat was lost and they were trying to locate it. We didn’t spot it but the next day we saw
some flotsam that looked like plywood from a boat and tried without success to get this
information back to the CG.
During the second or third day on the ocean we beat into rather large waves on a windy day and
the trampoline broke the ties that were holding it and it flapped loose from the trampoline
anchors. This effectively limited our ability to reef sails. The next day the wind improved and
Walter and Chris began the tedious and time consuming job of repairing it. By the end of the
day the day the job was finished and the trampoline was the best it had been since I bought the
boat.. We had a couple of days of reasonably nice sailing and motoring and life on board was not
too uncomfortable. We had fairly calm weather for a few days and were able to bake bread and
Tom made cookies. After 10 days we finally reached Cape Hatteras about 150 miles off the port
side. Tom went swimming in the warm Gulf Stream and tested out the safety harness. It worked
very well and we all eventually took turns being towed by the boat.
The remainder of the trips saw us sailing with the spinnaker, motoring beating, running under
spinnaker alone, taking spray and everything else that the ocean had to give us. As we got north
of the Gulf Stream we saw more sea life including dolphins, whales and sharks. The weather got
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quite cold as well, especially at night. Between the wind, some spray and the cold it was not
the most comfortable and our warm clothes were put to good use.
After 13 days we finally made it back to New York Harbor with a strong outgoing tide. We got
to the Yacht Club dock and Anne and Ann Coppotelli were at the dock to great us. Anne had a
wonderful lunch at home and a nice farewell dinner with Tom, Walter , Judy and Chris later in
the evening.
The last of the trip saw Tom and I cleaned the boat, offloading food and laundry, rigging up a
temporary mooring and bringing the boat out to it. We had one last farewell dinner with John
and our long trip came to a close. This may have been my last ocean sail. It left a good and a
nostalgic feeling behind. No more cold wet night watches and no more of the enchanting
uncertain sea. It was a great run.
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